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IN'rRODOC'l'ION

'·

Sophocles, the second great A'th!'Jnian druati:!Jt of the
.5th csntut'Y1 has often b111en considered the master of dl:>aunatic
technique, eapechlly since Aristotle chose him as the para•

d1gru of drama in his .famous treathe, the Poetics. Gol'tl'liUl interest
in Sophocles 1n the 18th. and 19th century stema f:rom a renewed
interest in Aristotlest work fostered by Gotthold Ephl'ai:m

Lessing in the mid 1700's•
dramatic guidelines and thus

Lessing re1ntel',Prets Aristotle's
spgr~d

a new concern

f~

the spirit

of Sophoclean tragedy which was not to abate in Germa~ even to
th.¢ present dey.

The purpose of my paper ls to investigf.l.te the influence
. of Sophocles • the man. and the enti.re corpus of his plays within

the developing trend& ot 18th and 19th

e~ntuX":r

German literature.

'l'wo tl'ends pl'edominate during this period# the Apollonian ideal

· ot · "edle Ei.n:f'tllt und stille Gr8sse" • espoused by Winekeltllarm and,
to aome deg:ree, Lessing• and the Dionysiac stress on the irrational and subeonse.t.ous forces in nature 11\nd Man, a tHnd whieh

emerged in tho Sturm und Dl'a!!g el'a ot the 117{/ts and was to

come to full fruition in the Rgmantic era ot the early 18oo•s.
Friedl'ieh H8lderlin was the first Gel"man l1tero.teu.r to apply the

latter trend consciously to h!a native composition while drawing

from classical

~orms.

Tile value of Sophocles in the Klatud.k·Roroantik e:ra of
German litevature is eddent in his appeal to exponents of. botb.

ot these conflicting trends.

I had originally intended to in•
l.

vestigate the influence of Sophocles upon a wide spectrUlll o'f
w:r:>iters in the Age of Goethe, but found it necessary to limit
myself to .a detailed investigation of Lessing and RBlderlin,
the two precu:r:>so:r:>s of the Klassik and the Romantik eras respectively.

My research was conducted on two levels: Sophocles'

influence upon the personal and lite:r:>ary achievements and lives:
and their direct observations and criticism of Sophocles' own
plays.

although much of this influence is evident only by in-

ference and passing remarks, Sophocles emerges as a true model
of excellence in this age of German achievement.
I have found that an analysis of such influences as
Sophocles' can only be properly appreciated by a study of the
philosophy of the age, as well as the lite:r:>e.ry;, philosophic and
Aesthetic i.nclinations of the authors themselves.

This need for

background led me to an investigation or· such contempo:r:>a:r:>ies
as Christoph Martin Wieland, Goethe, Schiller; Friedrich end
August Wilhelm Schlegel, Hegel and Uietzsche.

It was my intent

to develop papers on the Sophoclean influence in each of these
ments literary careers but time has prevented me from attaining
this goal (except for Wieland).

If I may be granted the oppor-

tunity,. I will briefly summa:r:>ize my cursory impressions of
Goethe's and Schiller's estimation of Sophocles.
Goethe, the dri.ving force behind the German Klassik era,
considered Sophocles a model par excellence,a writer on the
level of Home:r:>, who, Goethe conside:r:>ed the greatest of all Greek
literary geniuses.

Goethe was very involved in the development

or the German National Theater at Weimar, the cultural center
of Germany, and attempted to introduce a new dramatic awareness
on the German stage which would combine classical elements of
form and profound meaning.

In his search for a model of this

synthesis, Goethe turned to Aristotle and Sophocles for inspiration and imitation.

Goethe's exposure to Sophocles' plays

seems to have been very indirect.

William Keller, :tn.his

article "Goethe Is estimate or the Greek and Latin writers as
revealed in his letters, works, diaries and conversations"
(Madison: University o:f Wisconsin Press, 1916), feels that
Goethe's interest in Sophocles was the result of his examination of translations by Voss and Rochlitz, two contemporary
dramatists and transl.ators..

Goethe did, however, gain deep in-

sights into the art and spirit of tragedy from the works or
Sophokles.
Friedrich Schiller, the other major contributor to the rise
or German classicism, was rar more akin to Sophocles in hif!
choice of genre than was Goethe.
tist laureat of the age.

Schiller was truly the drama-

Hi:> famous essays, "lli>e:t> die Naive

und Sentimentalische Dichtung11 and nfiber den Ge'brauch des
Chores" 1 a prefatory essay to his classical play Die Braut von
Messina, were pztofound reflections upon the art of tragedy
which Schiller

p~tililiantly

employed in his historical dramas.

Goethe and Schiller both made conscious efforts to recreate
the synthesis of form and meaning found in Sophocles in their
own work.

They achieved this goal by following primarily the

spirit and secondarily the form of ancient tragedy.

This success

l.t.
may be a result of two important factors.

First, Lessing had

freed German drama from tl;le French misinterpretation of
Aristotle, an event which allowed the German creative spirit
to seek its own level of achievement.

The second neason, of

course, is. the native creative. spirit so masterfully cultivated
by these two men.
Goethe, Schiller and all the other literary masters of
Germany agreed that Sophocles' most important asset was his
ability to achieve the goal of all art: perfect harmony of all
aspects of life.

HarmODWt for Sophocles, was a natural conse-

quence, not a contrived tool of his dramatic technique.

It

arose out of a confrontation of different and often diametrically opposed forces in man, in nature and in the cosmos.
Harmony did not mean ordered formalism for Sophocles.
the goal of his human creativity.

It was

Thus" the Germ.an litera-

teurs of the 18th and 19th century turned to Sophocles for in•
spiration and gaidanee in their efforts to give birth to a new
age of human creativity in their own work.

My hope is that I

can find sufficient evidence to snow a close J:>elationship be•
tween the wol:'ks and pel:'sonal1ty of Sophocles and the strivings
and achievements of the German Klassik-Romantic era.

GOTTHOI.D LESSING (1713-1779)
Gotthold Lessing, a major exponent of' the Enlightenment in
mid 18th !ientury in Germany 1 was one of the most significant
contributors to the ri.se or Ge!'lllan Classicism.

Guided by his

religious and ethical pr1nciples,or tole!'ance,. as brilliantly

'·

expounded in his Nathan de!' Weis~ (1766), Lessing attacked the
stultifying :gormalism ·lilf tb.e 17th century French Classical Period
and especially Freidricb Gontsched, the prime defender of FI'ench
formalism in Germany.

Lessing used his own literary magazine

D.ie. Hamburgische Dramaturgie to present the educational public or
Germany with his own interpretation or Aristotle'a Poetics.
Lessing repudiated the claim of Gottsched that form was the primary
e:oncern or the dramatist; especially with reference to the three
lUlit:Les or tiroej place and action.

He hel.d that a work could only be

.1udged by the reaction of the public.

This stance was far more

subjective; but also rar more rewarding and broad-minded.

It

'· to be considered on their own
allowed Aeschylus and Euripid!l!S

merits and not as inferiors to Sophocles wb.om Aristotle had con•
sidered the epitome of Greek tragedy.
Leasing did not attempt to translate Sophocles, as did
H8lderlin a half century later, or to use hiro as a weapon of
satire, as did Wieland, or a model, as did Schiller.

He approached

his study of Sophocles from two perspectives: as a literary critic
with an aesthetic incllnat1on and as an historian who sought to
clai'ify the truth behind the myths of Sophocles the roan, as
developed in the Vita.
First, I will treat Lessing's literary interpretation of
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·Is

a preliminary task to understanding properly what Sophocles

achieved in these plays, Lessing had to settle in his mind the
qualities to be

att~ched

to the concept of tragedy.

For assistance

he turned to Aristotle's Poetics
Aristotle's Poeticw Ch. XIII 2,3, 6 Perfect tragedy
should, as we have seen, be arranged not on the simple
but on the complex plan. It should, moreover, imitate
actions which excite pity and fear, this being the distinctive work of tragic imitation. It follows plainly in
.the first place that the change of fortune presented must
not be the spectacle of a virtuous man from prosperity to
ruin:for this moves neither pity nor fear; it merely shocks
us, nor again, that a bad man passing rrom adversity to
prosperity, for nothing can be more alien to the spirit of
tragedy; it possesses no single tragic quality, it neither
satisfies the moral sense nor calls forth pity or fear.
Nor again, should the downfall of the uttel:' v11J.ain be
exhibited. A plot of this kind would doubtless, satisfy
the mo1•al sense but it would inspire neither pity nor fear;
for pity is aroused by unmeritedmisfortune, fear by the
misfortune of a man like ourselves. Such an event, therefore,
will be neither pitiful nor terrible. There remains then
the character between these two extremes - that of a man
who is not eminently good and just 1 yet whose misfortune
is brought about not by vice or depravity, but by some error
or frailty. He must be one who is highly renowned and
prosperous • a personage like Oedipus, Orestes
or other
.illustrious men of rich families (Aristotle's Poetic
edited by Francis Ferguson) 5
Lessing accepted Aristotle's view that the purpose of tragedy is
fulfilled through an arousal which would serve as a catalyst and
cathartic to the emotions of the audience.

He

did so with reserva•

tiona, however.
Lessing develops hir: own ideas on the subject in an exchange of
letters with Friedrich Nicolai (1733 - 1811) 6 his good friend and
fellow critic, who began the exchange:
"Ich habe nur die Lehre von Trauerspiel von einer
neuen Seite betrachten wollen, und also gedacht
nichts in die Abnandlung zu bringen als was gewissermaBen
new ist. cc.Hau'pt:lachlich habe ich den Satz zu widerlegen ·
'

'

8.
gesucht, ·den nachdem Aristotles so oft nachc,esproohen
hat; es sei der Zweck des Trauerspiels die Leidenschaften
zu reinigen oder die Sitte zu bilden, Er iat;i wo nlcht
falsch, dooh wenigstens nicht allgemein 1 und Schuld
daran, daB Viele deutsche Trauersplele so Schlecht sind.
Ich setze also den Zwack des Trauerspiels in die
Erregung der Leidenache.ften und sage: de.s best~;~ Tz•auerspiel
ist das, welches die Le.idenschaften~ am~b:efj;.f.gsirens
erregt, nicht das, welches geschickt 1st, die Leidenschaften zu reinigen. 11 7
Nicolai obviously takes a more mundane approach to tragic
drama than does Aristotle.

The purpose of trag¢dy is not as eso•

teric as a pergation of existing emotions or as noble as proper
formation of mot•als; it is SiiJ1PlY the strong arousal of these emo•
tions which occur in everyday life.

The value of tragic drama lies in

its ability to depict life in as "true 11 or "natural" a sta:t;e as
possible, while elevating it to a high level of emotional intensity
and abstract reflection.
Following Ar1stotles1 outline, !Ueolai further develops the
concept of arousal of emotions in the light of dramatic action!
one of the three unities.

He considers action a crucial instrUir,ent

for exciting the proper emotion at the right time.

Three essential

qualities of dramatic action which are necessary for arousal are
ttGr8sse, die Fortdauer und die Einfalt".

Nicolai, in his epistle to

Lessing elaborates further on these three aspects of action.

First;

he says, actions are great and tragic not because they are performed
by great people, but because they arouse deep emotion; secondly 1
dramatic action has "Fortdauern (continuity) if it is not interrupted
by another action; and finally, it possesses slmplicity if it is
never complicated by incidental actions which divert the attention
of the audience.

8

The unity of action, as described in continuity

and simplicity by Nicolai, is a quality pertaining to the whole drama.

:o

OtherWise, emotions will be aroused but. never sustained long enough
to

ach~.eve

the desired effect.

Nicolai also categorizes aiff'erent traged.ies according to
their action and the emotions· they evoke in the same ws:y as
Aristotle.

First, there is the "ri1hrende 11 or "moving" tragedy

"t1ttieh excites the audience with f'r:i.ght and compassion,

und Mitleid 11 •

Next is the

11 heroiscb.e"

compassion help to evoke admiration.

11

Schrecken

di>ama in which i'l•ight and

The third or

11mb:ed"

type ·

of tragedy occUJ:>s wben admiration, f'right ana·· compassion are of"
equal importance.

A fourth type of tragedy is one in which ad- •·•

o'l·:miration is aroused w:'l.thout the help of' the usual fright or com-

... ,

NicoJ.ai observes that this type of' tragedy is not practical

passion.

because the hero

11

:l.m Unglil.ck, die gr8Bte Bewunderung, aber aueh

zugleieh Metleiden

el'!'ege~ 11 9

Ntcolai seelllS to ha1re been rather,

indif:rarent to the moral and pedagogical aspects of tragedy whicP.
'

Aristotle

recognized~

Re attdbutes the downfall of the tragic

hero to a "mistake" which he ool1llllits as a result of frailty.

1

Th~s

:t>esults in a conflict between the hero's desires and the objective
oJiaer which cannot be reconciled.

Thus; regarding Oedipus:

·
'•

so 1st z.B. in des Soghokles Oedipus der Fehler des
:
Oedipus nicht der l"iord des Laios, weloher auBer Handlung(
ist • sondern die Neugier, .w.s l4'elcher die Aufl8sung
i
flieBt. 10
·
Uioolai feels that • within the limits of the play's action, the

r
~·

tragedy of Oedipus arises out of his curiosity - his longing f'or

;.;.

self-identity,

For Nicolai it is this unfortunate emotional urgJ,

and not the guilt incurl'ed from the murde1• of his fatb.er which

\

supplies the impetus for

j

the Oedipus 1 s eventual tragedy.

Thus, ,,
the moral and pedagogical elements of the tragedy are di:ffused ~~

10.
found to be extrinsic to the basic makeup o.f ·the tragedy.
Lessing replies to Nicol!l.i in a letter, dated N·ovember

1756.

He observes that Nicolai's analysis of .tragedy is "very

pleasant", but unfortunately based upon insufficient premises.
Lessing accepts the arousal of emotlon as a primary premise of'
tragedy,

Lessi.ng, however, is concerned with the qua;tity of the

emotions evoked as vTell as with their intensity.

He subordinates

the role of emotion to that of an instrument for attaining the
goal of moral edification .-

11

daB das Trauersplel durch Erzeugu.ri.g

der Leidcnschaften bess ern k8.nn". ·II
Lessing next analyses the particule.r emotion by meam of
which N:i.colai distinguishes the various types of tragedy.
says

LesSJing

that he considers compassion ,... I!fitleid ... as the sole e.nd

basi.c emotion evoked in the audience by true tragedy.
and Ee'l-mnderung .. frlgbt and admiration
emotions according to Lessing but
important evocation oi' pity.

Scbrecken

are not independent

r~main

subordinated to the all-

Fright is w.erely tile sudden excitement

of pity with or without knotdedge of the object to uhiclh it is
directed.

LessinR cites as an example of the emotion the speech

of the priest, Tiresias, in the Oedipus Tyrannus, who exclaims:
11

Du Oedip biBt der 111lrder des Laiusl Ich erschrecke, denn auf

einmahl sehe ich den rechtschaften Oedip unglilcklich; mein Mitleid
wird auf
11 daa

~immahl

rege.

12

He next analyses the emotion of wonder as

entbehrlich gelvordene I.Jitleiden'1 pity rendered superfluous.

Elicitatlon of wonder occurs when the hero is unlucky but has
proudly rise.n so far above his misfortune that it loses its
frightful aspects,

Lessing uses Oedipus as the prime model of this

11.
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as though it suffers with him.

A person who suffers catastrophies,

as loss of an ideal, (e.g. Antigone), cannot be considered heroic
:tn the normal sense according to Lessing.

He feels that Sophocles

and Euripides stripped Oedipus and Alcestes, their respective tragic
figures, of all heroism in order to insure the effect o:f pity.
laments like a woman and Alcestes complains like one.

Oedipus

Lessing rein-

terprets a tragic hero, then; as one who stands up for his

ideal

with a great display of human emotion and consideJ?able indicision,
eventually succombing to his opposition.
Lessing·.~waited

almost six months to finish his analysis of

Nicolai's vies on tragedy.

Finally on 2

Apl'il 1757, he gives

Nicolai his own interpretation of the real meaning of pity and fear.
"Aristotle el'kl!l.rt
durch die Unlust Uber ei.n
hervors tehendes Ubel uns.sagt alles dasjenge erwecke in
uns FIJ1'cht, was, wenn wir es an andern sehen. Mi tleiden
-erwecke, und alle-s de.sjenige erwecke Mitleiden. was,
wenn es una selbst bevorstehe, Furoht erweeken mUsse.
Aristotles wfirde bloB gesagt haben: Das Trauerspiel
soll unsre Leidenschaften durch das Mitleiden reinigen,
wenn er nicht zugleich auch das Mittel h~tte angeben
<vollen. 11 15
AJ?istotle sees a means of arousing 11nd purifying pity in feaP.
Lessing differs with this interpretation in t}iat be feels pity

..

pUJ?ifies our emotlons without relying upon fear as a separate
emotion.

Pity

i.tsE:~lf

effects the release of the emotions.

Fear is

viewed as an aspect of pity.
The last point Lessing lllllkes in this lettel:' concerns character.
Nicolai claimed that refinement of emotions was impossible without
:t>esort to moralizing and cha.raete:t' analysis.

Lessing says that

tragedy could evoke pity and even fear without these two elements.
The audience • s resultant fear is a natural consequence of proper

dra.mat!e aet1Qn. i.e .. tho milJ:f-ol"ttm$ o:t ttl$ Ml"G b&c«<1s!ll of his
om~ioM~
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·· ····· !.essfngis'f'Irst.major

reference in the Hambilrgiscb.e Dr.runaterie

to Sophocles and his works appears in the 31st articles dated

14 August

1767.

Leasing's prime interest here is the character

of Cleopatl'a in Corneillet s play by that name,

She is described

as fellows:
stolzen Gesennunger, ihl' unb~ndiger Trieb nach
Ehre und Unabh!l.ngigkeit, lassen sie una als eine gl'oBe;
erbabne Seele betrachtert, die alle unsere Bewnderung
verdie.n.et. Aber ihe tUckischer Groll; ihl'e hlbnische
Rachsucht gegen eine Person, • •• ihre Leichtslnn •• •
machen ale una wiederum so klein~ daB wlr sie nleht
gertug verachten zu konnen glauben, Endlich muB dieae
Ver.achtung nothwendig jene Bewunderung auf'zehl'en. 18

0 !hre

The characterization of Cleopatra is fully developed in the
play according to Lessing's interpretation, but to such a degree
that the f'avorable attitudes evoked in the audience are negated by
her equally forceful ;Vices.

Lessing mockingly suggests several

scenes which might be added to the text to give the intl'igue more
·depth and

direction.

d~n®:Vve,J;ism
~re

19

Lessing attacks Corneille for his formal

which is so ballanced that the dynamics of the play

lost to the audience,

He concludes:

"Ich weiB nicht, ob es vial Mil.he kostet, dergloichen
Erdichtungen zu maehen; !ch habe es nie versucht, lob.
m8ehte es auch schwsrlich jemals versuchen. Aber das
•~eiB ich, daB es einem seh sauer wird, dergleichen
.. Erdichtungen zu verdauern. 20
·
Lessing views Corneille as a master of form but like all classical.
French dramatists, he has l.l!l.'o sense of direction in his work.

He

~·;.s.•>

w:aJ!:"' too involved with imitatioh ot: f'orm to really infuse it with
inspiration.

Pure imitation is not a dift:icult poetic process but

sustaining the quality of the poetic t:orm is a very tenuous
proposition.

Lessing compares the imitation

at;~d

assimilation of

mot•es of e.xpression to tb.G digestive process.

'!'be poetry of tile

past must beeome .an organic part of the dramatic poet.
then be able to
poetl'Y•

dNlW

l'Ie shou.J.d

on ·\lhb nourishment to (li;'<:utte his own vital

Corneilla was able to tlCCOl'llpliSI':t this process

of

ua1lli1la~

t1on in the area of :form but. failed in conveying genuine meanWg.

Lessing quotes Oorneille t s own l'etleetions on this prO:Cess
of poetry whieb. is illl}?Otttant

:f'ol~

Ilia vi.,ws on tb.e EleetH of

Sophocles and h"l.u-ipides.

"Veilleioht dfiX'fte man ZWGH'elll• ob aich die F'l"ei):leit:
de;r PoetS-c. so weit erweeJ.;:eti daB sie unt&r beka.nnten
Nnmen e1.ue ganze G·esebiehte el"dE~nken dart; so wie ich
ea. bier gemaoht habet wo nael.l de:t> El-21ehlung 1m ersten
Akte, .weJ.cne d3,e Gr1;1.4dla!S de~J 11'0-:Lgenden 1st_ bb ~u.
den iH.PkUngen !m tn.nrten., nit!td; das geringate vorkommt,
welches einigen hieto:;:-leehen G:t>und ni;tte. Doeb. mieb.
· d{inkt, ~&.1\lll. wix' nur das Resultat elner Gesehieht& be:ibenalten,
so sind alle VQ:t>l!u.fige Umstlnde •. alle Einlei. ttlngen :m
diesem Resul.tat.fit in unsere Gewalt. Wenigstens. ~te
ieh mleb. btilen Regfi\1 da wider $U er1r.u:'ll!ln• und d!e Ausflbung
der alten 1st v8llig aut' rneiner Se!te, · Denn mm
vergleic'}he 1'lUr e!nnntl die Islektrl!\ des Sophoklea mit der
Elekt:ra des E'Ul"':l.pides, u.nd sehe• ob de menr mit e5.rumder gemein .he.ben sls da$ bloBe Resul tat, die lehten
Wbkungen i.u dem Begegnissen .ihr'e. Held.in zu welcben,
jeder aut' einem bescnde:t'n wege. dtl:l"eh ibm eiganttlmliehe
Mittel. gelttnget~ so daB wenigstens ei.ue davon notwendiil)
. ganze und glll' die Er!'indu.ng. :l.h:t>&$ Vortailaers eein nu.tB.Gl

Corneille strove to di.voroe hi.a plot fro:nt the tl'a:ditional.

plot.
Of

This indepf.tnd\\nee sel'Ves to inaur& the f.ull development

hiS ,ebal'lil(lbePiz&tion.

:S:e cites the different plots Of &ui!ipides I

and 2ophoclea' Electra to validil.te hb cle.bl tllat
need not be shackled o;r biatorioal. .llru1 ta.tioil.S.

~enuine

tragedy

Each used his

own peculiar style to achieve the desbed aramat1o effect.
SophtHlles ere.s.ted a eon:t'liet betwe&n

whieb. was solved by Oresteal

Clytel!lf'.es1a•e. and Eleetva

E'Ul'ipides stressed the lowliness

of Eleetl"a • s spirit in its subordin(lition to Olyt&Mestva.

B0th

howeve~ 1

achieved

'the desired e:f:fect: -the. elal:ioriation

ot Electra's

character in the context of her ideal love for Orestes· and her
father.

Corneille 1 however, was hampered by his failure to in-

fuse his own

insi~hts

into the play to !nsure its vitality.

Lessing admits that all three drrunatists have tb.e poetic
license to adjust circumstances to attain the most complete explication of the meaning incorporated in the form •. Lessing devotes
the entire next article in the HambUrgische Dramaterge(18 August
1769) to the examination of this theory by drawing upon examples·
from the history of drama from Thespis to Oorrielle,

Each poet,

relying on his feeling for the dramatic effect, must adapt certain
details of a general plot to his theme.
were in a unique position.

The Greek tragedians

Their audience was

well~versed

in the

basic myths of Greek literature and were willing and able to accept
and interpret any valid shift in plot which was introduced to faoili tate the discovery of some new insight or the arouslll. of a new
feeling.
Lessing feels that the French
c~rned

drarr~tists

with the formal unity of action.

were far too con-

This overemphasis robbed

.. their dramas of a freshness and ·vitality which is the characteristic
of the Greek theater,

Time and place were also considerable ob•

stacles to creative drams.

in France.

Aristotle's concept of: time and place.
as obsolet.e.

The French misinterpreted
They were both considered

A drama had to be centered in ooo central area or

setting and last f<:r only a day,

Such limitations were frequent

in Greek drama but were employed f'o!' a definite synibolic purpose.
The progression of the play often followed the temporal passage

of an entire day from early dawn to evening.

The pertpete:!i$.\:of'·:: f'

1 7•

dramatic action would often come at midday when the sun shifted
22
from waxing to waning position.
Such symbolic form was not
an absolute tenet for the Greeks.

Variety was often used especially

in the unity of place ( e.g. in the Ajax) •

The French.; however.

lost sight of' the meaning behind such forms.
In an effort to collate the elements of dramatic action and
characterization into a cohesive whole, Lessing returned to
Aristotle's discussion of perepeteia, the dramatic turning point •
It is at this very point in the drama that action,

characteriza~

tion and emotional evoca.tion coalesce to shift the dipection of
the whole play.

Lessing illustrates the flexibility of the

peri~

peteia' s position in the <'!rama with two classical examples, Orestes
and Oedipus:
"Der Glftckswechsel kann sich mitten in dem Stftcke
er!iugnen, und wenn er· schon bis an das Ende fortdauert,
so macht er doch nicbt selbst das Ende: so 1st z.E. der
Glftckswechsel in OediR, der sich beriets zum Schlusse
des vierten Akts ~uBert, zu dem aber noeh manoherlei
Leiden~~ ) hinzukomnen, mit welchen sich eigentlich
das StilC,kllliesset. Gleichf'alls kan.n da.s Lei den mitten
·in dem Stlicke zur Vollziehung gelangen sollen, und in dem
nehmlichen Augenblicke durch die Erkennung hintertriebe.n
werden~ so daB dureh diese Erkennung das Stucl{ nichts ··
weniger als gefundet ist wie in der zweiten Iphe genia
des Euripides~ wie Orestes, auch schon in dem vierten Akte,
von seiner Schweste die ihn aufzuopfern im Begriffe ist,
erkannt wird. 23
Lessing feels that ancient tragedies were masters at fUsing
tragic reversal of fortune with the portrayal of suffering•

They

were not Pestricted by rigid rules as to the position of the
peripeteia.

The reversal should merely arise at the most natural

point in the plot when the audience is psychologically prepared
(or better still, - unprepared) for a deep emotional shock.

This

shock should t.ake the

form of fear in agreement with Aristotle'18.

and encompasses the uncertainty of the audience's situation as
we'll as that of the tragic character.
characters and

This intimacy between the

the audience serves as a catalyst for the moral

edification of the viewers.

They should learn from the

mistakes

and suffering of the dramatic figure how to withstand misfortune
nobly • if' not to avoid 1 ts causes totally,
The ·rear of the audience is conditioned by the depth and
validity of' their pity for the tragic figure,

Lessing attempts

to clarify the true meaning and diversity of pity by citing Moses
·Mendelsohnn' s views:
"Das Mitleid 1st eine vermischte Empf'indung die
aus der Liebe zu einem Gegenstande und aus der
Unlust llber dessen Unglftck zusammengesetzt 1st.
Die Bewegungen, durch welche sich das Mitleid zu
erkennen gibt, sind von den einfachen Symptomen
der Liebe, sowoht - ala der Unlust, untel"schieden,
denn das Mitleid ist eine Erischeinung, Aber wie
vielerlei kann diese Erscneinung werdenl Man indre
nur in dem betrauerten Ungl-!lek die einzige Bestimmung
der :ifeit; so wird sich das l1itleiden durch ganze
andere Kennzeichen zu erkennen aeben. Mit der Elektra,
die tl.ber die Urne ihres Br.udera weinet, empfinden wir
ein mitleidiges Trauern, denn sie hlllt das Ungll1ck ftlr
geschehen, und bejammert ihren gehabten Verlust. Was
wir bel den Schmerzen des Philoktets ~Jhlen, ist
gleicbi'ales l.fitleiden, aber von einer etwas andern Uatur;
denn die Quaal; die dieser Tugendhafte auazustehen hat,
ist gegenw!lrtig, und uberflUt ihn vor unsern Augen. ·vilenn
aber Oedip sich entwickelt, •• was emfinden wir da? Immer
noch Nilteidenl Aber mitleidige Entsetzten, mitleidige
Furcht, mitleidiges Schrecken, 24
Mendelsohn views compassion as a phenomenon which is concretized in various ways.

It can even manifest itself in polar

opposites of love and hate without losing the essential quality
of pii;y.

Time is a. definite factor in molding the particular way

in which pity is .evoked.

The Germans seem to be preoccupied with

the conditional effect of time in drama.

The late 18th and early

19.
19th century philosophers, Hegel and Schelling, as well as
H8lderl.in, felt that time played an important role in the
2
development of dramatic plots and effects. 5 · Mendelssohn
· analyzes the temporal conditionality in his examples of Greek
tragedy.
Electra arouses the audience's pity because of the hopelessness
of her situation resulting from an event which has already taken
place in the past.

Ismene, her sister, reports that orestes,

their brother must be dead because she saw
on the tomb of Agamemnon, their father.

a lock

of his hair

This news shatters all

Electrai s hopes fol' proper V-engeance against her mother.

Orestes

appears with news . of his own death and an urn supposedly containing his ashes.

Sophocles creates one of the most moving

scenes in all of .(}pee'k. JJ.terature in Electra's lament over this
urn.

Electra 1 s

IIIOUiMii~,

however, is soon discovered to be un..

founded for Orestes reveals himself and fulfills Electra 1 s
wish for vengeance.

Mendelssohn observes that the compassionate

mournin& aroused in the audience is truly sincere.

Electra !l!ay

have b.een deceived by circumstances, but her loss is psycholo_-t:

giwally real.

Sophocles, under the aegis of poetic.license 1

manipulates the circumstances to insure valid emotional response
from his characters and audience.

Deception is all too frequently

a part of reality and plays a significant role in the emotional
state of a person.
Mendelssohn next :c>efers to the pity aroused by Philoktetes.
Here pity is aroused as the result of ongoing pain,
ting torment caused

by,t>Jsi'i;"~~te~ing sor~

The excrucia-

causes Philoktetes to

20.
demonstrate his anguish on stage, ~ a rarity in ancient Greek
26
theater.
The itrlT!anence and overtness of' this emotion compels
the audience to be far more receptive to Philoktetes'. adherence
to his

ideal: total commitment to f'riend and hatred for enemies,

Lessin-g sees this portrayal end e,rousal of emotion as the most
perfect syntheses of emotion and action, the goal of all
drama.
Oedipus also arouses pity in his audience but through the
ancillary medlum of f'right !L."ld dread,

As he unravels the secret

of' his true self'-identity, Oedipus becomes more and
of any new development that might arise.

~~re

fearful

Consequently, the

audience ls caught up in the dramatic revelation in the play and
reacts •rith successive <legrees of shock.
Lessing makes an interesting comparison bettveeh the Greeks
and the Germans as regards their emotional involvement with the
stage:
11

Es ist bekannt, wie erpicht das Griechische un.d
R8mische Volk auf die Schauspiele waren; besonders
jenes, auf das tragische. Wie gleiehgi!ltig, :t-rie
kalt ist dagege!k unser VolJl: fllr das TheaterJ lrioher
diese Verschiedenkeit, ;·;enn sie nicht dakar k8mmt,.
daB die Griechen vor ihrer Buhne sich mit so starkem,
so auBerordentlichen ,Empfindungen begeistert fllhl ten~
daB sie den Augenbliuk nicb.t erwarten konnten, sie ·
s.berm.a.la und aberihals zu haben; dahingegen wir una vor
unserer Biihne so schwacher Elndrllcke.bewiiBt sind, daB
wir es selten der Zeit und des Galdes wert halten,
sie Uila zu verschai'fen'? Wir gehen, fast alle 1 fast
imrner, aua Neugierde, aus 1ilode, s.us Langerwaile, aus
Gesel1sehaf't, aus Begierde zu begossen und begast zu
warden, ins Theater: und nur ••enige I. und diese 1Venige
nur sparsam, aus anderer Absicht. 2 r
.

The very tone of' this passage suggests Lessing's disdain
f'or the theatrical nulture of the Germans.

Leasing was 'apparently

attacking the same Philistinisn1 and disinterestedness which
Wieland criticizes in his novel die Abderiten.

While the Greeks

21.

concentrated on tragedy (presumably ror moral enlightenment)
and the Romans dealt more wlth the genre or comedy which was
· light"'heal>ted but often moralistic in tone.• ·GermlllJ:Y was
altogether lacking a recogni.zable l'iationaJ. theater of any kind.
Lessing opeilly afurt..its the Germans lack genuine drama and
--~hnic

color in their theatrical pieces.

He places blame on the

unquestioning German acceptance and imitation of French Theater
for·well over a century.

He claims that the French have no

tragedy and what they consider to be tragedy is flat and formali:::;tic drama.

To support his view, Lessing qt.totes Voltaire

who contends that French drama does not make a sufficient enough
emotional impression to be called "classical 11 tragedy. 28 The
French dramas evoke tenderness where there should be compassion;
astonishment, when there should be fright; in short, the feelings
of the French lack sufficient depth.
Voltaire maintains that the frigidity of the F1•ench stage
stems from two sources: the spirit of petty gallantry and the
pitious physical condi·tions of ·the French stage and its accoutrements.

Less.ing dismisses these excuses with varying degrees of

severity.

First, he states, gallantry is always cold and un•

suitable for tragedy.

Second1y 1 the shabby condition of the French

theater houses should not be an excuse.

Shakespeare accomplished

far more dramatically with far less theatrical embellishment.
Lessing cites the Greek theater as ·further proof of this point.
He believes that the Greeks did not use elaborate scene decora•
tious.

The degree of prop-use in the Greek theater is a matter

for debate.

Some critics opt for the impressionistic stage,

others for the more elaborate, realistic stage in Greek drama.

29
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polar aspects of Phi.lotetes I character in the dlrection of compassion,
Lessin.<; discusses the significance of PhHoktetes 1 suffering
as part o:f the dramatic effect on

star~e.

· Es is sonderbar, daB sein Leiden so verschiedene,
EindJ:l.l~ke bei uns zurtlck;gelassen - Die Klagen 1 des
Grio~reci·~ die wilden Ve~sehllngen, mlt welchen
sein Sch!r.erz de.s Lager .erf1illte, und alle Opfer •
alle hei.lge Handlungen st8rtt. erschollen 11lcht
minder schrecklich durch das. !!'de Eiland, und sie
waren es, die ibn dakin verbiumten, Helche T8ne
des Urrn:tults, des ,)a..'T'.mers der Verzweiflung, von
welchen auch der Diehtene in der NachabmuP~< das
Theater durehhallen lieB. 1.@.
Lessing considers the

outward expression of pain as the

concretization of T'hilocktetes 1 emot1.onal and psychological
depression.

The drama of Sophocles visualizes what the lover

could naturally comprehend i.e. the abstraction of psycholo1gical or allegorical paln, vivified in the form of physical
or real pain,

Sophocles was able to synthesize the

masterful fashion in the drama.

two in a

Drama can achieve this synthesis

because 1t contains elements o.f poetry in the dialogue and
chorus, and elements of '· abstraction and idealization in the characterization and. theme,
Lessing

ob~,erves

that dramatically the scene of Philoktetes

in the throws of pai.n is temporally short but psycholog; cally
longer than the other acts of the play.

He bases this observa•

tion, not on the fact that the anclents had no concern for the

.

length of seen:e as some critics bel:!. eve,
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but on the plaintive

cl'ies and wtropering of Philocktetes; the fragmented exclamation
~
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for their portray·al of the agonizing death of Heracles.

Sophocles,

according to the analyst allows these two characters to complain,
wince, weep and scream.

This is in sharp contrast to the genteel

tastes of the French dramatists.

Lessing, the master of the

subtle jibe, attacks Cbataubrion for his reinterpretation of the
Phi1octetes myth which we will discuss shortly.

Chataubrion

would not dare to recreate the story as did Sophocles because
he, like most Frenchmen, was too timid to rise above the classical
form of the Greek dramatists and accept the meaning of' their
spirit, a fault which Lessing found almost unforgiveable.
Lessing speculates at this point on the possible plot of
sophocles last play Laokoon:
Wenn uns das Schicksal doch auch diesen Laokoon
gtg8nnet hl!.tte1 Aus den leichten Erwlltmun"en,
die seiner einige alter Gramatiker tun, lKBt
sich nicht schliessen, wie der Dichter diesen Stoff
behandelt habe. So viel bin ich versichet, daB er den
Laokoon nicht stocischer als den Philoktet und Herkules,
· wird geschildert haben. Alles stoische ist untheatralisch;
und unser Mitleiden 1st allezeit dem Leiden gleichm!Big
welches dez> interessierende '!Ge.genstand aussert. 11 47
·Lessing feels that there

is a causal relationship between

the degi'ee of suffering of the dramatic character and the degree
of the audience's emotional involvement in the play.

Stoicism is

the absence of emotiGn and adherence to this philosophy would
.

_.

'

eradicate the dramatic effect so .frequently achieved by Sophoclei!•
Lessing develeps a systematic analysis of, the failure of
the plastic artists and painters of GI'eece to depict real suffering or ugliness.
fashion.

Often ugliness was shown in a subtle or symbolic

The Greeks knew that sculpture and painting were

limited in their ability to de: :ict human emotions which are conditioned by the ephelllet'al status of time.

Thus Timanthes• fer

e:xemple, in his painting, Sao:t"ii'ice for Iphelfenin., veil$ the
face of Agammemnon to avoid revti'Etling the sorrowfu.l father's true
emot1Gns.

r.ess!ng feels thl;;t this restraint 1a proper for the
All art is an ideal :representat1en of res.llty and

plastic arts.

es.eh. genre mtlst find its most suitable vehicle for expresaing
its ideal.

Lessing cit&s a passage from Pliny to support his v1ew1

CUll! moeatos pinxesset omnes, p:NII!ICipue pestrum, et
tristithe o~r.nem imaginem oonsun1psissett patris ipsius
vultum velarit quem digne zwn poterat CJstendore. !18

The ancient plastic

~rtist

deemphaelzed the intensity ot a

parUcularly gruesome emotion to insure the desired response by

He does this by choosing a relahd but less in-

the audience.

tense enlotiGn.

This p:roceu of selective

idealizati<:~n

is fa'l:"

regre restricted tnan tha ideal1zaMon involved in dramatic action.

'l'he highest priority of the artist, poet and
imitation of

realit~.

pa!.ntet' :11!1

Both do so within their respective genres.

'l'he priority in dramatic poetey :l.s !:be i:ruitation of reality in
the most natural and truthful way possible.

the imitation of truth in beauty.

In pietoxoal art it is

Lessing and the Greeks

l'CI•

alized that art :f.'orM suc,h as painting and sculpture could ideal-

he only one moment in time.

Leasing will go en in the Laokoon

to describe this phenomena as

11

Nebene:tns.tlderu. The paintel" b.ad

to idealht!! the most ei'fioeoioua tr.d)ment o!' an (il.!l•gl/ling process
for the pl'{)per aesthetic edification of his viewe:ra.
then rises: why not the worst moment of agony?

'l'he (jtlelltion

The nnawer to

this can be round in the problem of emotional a:rousal.

As we

have seen, Lessing vlews pity as the most basic of all emotions.

Abhorence (!)r disgust in a

plastic work of art cannot be temp-

ered and given their proper contextual relation to pity by the
passage of time.

Such limitations preclude the possibility of

depicting ,the w0rst emotional state.
Poetry. (Ne.cheine.nder) has the unique capability of giving
the reader or l:!.st.ener e. fuller· cantext of emotions.

Sophocles

was able to show the fluctuation 0f emotions which naturally
occured in the development of his plots.
Das Drama,, welches fUr die lebend1.ge Me.hlerei des
Sche.uspielers bestimmt ist, d~~';;:yifll<leieht<&eb.~n
deswegen sich an die Gesetze der materiellen Me.hlerei
stranger he.lten mllssen. In i,b.\n gle.uben wir nicht bloB
einen schreienden Philoktet zu sehen und zu h8ren; wir
hSren. und sehen wirklich. schreien. Je -~!lher- der
Sphauspieler der Natur li:Bmmt; · deste expfindlicher •
mus!!en.unsere Augen und'O~ren beleidiget werden; denn
es istupwidersprechliciJ., de.B_sie es in der Ne.tur
werden, wenn wir. s.o laut.ec. und heftige !usserungen des
Scbmerzes vermenten. Z}t;ll~ID. ist. der k8rperliche · ...
Schmerz llberhe.upt des M~yleidens nicht fllhig, welches
anc;lere .Ubel erwecken. P'l?JJ~re_Einbildung kann zu
wehig in ihm unteracheidei:l~ als daB die blosse
Erblickung desselben etwas v.on e_inem gleicbme.Bigen
Gefuhl in una hervor zu bri!J.gn verm8chte. Sophekles
li:8nnte daher leicht nicht einen bleB willkllhrli(lhen,
~onaern in dem Wesen un~fe~ Empfindungen aelbst gegallndeten Anstand U.bertreten haben, wenn er den. Philoktet_ und Herkules s0 win~eln '!Pid,weinen, so schreien ·
undbrU.llen le.B.Die Umsteh~!mdeli'k8nnen ctupm8glieh so
viel Ariteil an ihrem Leid~n nehmen, ala d:i:ese ungemK:Bigten
Aiiibrllehe · zu erfodern schieneri •.'J:iie warden una ZuschaQ.erri vergleichungsweise, k~lt yor¥;ommen und dennoch kBnnen
wiZ.'ihr Mitleiden nicht'wohL.aridera, ala wie de.s M~·;,
des
unsrigen
betracht&n~)+9
'
.'.
. .
....,.,.- .- '..
Lessing ola:ims'the · pe~rtraya1;'0f.pii.in
in drama should 'eyoke
__
'
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the e.udieil.ce~ #::c~mpassion.
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'

with" the:'tritg~c ~igure.

-_J_~.'

This c~l(ipa:ss:l..an, is truly ~'suffering

·

;·.t:-~·:'·:.~-~--c·-~>;

;.

' -

:·

We, the;.~<Uence; have to be united to
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b
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ot etll because
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C:"elt era\t!:U"tto

Ft"Oneb
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d~Jt

l',.esdng t11'Jvdo-pe bl'd.a C~:>ntl"tlll$t of tM l)r(ll!lik ~&nd

o.tm atep 1"->lli'tMll',.

Wl:tllf'J the;

(itt"et~k$ ln~Ull

1.n us

the

~~estion

of whethep Philoktetes will

desert isle and die pitious1y without his

have to stay on the
bow~

the sole means

of his survival; the French present us with the fear that Philoktetes will be separated from his princess.

This contrast between

survival and romantic separation indicates for Lessing the shallowness of the French.

Lessing sums up his evaluation of Chataubrion 1 s

play by saying that it should more properly be called "La Difficulte vaincue".

It is not tragedy e.t all.

The third area of analysis for Lessing deals with the expression of pain within the context of ·the whole play.

\Hthin

a general scheme, individual scenes have various degrees of
aff'eotiveness and importance fer the total dramatic effect.
Lessing observes the importance of this total effect,
Nach der \Virkung des Ganzen betrachte man die ei~eln
Scenen, in welchen Philoktet nicht mehr der verlassene
Krenke 5.st; wo er Hcff'nung hat, nun bald die trostlose
Ein8de zu verlassen und wieder in sein Reich zu gelangen;
wo sich also sein ganzes UnglUck auf die schmerzliche
tiunde einschr!lnkt, Er win>.rnert,. er schreiet, er
bekBrnmt die gri!Blichsten Zuckungen. Hierwider gehet
eigentlich der Einw~rf des beleidigten Anstandes.
Es ist ein Engl!l.nder, welcher diesen E'-nwurf macht;
ein }~ann also bel ~;elchem man nicht leicht eine falsche
Delica·l;esse argwohnen darf. \1ie schen berUhrt, so
gibt er ihm auch einen sehr guten Grund. Alle
Empfindungen und Lei.denschaften, sa.gt er mit welchen
andere nur sehr wenig sympathisiren k8nnen, warden
anstt:lssig, wenn sie man zu heptig zu ausdrtlckt 11 , 53
The English criticism against the scenes at' Philocte·tes 1
overt lamantations are given by Adam Smith, the philosopher- economist of the 18th century who was to set up the basic of classical
economics for the next 12.5 years in his famous Wealth of Nations

(1774).

Lessing cites a passage from his work "The Theory of

Moral Sentiments

(1759)

~ft it t~r M10 t;a,tr;e .Mil\•un th:~~t; t.l!) Cl'>J m..tt wlth ;:cc.<::i.l;r
pa!.n• bow 1ntql~~blc. .!lin,ovo~~x-. appea~a alllf!.1a <:mroanl;:r
llnd unbocM~ing, . 'l'l'u11rott h; ho~wr 1 & ~~~d dtHll 111t'

ay.wrp&.thy oven w:ttb ~d.tl7 '!)tt!n. :tfJ u. nu alReady
been ~~M'l!4;. ! n~~e -. !J~t"Ol':.ll! d~d 11 and ju$t ready

to tall llP.~n the le~ ~~~nd .an ttr at~.ettle:tt 'tJtl't~llen, t
llAtttl'l.ll.l'S!' llhX"inlt ud ·iS:'tw \lil.Ck 111lJ' own leg at' :tll.f ~SW'n
fl'I!IJ •oo when 1t d.;:;ea ran, ! t~el tt tn aomft mtUltJI.ll"e 1
~d. am burt bf !t all well tu~ the •u.rt•7MU:o•. ~Y burt;,

~owever, 1111 no dc®t., e:nc.ead'"lY ali{iht, mui 1 upon
that &ecount 1 1f' b~t mdftt an;y •tol&nU i!JU.tc:ey, aa I
earu-let ~ ale~ v!th td..m, ! .r'.eve1" taU to despllllo him,.
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~t

i~~~'

hla enE!mlOillo ;;.All th!e beh•vlor 1s ~oi:V.YistecOt "+d.th bb noble
ol'uuoe.cte:r;,

It h

1ft~ tn-.~

r.eadng ®u not otto Ak."tt :Sm1tt.•s

p:t>a1ee lf)f' tta P,bU;to\ft:u wb.toh Suiith eonald$Hd. •up•n tn@Oetu
beoause of the -:reDd()n of t~llf.n wUhln thfl l1mta 'l)f' d•e~l'Ul!l•

*'fn uem.e t>f' tile ~toeflk b&l!(lld1$s th;&n t• !ln r~.ttempt to
a:;:e1te Mlllpeet>:tcn by th~ ~pnacota~.tion ~t the ·~ol'll•a
of bM1llr pCihio PM.lootetea c:t-!!!t$ ~Ut:; ~ td.mts
from the «Utt:r~t:y ~t hh flt~.f'ftU."ltlf!flo . ltlppol)'tU.l\ arid.
fferoule• (lcl'& l:mth 1.ntl"l\lduc•d •• •xPl.l"ift!:'t l.illdtJ:r ttut
ae'W'&Pti:ttl tul"ttll"el , which 1 t •••• 1 onn tllfl t"ort1 tu.4e
t~f

H'$l'Cale• '!IU lnef.'pabl& or eu.:ppQrfU.r,~.. In fill
th!ltafl Clll#&** 1:\anlt&tt, tt; b Mt the pa1n. wM.oh 1nt&N!sta
ut., h~tt 110:1e otbeJ< ~1:MUI"(:stant.Ht,. !.t te not ttw ao:rc
foQt, but tile $Ol1tud$ ot' N:r1'loetetet w.h!eb aff$Ct$
us • wd dtrrusea ove,_,. tbat obaN!tne; tra.r;:f.l~y., that
l'OI'llttnt1e 'ld ld.nus whhh b 11o ~~fl&bl3 'lro tbe 11!li'l;1!:1fl.fl•
t1on. 'l'ba a$0nba ~f i'lel'l\lubo and Bt~:~:Pi!lol:ftue al'tl
tntfl'Ost1ne; ~~Jnl~· be>eauno we tal'••" lfhat dH:th ia t:f.l
bo th• f)Omti!'Ht'fl•,nee. If' thou h~tl"'&li Wttl'fJ to 1-0C~'Ir$1',.
~ ehould tb,lnk tM ~•prea~Jo.tat 1{!):n !itt'
Mm ill' tJu,trerl n;se

pe.rreetJ.:; J"id1eulcun. Whilt a t~~~~~dJ' weul\1 that bo,.
ot which tn• 4iatr•at con•!ate4 in a eollcS ~•t no

po.ln is 1.\'.o:l"o uo.uhit.t. 'rh'>ll& e.tt«rn:l\lts till' ellfCito
co,mpe.u1on .bJ tile HJ>Maentae!on of b~dll't pe!n rta;r
bee. l'&gveect u Q;1!1~ tbe gnat•111t brenc~.l:u:tJ ¢!' decll!t'U!'I!
of whicb tlru~ Gf',f10k that~n.• ha$ u t tho l!llUlll~le.
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R•bt ~btlil<lbet.
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~ro~lf't•u<t,

Schon hatto ev tn 41e••u• 17/ut den

und

an dem F.e1san J!!IP$Cbmetttt:t>t.

Dol' Ohor i.st wdbUeh; ·um so veil nat!ll?l:tcher muB
deb Furoht und Entsetzen seiner b<Jmdstern. Dieses
und. die Erwartung, ob noch ~:~in Gott d~m H'erkules
~u H~lfe eilen 1 oder Herkules unter diesem ttbel
erliegen werde, macht hier dAs llligentliche allgemeine
Intereue welches von dem Mttleiden nur eine geringe
Schatterung erhRlt,· 58
·
This :play and its main character have the oppodte a.frect

on the audience tl"ortl Fhilootetes.

an exhausting :pnin.

Hercules does not suffer frorr,

!!is pain ie a goad to his Wl'l.tth whieh

causes him to kill Lichaa.

This wrath may be a natul:'al respGnse

from the semi-divine sen

Zeus.

malta this

o~

Although teasing does not

observation b&o.ause of. his particular interests, it

would be e.n int&;t'p:?etatien ooMishnt

~o~ith

the

et'lno.ept o£ tb.e

Greek here as a man driven by iL'divine,:•liiPin"k a• wo shall see
t!l:l£POUnded by H8ldel'lin.

Lessing is

J110l'l!l

concerned• however•

w1.th the audieooe•a reaet.ions to .the dramatic effect.
w~·

He notes

that the chorus consists of women who are more natut>a.lly onr- ·
come by fear and shock at the sight and action of Reraclea.
'l'he reactien of the Chorus a.>'ld the e:x;pectation that a god may
come to Heraele&' rescue, ares according to I.ess1ng, the gtllneral
points of 1ntel'flllt in this play for tb.e audience •
seems toe superf1c1al to be justitied~

This evaluat1on

Lessing oo:mpletely ig•

nores the important role of Deianira in the development of
plot and theme in the play.

'rha element of col!lPfUision is only

presented here in the most superficial
because the outc.o:me 1s decided by the

way~

according to Lessing,

oX'Ci.ele ( i.e. that

Heracles was to die in aufferir>.,g arid in youth) and because
Heracles finally accepts his f4te.

The a.udiencets amazeMnt

at his decision to die supereedea all othel" emotions and thus

makes 1 t a less ed11'y1ng

pl~y.

I.eas!ng makes one final. interesting eom;H;.rhon between
RevacleiJ and Philoktetes.

a man.

The :f'o!'!ller ia a

Pb.Uoktetea is never

~ashamed

dem'~·god,

the latter

o'f his complaints; nePaclea

is a$hamed that his mortal natw:>e hes tabn control of hh divine
nature.

Altnoud.~

roodern man does not believe in de:m1 .. gods_.

observes Leasing, the m0st reat:vained roodern he:t>o is supposed to
:feel and act like a suffering Heraole:11.

As ·we b.$.Ve

seen~

this

l!l.rtificia.l l"f;u;;traint of etr.otien was to be avoided at all costs

in genuine hu:rne.n tragedy.
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aehen 1'-~1.-onte!'*. 'lroU~~.C$, i.Uld ttll ~n :ti:tte~t:>.w t~ll:''""'ftln
.rulbll<•... D•• ..n. ~ hlltlt4l el", 'Ide obi Auf'MCh:>11't

<h>n&Ni

4e$ ilkt'a 'l'1tielblattu $llg!btt d~l$ !i(I'Mn il!'J!l Olchte:l."t>
'bost!m!"Jt• und tH.$-a-.:r. sollto ve~~t:U111h dno l0'1thehe

Z&;!;'fflli&t'1•1*1Ulg ~•t•l' Stl.tb(i~!elo; t.Wd i!lf.rte liteut$¢h&
ttben~t.alll\~ 4•:c-st~lbtUl 1n r'V"¢o• .naehf'O"lg•n Dh;E 1'\'d:zt.lllt"@

lint tlieh

uen£@l.at~nif q~ ~Ill !nt'M.~.~n1."N<;~nt(J d~l!l Aj~
4e~« Leur M B~'hlt.>f1 ~tl>h*a
~tt,t.:.U~n ...,.,1'\ie. 60
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• lMlOnt ov.n> iaai ltt• & tallll.t'\e 1:!()- U.vc.t1! • epet)b.i IU"tlele !n

his history of literature to Sophocles simply because no predecessor of his bs.d done any simUar work on this dramatist.
Lessing comments that such an investigation must be made.
His personal interest in Sophocles resulted t'I>om his earlier
work on Ju'o1stotle•s Poet1es.
'l>lli!n gew!nne aber einen alten 3ehl'11'tsteller nur orst ·
lieb, und die ger1ng$te Kleini·;keU:, die ihn betrU·tt,
die einige Bez.iehuns; auf ihn hal:Jen~ ka~~ · k8ret.· a¢',
una gle!ohg'ifltig zu sein. Sei t dem icb es bEltrauere,
di6 Dichtku.nst dee Aristotles eher. studleret zu haben,
ala die Muster~ aus weleh<:>n er sle absbrah:l.erte: werde
ioh bei dem Natoon Sophckles* 1ch mag ihn finden, wo ioh
will, aut'merksiU!le:r;>,ale bei meinem elt;;enen. . Und wie
vieltKltig babe. tch ihn mit Vorsat1r. gl\lsuohtl Wie vhl
UnnUtztes hebe 1ch seinetwegen gelesent 62
Les!ling appa:rently 1nvest1e;ated many sources before he
beg~m

on his Life of Sophocles.

He elaim.s that his p:rimary

sources were Suidas and an unknown author who introduced his

:Jcholia on the Sophoclean eoeyus of plays wS.th e.

.notes that Suide.l s ar-ticle on Sophoclee h

Y.Ata.•

Lessing

very shorl and used

only indbectly as a basis of notes omr.plled by a cert!tin Johannes
63
l-Jeurs111s
on whorn Lessl.ng draws heavily. The $cbolil>\st, !,easing
informs us, gains his infomation from tbrae sourcc:u llriet ..
oxemus of 'l'uentum, the sttldent of Aristotlcs; Iatea, the papn
Q:f' Call:!maehus; and Sartyrus, whose I,lfe of F!!P!ous Men may have

included Sophocles.

r.esslng was intent upon .findir,g the most

accurate and detailed account for

his own Life of Sophocles.

He wanted to discover the truth of $ophoc:Les by properl<y
ating his study around the life of the h:l..storical

orient~

l'lUU'l•

Lessing begins his wo:rlt with n suw.n\al"y of the major events
and details in Sophocles life:

r!'
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Sopb~~~~at hllD$

tn~

hi~ e>lv'll 'rl,(IW or .
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~;,l!vitlflilt. t'IT OUl" \I'Witel'!n

idea on

dhtio.M

ln Athena whl"'h b
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!fl'Mdaed tOo

l{o,f!m.

CQ19£.!ml~

li"At~nU'!Q'l'll'ltlJ

ut~d.n,s

1n

eonttnuea

hb NJIJ$0li!.1nm on thtt ~t!lfit: .
Aut' dem zwoit~m 11 oA!Ilvot;. , weleb_. liU!!! tsnte!'Jt(l;nt•d•
hif!llt lt(lli!•JMl Cl~ t\lle d10jfH:l1~:t'l 'ti"eftl!lra.
w.lcbo flh-· t.oba Q~H:>(tten, und \ihihn 'lt(ltl d1$1$em

lliYOIH.U.OIO

m.m.

ib~o.n V~tl'~!lM11•~~ul~tl- wo>.lilv~'fa" Was 1~t
lo!~htl~t>
au vor•n~~n
u>.•v~ n~ utld 1U'll.lvutll~>1 SoPhe,Qll>}a
t!.ber, und tol&'(l1Ch g;.toh ~"tn VdM" w~ ~In "'oll.lllvu11s.
~o :raooen tb.n Arlt~~~xenue utld lstier ~:t~~nt'~t, tttlld ltllta&n

us

•a f1!r wo..hwunt · W'.ld 1'!'!Mhten ! ~n Z1:! ~~M~ M~ttaM!, der
.
fili' tobn ar'OetltH~~t. M~lne. V~l>$i/Jtu~ wlfl dftdu:~.~oo beetli\lf*'t•

dd 8h wed•:tt u.nhi!.'

e!~.or,

n•ch m1t slob ••lblilt

.t"Jtnte 81nd 1 welenio)• l\tlln(lw*rlil: 5®h1lu o!.Jx•nt:Uoll eetrf.h
))r,,n n~,hm ~1n !lobwu11~: 'i!:onnt4l ~1A ZiMOmNll'l, etc
S~hln1dt ·llnd dn eon~ar-.~~4u.• ••1n. 6$
~ss!n~
ploX~ttion

t!.ot.ln!te-11 $t!'a1na <> litl6U1#t.!C etml"d 1n tb18 ex•

of the scholv• s 1n(leehd.on.

11111 ¢1tt>s a

J.:IU8~e

f'l'O.m

the Cht'1atwt,b1~-fi o!' &tU•uihll vhQ ~ldn-..a that those wh~ work

~or
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cth*l'IJ *t a pso!.e• are c•lled hso

ge~:t'lll \181\ge ~ lcwa

tor

eh&l':}.~l!

about tho worcb1• oVil!;:!th
tbc Greek endtns;
lflMe of !)l"lgin.

wt

1n a wcl!'d ·IAI'l4 d(MUII not wol"ry

ot

At • r4!H&ult

1 ~MlA..<t worker,
'till>
Le~tdn~I•• fll'w.tmenbs

I Al!l oot ql.dt• IJI:Jl'& that

L$1l$1:ng claiM that

«

t;h~;y

1rA1N'~JNtll.le,

tbitJ

MC0fl\lil8 4!l •utf1c deMUng
httl"&

'll!ll.l

&l"f

ttam

vo,.,. 1n.tl:'iglJ!ng

up tH.Itler Ol.Ot!li!l ·

Unguiflt:ic:~ anal::re!~h

fh• next

b

•J()t'

the lla.t1ng

~obl.•m t..stJ~ng I'!I'LI!I Wi~h

Suindd ~la!!M i.t waiJ the

t1r•t

y~Pr

ot

Ol;rt~t

1att,

te111'.t

wu

Wb:tl~

the &flV~taitf,.tbl.t"tll Ol~

!n 11-JI.Hlet•n cbronolQ!'}iCill t~l'lllllt ll!t;;JibG~l<tHlf UtE! Qf b'rtb

pbd.

would blll 1196/Si

s.c ..

UM'PIUt1tll to t.bb Seholh.st;

accOI'd!ng t0 Su1datl... lA
Lesdn~
$

~tchoUa~t

ot Sophocl&.•' bU'th• '.l:'bo Sc:;ol.ailt tars bo

bo:Pn in the nscnd :ret:'!' of tho aoveuty•firtt

on

the

rd.~:f.i<!a.<')t

4!tffll'ellCtll

M!\5'/h s~c.
ot d~ven ;·0~ar&.

11gttoea witb thfl lllftholiastt ~ v 1ow ani: i.>u•s hh

deto.Ued aMl;J1Jh and Cl'lll!ll'lft.ll'b"n

tbrt~e Gr~utk
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tr•e*d!aNJ.

t}Jf

the

t~~vhwnct~~

bi~t>h de..t«~e

Aflaobylur,; illl auppcotiled to t>ave

or tbl!l

b~•en

1? ye&l"il older tu:uil 1itur!p14e.e 2!; yoera yol.Ul,stn• tb-.n Sopbocl.elll t

but the uno•rtdnty or the datq
to d1seuu At lQngth b~l"'!! cmd h

ttyatet~~

1•

f~tt>

too

e~oWlj'lltcat!'ld

not really !IJUH•~>d to 'irtf ~ver..

all pu:rpo"e•.
Let~ai~. con~imbl.;'1:

ootoa

so~M

lntoreetlns

ot

the GNek'st

pl"Qcflel!

or

Sopbele:t.e•• the man,

1,11btJI!I~t1oM cNltll!lt'nUl.g tb~t

•4ucat1ona1

dt:l" G!"i.OI'HIU:l 1st bekannt. 0:11'Ml'l'4t~1k 1
G;rM•it.U{t h1~1"1M1 tt~ nMh dleser <:!rc.mmmt
wrtlen ih.."1!1 Kin~.,;~ unteJtr<1ohtet. !J:te '1\tUo dW
O'$'wnat~t1k lrUu••n . ·.
.Wid. 11 >.II M4 Tt~Men u.n-.$ d.t~l!l
Ringen,. 1Gb wtll0 iMf'!U Wo~ R.ln~n M..er. itt eben
<!ltmt we1tlluffllt1!i:en S1Mo ge~n wi•men. ale <!u

Die

~dehu.ng

hh pvobe

Mud~< •

•
1 unt•:t' webMm naQn Vlllll and.en
~thch111 ~.~~~n,,al.s dl\a ~,.,,~entli~M l'tineen1

JY.I."i~chilllclH~

vepatam.dea

wtw4en. '11$

·

Lt1111dntt obseM'U tb-.t tl~ lJlt'liii~Jk eduGa.ti.ontl systtl.®. ~J..&

bae:td on three buic
Th1it 1•

vdved th&

tt>!.adlc

'fhl!!

o.t

aotJtheU<~s

f~eant lll1~n '-')r

G:v•ok

o.nd

ll..ti!Jtht>tic

l:tf

in

til•
ttl1>!~

~he

pe:t"aon.

in

~P

G~el\\k$

L~;~Arahg,

oult!vlited.

bta "le.tien,.hip with nat'W"e Ul'g:tta

a 31gn1•

lnt•~•tation ~:r

tn•

wha, •• ve

&tJll'I~1UI

tte&dt~l"

to

or man in

~etlfpt

the

bne Oy.nutik.

Mudk: 1 uco'lNUng to Len1tllh vu a

l!ll.)t"t\1

'tlh1fi1e&l than

. -, -,·.··.,·:.o;r

-~~i,:C•·

· ••tbe~'i!c
ttl~n!!:

MDt.

i!i.&ttthet•

c(uit:ral

tl"hdie fl'l:'l"&n!iie.-:nt b

be:v& eoon. 1s pHeecupie<! v1th tho pbyei¢tal

posdble

1-l'l..

r~bJ.1.cal. !i$pt!ttl1H!!

Bit.AH'!c&llt s1f)l. of' the
t~>hl

R'•

the cteep lii.CIIltbttti.c appHo!ation ii>t all a$peota

ot n.at'lill"e "Mob tt>te

W$.deat

tid~Jtca.tlen

~-!'lt.t<t&l podti~:~n Of at~Jiltbetiett

al"rangii\~Ilti ~.s E~r.

1e ead '?bydeal. o.apeet!nt
ptud. t.$;on

fil"lt'leUa,

1.nteUutu.al, the

tho htttl \)l!l:miOt!.•

tb.!.t~

Ql!lmUt!.ta~.

;aM

tU' dU'feH:nt III!:Y•t*m t't.>om the tl:"adtt!anal t.hr"

11

.~x>1ctm ~®!llt1on~1

tn the

Of

pr1~1pblU ~llltll'lml',. .l'l!lld~

tn1n1D,~.

ana b tbl!l

'l'bb dl#d-pl.bMt involved
t~U:toal

tra1n1~

1Jldll of Pla::r1n!'I •

in

mude~l

1Mt:t"l.l..

illllid%1$ dll!OWifl•a tho t'OtJOtio POIU1'1bt11t~' tb•t thll

Llii'II!P•• who ttu!r,ht- S()phoclea tbAuo okUb could b~t tM ume tnm
Wl\(}· Wlttl S<itcntetJ• li'JWI1c tell#be:t" at e V&t'J old a.e;tt.

Hill Bl&o

ill'l:lUl\!>!1n-

es ttm whole t.nc.UUon ~r l'.flilliPna hom :Plato to !'l:u.ta:l.'~h~ 69
~~>itu1c

snd l;vt<14 pott¥7 a.l'a clotullf l"el4tod

9ff.;,rt to O:,ltlm1.M

~bt>~ltt-"' f

i.~m"CCa.

lgt>1C a,b!li t1 1 t,uliJt 1\$

ln an

«11:i'IC'!J$1!tl

tine Uol7 that StlPhi'>cloa •• a youth l.o4 • bana C~t coateli!Por•

L

M"ieill ln

in

480 S.C,

••

allotb~i'

:atttJ1" tbe

l"l!ll!ten

ft.

·~e·~olt'J

at the battl&

I'Jf

aala•.1$

Le~td.r.g ;p~tMU hl$ M'!!ltl»l<:et b)' <:)U!}ti~'l(); Atl~~OUS

llou:t"C• ,fo't' this ttol'Y:

t.OfOX~~c 6c cpoc tw xaAoc ycycv~o••'
6c6,6ay~cvoc aa,uou~\MQV it' wa'c '"

'"" •pav, nv ••' 6pxnc~xnv
capa Aa~cpw. »eta yvuv
'"" 6v ta~a»'"' vouuox,av tcP• tpoca•ov yvuvoc 6~nA•upcvoc
6xopcuo1 una lvpac • o• · 61 iv l11at u• tao' • 10

.

•.t tbo

ti~~~~&

~-.l.li$d

15tlh

•s• nnn• e:

2Ct and ollle~.

i';O.i)lUll\•1~>ted.
. t:ot~m

llt1f;tlteon ;tfl#ox> oltlat

up U~~Jlw' , W1tl'C Ulillild tl:.it:Nl:y fol' Q.lt'f'eMi'!re JlU~0$&8 t>.Ot

CQ~ld

:rr

dl.it7.

lW be tt tn.

t.••J:P,.t dt~e:ov•w 1 h

S¢Ph1')d~.t

s••~ >i.l'E

a

wu -.11 l!l!;lst 16 yolu!'a old,

~jor>

t-•tt'llit'i'

h'l- !t•rll!dotlua• I.OC¢1.\n!:l r;t

boiH5~tn•

•1.tl•a•

Ae(l:im
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~Jild Sal~.~;!!!lt.

l:t.tt'ormaUo.n &l.JIIO cliU"lt'ba

ot

tbt~

L3ad~

~pho(ll•t~• biro~b

l'h(';

tn•

fUlilf!Htr,

e\'e.t'll.l!ttUon

addt~tt 1

ot tb-li tlbildnn Qt' Athens Up$<n 'l'het!!1stblill.•iJ'

JO&"

tHll tn&t ~bb

date u

ll!(l~~;<nd

tbtt

7lat ('l::rl\\>optad.,

p$eb 1:8 of' gl"'o&.t 1nt<t.hd to I,lils$lng 1'l:lJ> ltii
al.leO~!Uis1ft •ta~s ()f' de'JtllOPd~t !:n tho ~

ot

-t~••

h

1'ne :t'$l.&t.tonab1p between Sophoel!!>s and ,b,$~hylUI!t

b~~tlo

.t"il"l!~

S.n tn,e

Olytr.tp!M Whe.n :X.~»toa !ltt~~tod t<~ lt\~Pr.'~$14 Ol."•ttk

·~advo 0001b$t

how

oco:l~4

The G"6k f'oftea
'lilel"tt trai!U. Uon&llr
.

!n tM

Mil

.

of tht batti* or Saltt*\h wM.on

fO&:I:" "!Jt tl:\e

rr.e®m.
:

.

~

S&l&.l!lill h

\l'a"!c po•tl:'J•

tb~

the &JI'llbolte aut

$Cem e.r

place o'f E\U'.ip1411Uh

ot

~u1~ ot~

trt.t)o

the ·

t~•<t:r.

~he ·

the N81on o!'

Or~ek

ot

Sopho<.~lest ~1ng

Ae$Chyl.~otl!t

11111

wa•

•lt~~o the

bblltlfo

ill llillil(l<J!IQ.ted with S&:l..:mb by

hb ;>ll"tie1pa1l:t$n !n the vlct.or!otui battle wi tb/ftgd.nat the
Per!I14W8.

Thta

ttin~bollc

untt;r, howeve:¥" 6

~·~• N>t

oet.abl1sb

I!UlJf

r:Hl'ect

t>elllltlot~~hlp be~w~en S~bool~u11 ~4 ll~&ttcbylua.

'l'be

poealb1l1t:r or Aeech)'lue' aotwal S.nvolvC11i1'1.6nt in the education

ot Sophl!lcle• ae hdd.

by Wierl&M .m.d otnes-s

!a

dtr>~bt•d

bJ

Ulllsi~,

whO illtlllhllf lli.lll CASe ftlli f<lUOWil#

!eb wel"df!l abo tu~~ S<) v1flll "4hes- dwan :lwe1toln
~f.eth Und du ftUIJ r~~lgenden Gl'li.nden. Ien wUl nicbt
untel"auch4'!n w16 v1el man fl!xlvtutupt von dlll\1' dre~~t,tSach•n.
Diehtldn=t cimJ::~. 1"oht'en ktunaJ ob •• at.eb. viol ll4!iter 1!1.1!1
aut gowb.Ae ~•chttrt!sohe itle1ntr\k!l!ten ~~.<l"etre:okt 1 dlt i!'lM
dU~h ttte lnttd.t1eJll O!MS ~btel"a wait glt$Ch.W1ndez> U.l1d
b&nez>t .all! dut-oh tl1e all~S.rum Ro&'fJln a1ne• I>&i:wea
begl:"e:lf.'t., loh wtll .rttcht fl"llf.\ln 1 vSe dew •• d~u.•t;ld·

ehen all~1M llt~pn au ilen Zdte11 des Aeaetcylue goben
l«lnnte, da noch t~O wenl11: gute Stlclte vontAM.ttn vuen,
aws welohom Mn aie bi:tt.e aba1ettem konne~t lob will
uoh n1eht h~n; konnte A•acb,-l~U~ et..-Lo!tuoen, was

iill" setbe-t n:lehtl .!i!$le:ttnt hattef Naob et.m •:tg.enen ~kenn•
tn:li!IWJ flih&ell Pteh~el"a wa:r oeln \'alent tm1" Traglhlie,
m.tt- dn ltw vot- da1ll 811.conus !bornatf.b.Uobe~> Webe
~tfJschonl!:t tta alta el"WWrbene-. 'relent."
12

fauuimte 't'OlatfiiG

nor;sr tbat Aeach:rlua e;•1Md the ln..

!l

llipbaUon to-r traw,b poetl"1 from

lllonya~oua..

Utillne teele\ tbat the

bulc ,.,, olabo1.-ated in thb atot'1 b undetd.abl:r twei 1 .. e,
Aeechylu~J

d1d not

.etu~

the •thocl or tl'tgic

t:.,...•P•4 the aplr1t of' tn,.4J· and gave 1 t •

ut, bit gentue
liiiUt.rlit~gl'\ll ~!Mil•

Sopbeclea i\1W!!t hftve leaJOM4 a(fl!'.ettdl'IEt of the dMlnat:lo teetuu(tue

'b;r Auett1.1l.ua • pl'OdUct.ion but wae dltlwn to eUl'Che
q'l<~e

by a ve-ey· ditf'exoel3t sp11"ltlo

t"-

t.chns.•

LtUJs1ntt buea h1tl belief S.n

• :mcrel,- tangenUd l'elat1ontblp between "'•ob:rlut and Sopbocba
•

on thb dttt'e1"8DI.'Ie of

.ot

th«~

•~1Plt

l!'AJ•nt

O.m.an

tra~lc

enllebtiU~'lltlnt

ttp1:xo1t.

<'111Pt~tng

cz>!M.c

eJia wu alv_,..a aMHb!tlf; tor the

wb1cb t!lf)t;intle4 tb.• t<u:'ll!.

or aul.yds 1n thiu

'tbl&

lAst!~

1nveet1~~il.t1on

t1on of tnlit rem atld ' not second hend

kr.IMf tbttt his aure•t

vaa t1:trat bend ob•ez>va-

cO!lll!lBUt*l'lee,.

ten:tine

dtl&$ 1 h~:~wnr,

t'.~lmQUS 'l,)ds•~

\1$$11:!1 hh

wtth '-IUJ

1t~'i'eJtt1~t1t:tn

o~t1t1chm

in Pluh't'eb tliUtUn!i! with :!loph1r!olel•

(}t

Aench;rluM
ACliP yap 0 !otod.ru; elcyc > 'f0\1 AUIXVlOII IICJTIIOIICUitC, tP U0\1 11611
tO TllC Actc•c UITO~a11C~V Cl60Co OICP IC'V llllii*TOTOV 110'
8c1TlC0V' OUTMC 0' 9llOOO,OUVTC£ 0 010\1 Cll TUV ICIVIIYUP'M*V
IIGl IIOTQt£XVUVo ClC TOV OITOU£VOV ltOOUC IIOl ~otouc loyOVt
IIPXOV1'11l 'filii Cll.llltn IPOII01i:llV IICH otUfOV IPOII011TUV, 'f3

Ltts.slt~g

IIJ(Htt duh~g

t1tti.nr, utUh•t:ton of the

wu

a

l!IO~letolr

wh~

the

SO'Pb~cltt•'

Who 1•sott'J ot

in <irbllltin Utfn•atu't'.e

on1 the

hrteltlUtn

wu on tl't• aubtl• pow\W ot tbe

pltt;r!l aM

bat

own ._..

wu • •n of' hla

~bn&U

phv,..et..

·~1o¥"1ence

new

wh1cn wu " ' l l tnd. ttH'l to b.b
SGph~cle•

ilichwul!Jt,..

ot Aeachylua lllll..two..hf.lquent

cetnoe1t .. 'lilbloh b tho roault
A..eb,y1ue

:cu.

tcela th.a\ oyxoyebou.ld bo tz.&l:ll!lltttitd

~tingulat>ltf

*6'•· •

till'le

tn~1v1d:~.tlll.

dovold of any U.Matut>al ot•0e

oontP1van<:•a (ttkeept the E:p!:l)h1!ln.y of l!el'Ulu 1n tilt Pb:Uo!rticha)
vMch

~t~ould

detNCfll hroJ:tt t.bb .txoei!Ja

•otJ l.l!.!. contu:m•s• tt\dka

am

olll

tbe

macld.ne•,

cselt•X'oH•ne~'

Ac;ecbylullil• ttnliko

SQPboclea. etl!Ph'Yet'.l •11 th••• d!!rd.oelll to eVQk'ls the

SS!Jt!!!k&!
&H

in his

.md1e!leet~.

llould

Pd.!IIO

cunot1on of'

Fuf'!lea, in Auohtlet~' EW!!J!~&Pt!

not ofJ17 apoken or 1n vivid laX\guago bt'dl .,..

tbdr a.nakl!!•il'l.Ve#t hat'li'•

t.•lll!ns f1nde it

(t.la~ ~thotm

~l"<.m1c th•t

with

AeJSohrllle

fib exp:re•don ot tr>agedy to aablla h•iJ;bta and

7et li'MI1" 1t to the lev.l

'l'hb

~

tn

~t1c

ot

att••~'

fitj.eht w1th IIN¢It teci:!.Idques.

techmque 1111 rav dU't•ftnt .mm thAt ot :.'lQpboclu

wbo e>:~ul4 Jtal!ldn ~tubUll!e without C(Ultl'iva.oo~ eli' bluaU.t;t :tn bh

Plot

U:.uto:Pt\11*\~el:t t&li!d.ng

dlotton.

G1'

~~r;~

tub vlw 'Wltb tn(l pl'Qof
He

ruul~S

~oaur~

do•a not CQt\Cl'O<tb•

the P'lQ'fl •• b• oltdu

b~

will.

that tbe "&del" will Uri.ff hb elabl bt.Uie<l on penond

to

tn•

Sophoel.ttan oorpuc.

fne tbi!"d po:S.nt o.t aomp!'Whon b•tw•ert S®ho•ln Md Auehy ..
t.eaudng r•elll t:bat i\\.opneelee !ntt10ed an

lu• h thtri:r d1ot!.on.
~w

entit-el.y

l!IP!rit lnto. the

ltn~U~P

ot

tho dx'rumu

$ophoclos aoll ditn ~·n Uhfll'aoter der R•do
,1.1111gucha!'t«tn 1 uoo U"'n a¢ vlel .S,;:Ueb1 d ttUeh
un,6, mo:ret11f:<th ~t ~..-cbt hal»n? Du a!eht dem
Sopboeletl td.lilbt "~~ahnlhn. na~u w•:r OJ' •u viel Poet,
UM VOf'llt$:ru! 3CI1.M ~at V'fJil Zl.t ~tl !lot~ Wahl'O
'J!l'a~i<IUIJ liSt . IJ&1M-,;l)t>solltm. ihrept At'l"ektlfl 1 U'liz••l'

Sltu$tio!l pll:ll~ ap;rtt~hen, and l:leldl."!!llOl't llliich ~icht
illd ge,.1ng~ten diU"I.I.It\• t,;'b ate l.,hbHicb 1U1d erl;ntulicb
I!!J:'!l"l$tlh!!!n.

'14

'l'he apirS t whi"h

SoJ;'!h~ole«

S.ntuaed f.nto bh

tbat or nat.u:ral e.!l'li)tllon Md if&mtiment.
overbl.~ned

w!tb l!l()l"t.lhtie

t~a

no:r tuU Qf tl'it• coll«ttdalhllul q

Sophocletl alle'tta hb

<l•••

ch&W•t~te:t"$

was

Uh d1etion is llOt

aa h
b

l~a~

the. diction or ,Aoacbylus,

tho
to

l~•a•

aJ)Ot.'k

ot

Eur1:Pi•

aecot><!ing to thi!IU;

Ot'i!Qt1onal. !ncl1n.t1c1Ul md th• oonM tiona ot their

~1:Uou..

A

ptl'het .example ot thb 1e SOphocloet bl'lll1$XI.t WI• ot tu
sticho!>;athy
a~>~!leldne

t•el:u:d-~Wil•

.ort-t~n <>M

or two ehart.etef'a w1ll be

llt the r.r-tu•!" -,enon• not with btm !n dlal.og'..ot.

ttter

t.tre on two d1t'forent lntl:t or aw•:roneas, e,.g •. CrEton tilnd l!$lnon
1n the

tar

AntlRO!l!a 1~.r..utng

gene~ally

~•l'h•P•

a.gab 1'aU3 t6 d h OQPCJ'ete

III®M otJ••J"VaUou about bhe poetic

m

~:t•Z~>lU

Qt 3¢pbocll'ilh

the i.nwnd•d pro111e tramtlat1onaa wel"e to oont41A aucb.

rotorenc•••

The MXt Il'.&jor area of> interes:b in the Life of Sophocles

18 Lessing's attempt to ehronolog!ze the plays and speculate on
the plots of some of the lost drama:
Sein erstes Txoau:t>sp:l.el f'illt in die sieben und
ldebzigste f>lymphs. Das sagt Euseblas, das
sagt aueh i'lutfU'Qh; nur muB man du Zeug niB
· diNiea letztern nieht verstehen: w!e iuh dEtnn
beweiscn wUl,. dllB man gar n!eht nBtig hat . die
Vermeinte Verbesserung an~unehmen, welehe Samuel
Petit darinn ange%eben hst •••
Die Zabl llllel" sdner Sttleke wbd uhr groB 11ngegepen.
Nur sieben :!lind dU"an b1s au£ uns gel>l:o!llll'len: und von
den andern ist wen1g mehr {lbr!g, sl$ die 'l'itel. Doeh
auah diese Titel werden diejenigen nieht ohn!!i Nitzen
stud!eren1 welene Stor:r. zu Tral,l.&l'II:Pielen such~Jm. 76
Lessing observes that the critics Eusebius a.nd Plutarch
agree that S.opb.ooles 1 first :production oeoUI'ed in the second

year o:r the

77th. Olympiad, or approxim.ately 471/470 B.c..

would make Sophoelea 24 or 25 yea:rs old.

This

The· difficulty of this

position, however, e.ril!les in the passage in Plute.rch's r,if'e of
01mion which elabw a certain Apheps1Ulll. was e.rchon the yeu
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that Sophocles first contested in the Great DionJsi.ae festival •
.·

!

fJ.m;.:J$.to:z:T;,co.nM-.nw:ls with Ciman' s return tl'ol'!l the viotory over
SCYI"os

0;76/5 B.C.) and his ot-der to set up ten judg.,e, ona from

each deme.

These two ooourances ru:-e not chronologically com-

patable. ·As proof of this Lessing cites

San~el

Petits' criticism

of Plutarch's story
Corruption est Praetoris Atbeniens:ts nomen Apheps!on
Archon signovit Pastos ann1 tertei Olyropiadis septuagesimae quax<tox-.
At._ vero, s1ve natales Sophoelis
adseribmnus t~ee,mdo anno. Olympiadh septuagesimn.e
primWI, ut pleraque veterum auetol'Ull:l. pars e vera, ut
nobis quidEll!l vidttur sor1pturo rel1qu1t, qul aunus
Praetoram habu1tPhilippum, sive anno tert:io Olyl!lPiadi/3
septuagesimae tertiae, ut alli volunt, per aetatem

fabulus docere non potuit Sophocles.; Anno pl'imo
Olympiad!.$ septuage!limae sept1mae pl'ill'll.Ull drama a
Sophoole oomrniasum fuissi narrat ltuaebius. Quod s1
P:Rutarohum verbis lauds,th ~udimus 1 ut ae:rte audiendus
est# et assensum me:t>etur, dicemur:r Sophoolem primum
suum drama in scenmn protu11ue anno tert!o Olympiadh.
Septuag:esimae sept1mae, DemotionG Athenis Praetomo 7r;
Atter dhproving with numel'ous facta and citations Petits•
conjecture o:t' Demotion as fll'Ohon, Less5.ng presents his own

candidate, Phaedon.

1'ne tl'opb.ies which l'etis disc <asses in the

continuation of the. aboVI!> 100ntioned passagt> 1 were no·t those

set up in Salmnio but in

Pamphylio.n~

Leasing

b~ses

this

correction on Cimon' i! inability to tJ:>avel 1't'om Asia Minol:" to
Athens in the same yeal'.

Diode:·ee Slculus, acool'd:t.ng to teasing,

names Phnedon s.s arot1on in the fourth year or the 77th Olympiad

,.(LJ68/67).

The only doubt of tbe

a document eal1ed the Ari.ndelion

c:.hoiee o-r Phaedon a:rbes 1't'om
~.$.l'ble which

supposedly agrees

with Pluta:roh in nruning Anapdon me archon at the thw of

\t

•aophoclest dramatic vS.etory• 7

plaees Sophocles at 28 which ·

would be inttonsishnt w$.th l'lutarchfs stat&reent that Sophocles
was ve:ry young at th$ time of the vlcto:ry •

Les.aing solves this

'problem by agreeing with a::~ee.:Jl't.aJn Pelermiu who reels that
Plutazoch cons1de:N'Id Sopb:oelesi b1r1!b to fall in tha third year
of the 73rd Olympiad 0+84/83 B.c.) U best,. Lessing's attemptstt>o

ehronolog!zation ;m, contusion arid con.tu.sed, but tb.ey,:•.do show
his analytical attempt to pur SQphocles in an histol:'ieal pel' ..
apeetive,;
Another interesting :ra.ctor l"EEl&.ted to Sophocles • .fi:rst
drtarnati.e victo:ry ls the choice of judges;,

"Die Sacha verdient e1ne nihere ErklUrung•

Ieh stella
mir es eo vor• Del' dramatisehe Wettstre1 t .mulate
notwend1g seine Richter, habens; dieser Richter wurden

durch da.e Loos gewl!.hlet,und wie man mit ihrel:' \iahl
bel der Koir..<ldie ve:rfahr, so verfahr .m.an auoh bei d&r
Tragl!die d&mit. r~un ~rlil:<gneto sieh itzt der Fall;
daB die Zuaehauer auaserordentlich uneinig waren•
J ein
junger Mensch streit.et wider einen alten versuchten
Mann; del' alte wi:rd es gttt mechen, de:r Jungllng nicht
schlecht; diese:r mu:a auf ~muntet>t, jenel' nicht
vet>dt>ieBlleh gemaeht werden. Was war zu tt~n? 8ollte
die Entscheidung elner so kitr.lleh.en Sache, die mit
so vieler Hitze getrieben ward, dem Gllloke'llberlassen
werden? Das Loos h!tte aut Leote fallen k~nnen, die
nicb.ts weniger al:s filhige Richter gewese.n W:ben. Itzt
kom es n1oht blos da:rau:f' an, unpartb.esche Ricb.terr z.u
haben; man wollte e!nsichtavolle haben.• " 81
·
r.easi.ng observes th.at the

common people lllho viewed the

t:ragedtes weve too involved in the emot1on11l
proceeding; the festive mood of

~tspects,.

cd.' the entire

the religious and state cereroon•

ies connected with the contel!lts, the pl'of'ound emotional and
psychological effect of' the play, and the natural tendenl.'y to
favor an old favorite and/or to enooux-age a promis.ing newcomer.
For these reasons, tbe people 9.llowed their gene!'e.la» • men
chosen as leaders for their outstand1I'..g judgl1lent and ability ,
to act aa the representative judges of' the peoph.

'l'b.e diatiino ..

Uon of. !llilitary service was a l'equlreroent for judgeshtp J..l;)..~
~~o:niiest of. tragedies, while. no such

comic contests.

1nd1~ates

Athens.

wll.S

ma<le for the

The nuw.ber of judges was litl:So different; 10

for the tragic and
tion

distinction

5 tot> the comic eo:mpetitio!llll. This

st1pula~

the importance of the military in the life ot

Although thhs practice may seem strange to roodel:'n

aensib111ties, 1t was quite a respected one 1n Athens where even

the generale were picked onl.y f'ol' • year'
seniority.

~

Qnd on

merit~

not

57.
:t turn now to Lessing's discussion of the various plays of
Sophocles beginning tdth the Triptolemus.
'~eotinn:tt

Less5.ng does not

himself on th!i\ nu.'1lber of Sophocles' playa.

He merely

82

1n'entiona that Suida' s: lists :1,23, Aristopho.nes of Byzantium 130.
Das einstimm~ge Ze,ugniB des Plutarch und Euselius wasd
durch ein dr:L'ttes best!ttiget, das so vi.el ich we is, zu
, .dies em Zwecke noch von niemandem angef'uhret ''ilorden. Ich
meine eine Stelle bei dem HltE(rn Pli.lliile. Er redet, in
dem achtzehnten Buche seineh Naturgeschichte, von der
verschiednen Ll!ndern; und schlieBt: Hae fuere sententiae
Alexandre magno regnanto, cum clariasima f'uit Graecia,
.a~1;fe- in toto terrarum or be potentissima: ita tamen ut
ante mortem ejus annis f'ere
Sophocles poeta 0 in
fabula Triptolemo, frumentum Ital1cum ante cuncta.
laudarerit, ad verbum translate. sentegt:ta: Et fortuna.;
tum Italiam frumento canere candide. 3

":-

Lessing observes that Pliny's remarks do not give the dates of
The basic agreement of the probable time

Sophocles' first play.

of' the epoch of this first play, rrowever, and the date given
to the Triptolemus cause Lessing to feel that the Triptolemus
must be the first play.
The next two non-extant plays of Sophocles which Lessing
discusses are the ThQlllzyis and the Nausikau.

The Thamyris is

related to the story of Sophocles' weak voice which caused him to
give up acting and devote his
wright.

Athenius

entire life to the work of a play-

and the unknown Biographer are cited respect•

ively:

and
~ao~

6e

oT~

xaL

x~~apav

avaAaBwv &V povw Tw

9apup~6L
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This play by Sophocles is based on a myth about Thamyris which
Lessing relates •. He was a Thracian Virtuoso on the lyre Who
dared co challenge the Muses themselves to a contest.

Thamyris

58.
was defeated and suffered blindness as punishment f'or his fool.,.
he.artedness.

Lessing speculates that Sophocles may have played

the lead role. for Pliny tells us that Thamyris was the first
to play the lyre without singing, a condition well suited to
Sophocles' weak voice.
Lessing makes some further startling speculations about the
staging of' this play:
, , • daB die Bestrafung des Thamyeis auf der Bllhne
geschehen; daB er vor den Augen der Zuschauer blind
gewtrden, Ioh grunde meine Y.1utroassungen auf. eine Stelle
des Pollux, in die sich seine Ausleger gar nicht zu
finden gemuBt haben, Pollux gedenkpt verschiedener
tragischen Maske.n, die von einel' besondel:'n A!'t gewesen,
und sagt unter andern, daB die Maske des Thamyris;
zeweierlei Augen gehabt habe; Tov pev yAauxov o,~aA~a•
· ov 6
A v'a' • Die alten Schauspe1ler, wie bekanntJ spieft;en ~n ~a~n, welche nicht allein das Gesicht, sondern
den ganzen Kop:f.' .bedeckten. Diese Masken hatten die
Unbequemlickkeit, daB sie der Ablinderungen nicht :r!lhig
waren, welche die abwechselnden Leidenachaften in den
Zllgen des Gesi.Ohtl!l verursachen. Die kleinePn von
diese~ Ab!lnderungen w!U'en ihre Zuschauer zwar ohnedem
verlol'Em. 86
The oonstl'uction of the ancient mal!lks is a matter of great
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dispute among scholars.
Quintilian, as does

Lessing ascribes to the theory of

Pollux~

that the ancient masks, which wel:'e

used as megaphones in the open air amphitheater, were often
constructed with thedepiotion of a different emotion or facial
expression on each side of the mask-face,

The great problem of

distance precluded any ef:t'ective faclal emotional expression
by the actors.

:.:Jtn~ audience could only pick up such expression

by vocal in:f'lection and the shift of the actors.t face.

This last

gesticulation indicated the change in the emotional, physieal.
ol' psychological state of the actor •
.. ·.,

;:>9.
Another
~hamyris,

spe~ulation

but to

does not pertain directly to the play

Sopho~les

himself.

The unknown biographer

1laims that Sophocles was depicted in the Painted Stoa on which
'
'olynotus supposedly painted the picture of the Athenian Gods
Lnd Heroes.. Lessing feels that Sophocles we.s too young to be
:o honqred by Polygnatus.
'&S

He does, however,. think that Sophocles

so honored by Hi con, the successor of Polygne.tu8.
Lessing deals with the Na.usikaa in which

upposed to have danced.

Sophoc~es

is

This play is not extant and Lessing

.likes no attempt to date the play.

The

plot b

obviously taken

from How.erts beautiful account of the meeting of Odysseus and

auaik~a

on the shores of Scheria.

88while playing ball, the
'i

andmaiden of the pl'incess discovers Odyeseus: nike.d mnid the
U$hes,

Lessing quotes the section descl'ibing Odysseus for its

eauty and vivid simileS
Ex •uxvns 6' ulns •~op~ov xlaae xe~P~ •ax&Ln
tull~v ~s; puaa~~o •tPL xpo~ pn6ta ~~~~~os.
Bn 6' ~pev, wse lt~v opea~~poq~os, alx~ •e•oL~ws,
os' &La' uopevo' xaL anpevos, ev 6£ oL oaae
B ua~v eaepxe~aL, n o~eaaLV
AaLt~aL"
au~~pPa2~ ~-la•ous•
xslt~a~ 6& & q~asnP, 8
Ht
pe~ aypo~~
T

9

dysseus is
~rna

~ompared

to a lion, sure of his own strength, who

with deail'e for food.

The glow in Odysseus• eye is stimu-

lated by the beauty of the pl'incess.
Lth the nobility of a kingly lion.
~omment

He is a king and acts
I.esaing

~an

give no further

other than "Welch. ein GenB.ldel Welch eine

Le!!sing feels that the
1 tragic-~omedy

ne.~ure

Verglei~hungl

of the subject is suited to

ol' sat.lre rather than a tl'aged.y.

Fabri~:l.us,

1is notes on the last plays of Sophocles, says that it is a

in

11

r
,[:

60.
$atir1c drama.

But a certain Casaubonus 1 from whom Fabricus.draws

his information, does not make such a statemeht, according to

90

Lessing,

Lessing makes an associative assumption as the ba.sis of

his own views on thls point.

He feels that the 6dyssey of Homer

was a great source of satyric plays, and tb.at the Nausekoa of
Sophocles would be from the same source as the satyric CycloPs
of E'ui>.:i:pides,
Lessing uses the term "satire" end
chang~blj::;'to ds!'JCribe these plays.

11

tragic.;.comedy" to inter-

This lack of distinction may

be due to an incomplete knowledge of what a satyr play :really is.
It 1:isuallyll.p.volved some type of buffoonery to offset the tragic
niood set by the other plays which formed a tetralogy,

The tragic

comedy is more sui ted ·to the New Greek Comedy, noted for its

91

romantic· and stock themes,

;•

The texw of the plays of this period

were uhkno1rm to Lessing !ilnd might bave helped clarify his ideas
in this area.,
The next play Lessing discusses is the Antigone, one of the
most favored plays of the Sophoclean corpus during the late 18th
and early 19th century.

Hegel !ilnd E8lderlin 1 as we shall see,

dealt extensively with this play for ita dialectic quotes,

The

.Scl:wliasts claim that Sophocles was named generl,ll. because of the
people' a high esteem of this play,
with the problem of dating,
a~os

on~e

This honor confronts us

again.

The Biographer of the

, accopding bo Lessing, claims that Sophocles was elected

to the generalship at age

65,

seven years before the Peloponesian

War, in the campaign against AnRa. The Oxford te~t says:
Ka~ 'Aanva~o~ 6' «UTOV ~a' ET~V OVTa aTpaTnvov E~AOVTO WPO
T~V lleAowovvna~axwv ETEU~V t' EV TW WPOS 'Ava~ous woAepw.

61.

Lessing cites another unknown scholiast who claims that this
generalship was bestowed in the third year or the 85th Olympiad
(approx. IJ-36 B.C.).
'

'

In his e:tfort to clarify the exact date of

the play, Lessing dates the beginning of the Peloponesian War
'

at

430/29 B~C., Seven years before this would be 4-37/36 B.C., or

the third year 'of the 85th Olympiad.

If we assume, with Lessing,

that Sophocles was born approximately in 496 B.C., he would be
at the most 60 years of age and probably closer to

55, allowing

for the nebulous status of his birth date.
The problem of the Anaan war's coincidence with Pericles'
geP.eralship is also treated at length by Lessing.

He feels that

the war ;,rith' An!!a ·was undertaken as a result/of Athen's war
with Samoa, the ally of Anl!a. Pericles was general of this campaign in the fourth year of the 84th Olympiad (4!~0/!~39 B.c.).
This date shows a two year discrepancy with the Biographer's
dating~

Samuel Petit holds for the ninth year previous to

the Pelqponeaian vlar, and thus dates the Antigone

442/41

B.C.

Lessing, however, feels that the biographer .is referring to
Perioiesi second expedition s.gainst the Samians in the third
year of the 85th Olympiad H~37/36 B.c.
point~

As proof of this

Lessing quotes a related passage from Strabo:o the chrono-.

loger-. who wrote:
'AenvaLoL 6e upoTepov ~ev ue~tav-res spaTqyov. ITs~L~lea, ~a'
crUV aUTW
Eo,~XAED TOV UOLQTQV, UOALOPXLCI XCIXWS 6Le8q~~~~
aueL80UVTDS TOUS Ea~LOVS: us;epoV OE l!DL xlqp?UXOUS SJtE:ptav:;
TpLOXLALOV£• E' ECIUTWV, WV qu xaL NeOXAQS 0
EuLXOUpOU., TOU
<pLAOOO<pOU l!DTQP•
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ccntetlt or one
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1n
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Tbitll dosel"ts>tit.'l:n 11J (lt.~h•• nimi'hv

of A;Ju !n

~~h

:reality md
t~t0d

r.:i$.d

l"$.~

to

SQphMlct~• po!"tx>ayQ:\.

agdrmt tht'l Athen1ttna with the r>ol• C>f

!mil~ Hn:t>aed.

tblit plot M$ fol.lowi'H

tesdng *!>Oeu'lt?.te~ tbi\t $o~ht:lclu
Ath:amas 1~a l!liid

and bunts bb

\iU'e !no Uks a ltt:•n 1ilitit th«t 11'.\tenil to kill bGr.

Hb two ttonc

&coo¥!JPIUl"J him but am•1~ the oh~Be6 AthSJ'llaa turM on his a.omJ
.•.

r~.ne

"

and commits suicide with him by diving from a precipice into
the sea.

Lessing observes that 1 t ·.was common practice among

the Greeks to portray the wrath of the Gods against great
people and families on the stage.

This was especi.ally true of

Aeschylus or Sophocles in this regard•

He merely observes

that noth5.ng could indeed be more frightening than the "u.nver•
s8hnliche I-iaB eines allmlichtigen Weseng? 11
The second version of Athamaa. is a bit more documented.The scholiast of Aristophanes 1 Clouds
the sacrifice of Phrixus.

The plot was as follows.

was married to Nepbele before Ino.
Phrixus and Helle.

Athamos

By Nephele, Athamos sired

Juno in her vengeance against Athamos in-

- spired Ino to kill these children.

There was a great seance

and the Delphic oracle was consult.ed.
who was sent to the

relates that it concerns

Ino bribes the messenger

oracle and he tells. her to sacrifice P~ixd'e.

The father, of course, will have nothing to do with this, but
the people press the point.

Phrixus himself demands that he be

the victim of the oracles' order.

The courage of the prince

moves the messenger, who unveils the betrayal.

Athamos is furious

and leaves I no to Pbrixus to do with her what he will.
Phrixu~

pardons her.

Lessing observes that this is not exactly

how Apolloneus and Hygin relate the
ray it.
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The noble

~tory,

but how he would port-

Although his plot line seems very sketchy and disjointed,

Lessing apparEmtly felt that it was a plot well suited to the
~motional

needs of the Greek audience, with an ending intended

for moral edification.
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lines.. of emotional arousal. end purgation.
LessinG ends his Life of Sophocles with several miscellaneous anecdotes which include '!;he story of Sophocles' death
while

reading the Antigone

~

the tale of how he calmed the

96

winds :for the Abderetans by writing a Paian, snd the story of
his trial set up by his sons.
repeating~ for

This last story is well worth

i t is connected with Sophocles I last play, the

Oedipus Colonus.
Leasing prefaces his remarks about the trial with a list
of Sophocles• sons: Ie.phon, Leosth,enea, Ariston, Stephanoa end
1\fenekl.tdes•-

Iophon was his legitimate aone of whom Siudas

says;
'Io~wv,

alnva~os

Tpay~xos, u~os ~o~oxltous TOU Tpayw6Lo~o~ou,
axo NLxospaTns. y&yop& yap auTw xaL vclos ULOS APLSWV
'ApL!;WV a~o 9eo6wpL60S OLXUWV~as. 6papaTa 6& 'Io~WV &XL6at& V. WV
97
0
&S.Aili~~onxausl1h~nb~! at st~MAf~A t·P+ti~Od~HgL~ifu~yPMOS' BaxxaL' •••

yvno~o,.

the father of Sophocles' the younger, who also becSllte a dramatic
poet.

This younger Sophocles supposedly produced his first

play in 396 B.C. • approximately nine years ai'ter the death of
Sophocles.

Nothing else is known about the other sons.

The anecdote about Sophocles I trial by by sons is told by
Cicero in Chapter

7

of his Oato Maiorl

liJ:snent ingenia sensibua; modo perme.neat studium et
industria: nee ea solum in claris et honore.tis viris,
sed in vita etirum privata et quieta. Sophocles ad
summam senectutem tragoedias fecit: quod propter
studiu.m cum rem ramiliarem negligere videretur, a
filils in judicium vocatus est: ut quema.droodem nostro
more male rem gerentibus patribus boni interdici solet.
sic illum, quasi disipientem a re familiar! removerent
judices. Tum senex dicitur eam fabulam, quam in manibus habet at et proxime scripserat • Oedipur,~ Ooloneum
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recitasse judicibus 1 quaesissique 1 num illud carmen
desipientis videretur. Quo recitate, sententeis
judicum est liberatus. 98
The sons of Sophocles were attempting to get power of attorney
over their father's wealth, a situation which often arises even
today.

Sophocles, however, foiled their plans by reading from

a text of Oedipus Colones. This play is generally held to be
a posthumous production of Sophocles.

Cicero's story does not

negate the veracity of that tradition, f'or his trial may have
been in the
produced.

year of his death, before the play could have been
The majesty Md the import of this

must surely have impressed the judges.

play's message

It is urirortunate that

Lessing does not expound upon the dramatic value or this play.
An aspect or drama which Lessing discusses earlier in the
Life is more .suitable for discussion here, i.e. the chorus.
Lessing develops his ideas on the chorus in his
the dramatic innovations introduced by· Sophocles.

discussion or
Sophocles

apparently wrote a treatise on the nature of the chorus, but
this work is no longer extant.

The importance of the chorus in

Greek tragedy cannot be minimized, for it forms the original
basis of the dramatic art.

Lessing discusses its importance in

the development of Atheriean tragedy!
Anfangs war die Trag8die nicht sls Gesang verschiedener
Loblieder zu Ehren des Bacchus. Damit der Chor! welcher
dieser Lieder sang, manchmal ruhen und Atem sch~pfen
k8nnte,tiel Thespis darauf, eine interesante Begeben
heit dezwischen von einem aus der Bonde erzlhlen oder
vorstellen zu lassen. Aeschylus verwandelte diese
Erzahlung und Verstellung die von einer einzigen Person
geschah,,in ein ordentliches GesprRch, in dem er eine

L

zweite Pereon hingufftgte, unter die sich nunmehr die
Gesohichts vertheilte ••• Endlich fand Sophocles, daB
auoh dieses noch zu.einf8rmig war. Er fdgte also die
dritte Person henzu, welche Tritagonistes heiBt. 99
Lessing had a great interest in the historical trends of
Greek tragedy as a theoretical and practical experience in the
life of Athens.

Sophocles played not emily a significant, but

also a pivotal , role in the development of this genre.

Lessing's

' spirit, motivated by the enlightened desire for truth, guided
him to a .study of Sophocles which was far more encompassing and
exact than was that of any other German of the Classic-Romantic
Period.
Theater

In his essay Beitrag zur Historie und Aufnahme des
100
.
(1750), Lessing attempts to delineate exactly what

could be learned from dramatlsts like Sophocles and Euripides.
He realized that the

German Theater was basically,and rather

shallowly. geared for the Wit.

He hoped· to promote the new

spirit of' genuine German drama.

Lessing experienced the pheno-

mena of a developing German theater at the time of its first
birth 'gangs and explicit:J:y calls b.is el'a "die Kindheit unsere
guten Geschmacks 11 •

The ultimate purpose of this essay was to

glean the values from the ancient and contemporary foreign
authors so that the German people could be exposed to the spirit
of the great dramas of all time.

Lessing gives this procedure

a more definite outline:
Was die Mustel', die wir vorlegen wollen, ambelangt, so
glauben wir una in den Stand gesetzt zu haben en, daB
wir aus dem Griechlsehen und Lnteinischen. aus dem
Fre.nz8sischen, Italillnlschen~ Engliahen, Spanischen
und Holllnd1schen unsern Lesern von una ftbersetzte
Stftoke werden liesen k8nnen,Auf die ersten zwei wollen

l

f
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· ·

w1r unsem FleiB besonders wenden. Wir wollen zeweilen
aus dem Sophokles, Euripides und Aeschylus e1n Sttlck
ubersetzen; wozu wir allegeit ein solches w~hlen wollen,
das von neuern Poetem ist nachgeasmet worden o~er
von dessen Inhalte weni.;rstens ein !l.hnliches neueres
Sttlck zu finden 1st... Wir wollen dabe1 selbst unter..,
einander vergleichen, und zu bestimnen auchen, was
Sophokles vor dem Euripides, dieser vor jenem, beide
vor den Aeschylus, und dieser vor belden eigens habe •••101
Lessing, like Herder snd other men of the Eri1i:ightenment,

investigated all possible· souroes f'or new inspiration in order
to spearhead advances in genuine creativity.

It is significient,

I think, that Lessing chose the work of Sophocles as a model
not only of form, but of' spirit.

Lessing was the roan who gave

the impetus to a German National Theater because of' his dedicated
sel}l'ch for the truth of t:t>agedy - the suffering of mankind which
should be viewed only as a

means to a highe:t> end: manta own

moral edification,
The history of German tragedy and drama was to move forwal'd
f!'Om r.essing' s preoccupation with the spirit of drama, its
affect on the audience,
scenes of pain.

~lith

a~~

its vivid portrayal, especially in

Goethe and Schiller, it was to reach tb.e

peak of achievement with their fusion of form and spirit.

The

decline of this classical unity could be detected in Holderlin's
attempt, noble though it was, to infuse a new romantic and sub•
jective spirit into a time worn form.
In summa:t>y; Lessing's interest in Sophocles centered around
~two

focal points.

First,
his interest in the mechanics of t:Pa~ic
·,

drama led him to a detailed analysis and revisionary interpretation of Aristotle's Poetical Meaning !llld spirit were to take pre,..
cedence over form.

The' interests of the audience "ll¢re o'f prime

69.
importance in the theater.

All this led him to

ac~ept

Aristotle's model, Sophocles, as his own model and'sounding
bol'l!'d 'for the development of general dra.tnatic principle.
Secondly I r.essing developed a great interest in historical

veracity. and perspective.

He thus undertook a study of

Sophocles, the man, in an ef.fort to comprehend his peculiar
dr!Ullatic spirit more fully.

These t•ro avenues or investiga-

tion, the theatrical and historical, are not innovations on
Lessing's part.

They merely represent his way o.f gaining

insights into Sophocles' style.

As we shall see, these two

avenues of approach guided the interest of other authors in
their own investigation of· Sophocles, but the results will be
remarkably different.

CHRISTOPH MARTIN WIELAND(l733-l813)
Christoph Martin Wieland was the revered old man of the Weimar
Circle, the seat of German classicism in the 18th century. The
!luence of Sophocles on Wieland is tangential at best.

in~

There are

few explicit references to either Sophocles or his corpus in Wieland's
own works.

The most interesting, although very indire'ct, analysis

of Sophocles, the dramatist occurs in \iieland' s satiric work

~

Abderiten (1774-9). Here Wieland employs a classical setting in the
~own

of Abdera, a city state at the time of Sophocles, noted for its

provincialism, to attack the •stupidity, smugness, and ignorance
of a typical small town" like Erfurt, Germany. I This novel was
Wieland 1 s major literary attempt to spread the gospel of enlightened
cosmopolitanism in Germany.

Unfortunately, for our purposes, Wieland

ohosetthe genre of the novel rather than the drama as his medium of
expression.

I wish to deal with Die Abderiten at some length, however,

for H6lderlin entitles one section of the book "Euripides unter den
Abderiten".
The Abderites, symbols of German traditionalism, were also
noted for their peculiar lack of good taste.

Wieland quotes

Hyperbolus, their chief dramatist, on his theory of drama: • die
Prag6die muB ftber die Natur gepen aber ich gebe nicht eine hohle
BuB darum•.

2

Tragedy was not a heightening of reality for them, it

was a type of distraction and relief from daily drudgery.

Hyperbolua

directs his attack on traditional drama to a criticism of Sophoclean
characterization.

He feels that no one, in Abdera at least, had

ever appeared, felt thought, spoken or acted as the Sophoclean
characters did.

This may be so in Abdera 1 states Wieland mockingly,

r

'
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for.the people there acted in a completely unique way.
Tragedy is supposed to provide a means for recreating reality
in a fictional setting for the purpose of reflection.

This type

of drama reached its acme in the Athenian tragedians and especiall;w
in Sophocles.

The Abderites, however, were perfectly content

without this vehicle for reflection, Wieland observes:
"Aber das wollten die Abderites eben - und daher kam
es auch, daB sie unter allen ausw6rtigen Dichtern, am
wenigstens, aus dem Sophocles machten.: 3
This criticism of the Abdiretes may be taken indirectly as
Wieland's personal praise of Sophocles as the best of the Greek
tragedians.
Hyperbolus continues his critique of tragedy by comparing
'

Sophocles to "ltschylus".

He apparently held the belief that

Aeschy]us was the teacher of Sophocles, for he says:
\venn ich aufrichtig sagen soll, wie ich denke ••• 1ch
. habe nie befragen kennen, ·was an den Oedipus oder an
der Electra des Sophocles insonder hat, was an seinem
Philoktet so auBerordentliches sein soll? Fnr einen
NachD:olger eines so erhabnen Dichters, wie Aischyloj;l.,
f~llt er wahelich gewaltig ab!
Nun ja. Attische ·
Urbanitl!t, ·die streit ich ihn nicht ab! ••• Aber der
Feuerstrom, der welterleuchtende~,. Gedanken, die
Donnerschll!ge, die hinreiBende Wirbelwind - kurz die
RieBenst~rke, die Adlersflug der Lowensgrimm, der S1!nli>m
· .,.,und.. Drang, der den wahren tragischen Dichter macht,
wo ist der? 4
The key phrase for Sophocles' influence on the Germans of the
18th and 19th century is

11

attische Urbanitl!t".

In an era of

enlightenment, tolerance and progress, Wieland preferred this
cosmopolitan sense of urbanity and sophistication to the petty
attitudes prevalent in provincial cities like Erfurt.

Sophocles

represents, for Wieland, the most vibrant and creative model of
this attic urbanity and sophistication.

He could deal with

LX"&oters of preatigious baCkground in tna 1110st h\tm.afl fal!!hion.

Ael!lehylus presented his audience with tragedy based on tUv1ne
;e:rvention in human affairs. sYmbolbed by thunder and. lighttf:rd.ne;.
moolea reoreated the genuine trae;ie salvation cf mank1n4 with
.
6
1 heroic st~le to O't'$rGomG self..doubts.
Re infusea the
nent of hu!llllm freedom into hie
:~g

W'.tn"&Ctt~rs

in a new: and faso1na-

!l.laL"ler• which appealed to the ser..sithitiea of the Enlignt..

iltlllt.

In the third book of the Abde£1qn, •n:uriyidea unter den

-

!.eriten",
Wieland oriticicu the peonl.e of' A'bdera for their
.
•..

~.

;t1not,t.ve laak of taste;

Luciute the perv•u•ted e.eethetio sense of the Abder1tenn.

ue of the ur.known poet• s play E111tmno baa a variety of'
tbe or1g1nal G-reek.
OU mean

11

boX>n

'i'he

~n1ng&

Wieland exploita two in P<Wticular; First.

tor or in tho faYor of".

This moaning i.~ in

!'eot opposition to _antigone wbioh means "born against or
stile ton.

Wieland uoos thh oppo$1t1on to develop thit ant1the-

oal relationship of Athens and Abdera. :Ph;fngna.tnus a.."ld.

~'iophooles.

" aeoond meanil:!g oi' •epigone" h ve'l']J li18X1U'iosnt for W1olalld.

e opigonist movemant 1n literature 1$ s.n attempt by l!len>be:te of
given literary etra to imitate the Slorios o.t the preoeding ora
fom without the de.yth

or

thG orig1nal creative genius. sueh a

tuation waa to arhe in 19th cent-.1ry
the . . . . . .

Klassik-Romantik period.

i'JO:I:'ll!acy

after the decline

13·
Wieland continues his cultural tirade against the Abderites:
Die groBe Verschiedenheit der athenienischer Schauspielerdichter und der Abstand eines Aklydamos von einem Sophocles
etwas dazu beitragen sollen, ihren Geschmack zu bilden ur~ ihnen den Unterschie~ zwischen gut und schlecht, vortrefflich
und mittelmABig •••
Wieland was very concerned about the
German nation.

~esthetic

education of the

The fruits of the Age of Enlightenment could only

be enjoyed with a full education, aesthetic, moral and practical.
Wieland felt that a study of the classics could provide a valuable
means to that end.

The ancient Greek character with its stress

on the individual could be effectively utilized as a model for
personal achievement and independence.

The personal trial, con-

flict and isolation of the Sophoclean hero could vividly concretize these ideals.
\ofieland was a Greek scholar of considerable

rep~te.

· In

latsr life he undertook the momentous task of translating major
authors including Arist;ophanes and Lucian. 9 The latter author
was Wieland's personal favorite because of his light moralist;ic
qualities.

Sengle, in his biography of Wieland characterizes

Wieland in similar terms:
Der Spotter und Spieler 1-lieland hat sich mit der
empfindsamen, sittlichen humanen Welt der Alcesten
und Iphegenien ausgeglichen. Das Ergebnis dieses
Auagleiahs n~nmm wir seine humoristische Klassik,
dem wir wuBten nicht zu sagen, welcher Klassiker
unseren Dichtern in dieser Richtung ~bertroffen hatte. 10
Wieland humorously considered men as a civilized and progressing
"Glasse von Affe" and at one point the Greeks
wahres luftiges ;.Lumpengesindel".

ap~ear

to be

~'ein

11

He makes these satiric evalu-

ations between 1775 and 1800, a time when classical restraint was
vying with the wild emotionalism of the Sturm und Drang period.

l

Wieland warned against the Bl<filde" of the Greeks which existed
simultaneously with "ihrem lebhaften Geffthl fer des sittlichen
Schene,H

12

This observation on the dichotomy of rawness and

tenderness, barbarity and humanity in the Greek spirit was a
precursor of Nietzsche's and Hegelis 19th century dialectical
interpretation of the themes in Classical Literature.
unfortunat~ly

Wieland

does not analyze these various strains of humJj.h

emotion in Sophocles' plays.
A major, factor contributing to Sophocles' insignificant
influence on Wieland may be Wieland's decision to deal with the
decline of Greek culture and not the Golden Age,

Sengle observes

that Wieland chose the figure of Dionysus, the . tyrant of Syracuse,
in his famous Agathon (1767) an example of decadent aristocratic
13
rule for that very reason.
Wieland also draws more heavily
upon Euripides and his thematil material. than on Sophocles o.r
Aeschylus.

This cl'l.oice is consistent with Wielandts interest in

satire and psychological problems.
This use of a classical or foreign milieu was prominent in
the Klassik-Romantik period.

Wieland, according to Abbe, had a

great influence on Schiller and his "historical plays" because
of his ability to create a fictional,reality without a sense of
artificiality.

Wieland's success in employing. classical motifs

was probably due to the general classical education of his audience.
No real !problem of cultural shock was involved.

Wieland was

simply drawing on a long tradition as a means of exp:ressing his
modern ideas and insights.
Although Wieland was not primarily a dramatist, 1 5 he did

l

75·
try his hand at this genre. He wrote a musical drama Alceste
16
(1773>
which apparently drew Goethe from"his Herder-inspired
love of modern erA medieval history and reminded him of the
harmony and color of the classical tragedy ,n

iii eland' s Aleeste 1

presumably based on Euripides' play, was a milestone leading to

Goethe's Iphigenie
stage.

ar~

Wieland's play

to other •classicalu dramas of the Weimar
r~

Jane GraY;(l75B), based on Nicolas

Rowes• English version, was the first German" iambic'" play.

His

Die Wahl des Herkul.es was a lyrical drama with music specifically
composed for Karl August 1 s 17th birthday.

'l'he play employed

a classical setting for expoUnding the universal theme of virtue
vs. vice.
A common practice among li~tittrateurs of this period was to
develop their own ideas on aesthetics.
views on the sub,jeot in an aJ.•tiole

Wieland presented his

~Gedanken

tiber die Ideal der

· Altenc Which appeared in the Teutsche Merkur. Wieland's own
magazine of literary criticism, in 1779. 18 Wieland's opinions
a.'!:x>ut the Greeks were very aristocratic, as the views of most
educated Germans.

Wieland believed that important matters, such

as art and politics, we:re the concern of a select few.

This

platonic attitude is similar to Winokelmann•s belief that appreciation of beauty was rare even among the Greeks.
masters and the masses.

There were the

Wieland also makes this distinction

between the Greek nation and the artists- Homer, Sophocles and
Socrates. 19
Wieland realized that the recognition of the value of the
ancient classi,cs was a late development in German literature.

In reply to ,B'rederick the Great's essay 8 De la litteratur
allemandn, Wieland observed that German literature was only experiencing a • sol:l.wacher Anfang"

and

that of so many others was only

ue~

the way to a literary revival that
in importance for Germany. 20

that his work, as well as
sehr kleine Licht"leading

wo~ld

equal the Enlightenment

Wielandis role as a torchbearer

and pathfinder was fulfilled in part

by

his interest in the

Classics, in part by his concern for modern psychology.

The

synthesis of the two interests led to an. interpretation of the
classics quite similar
bearer for the

to that of Helderlin, the prime torch-

classiCE~-~n5.tf1e:oeai!l¥r·l9th

century.

Both men

grasped for the meaning and ser•e:;; behL"ld the traditional forms of

ancient works.
A most fitting tribute to the quality and vitality of the

literature of the Greeks comes in Wieland's criticism of Goethe's
play GC!t·.e von Berlichingen (1?73) which significantly includ@s
a comparison with Sophocles:
\iel)Il G#ts von Berlichingen und seine wohl oder 1\bel
geratenen Nachahmungen kein lL~erea Verdier~tt batten,
als daB sie una durch. die Erfanrung, , die man von ihrer
Werkung gemaeht hat, den Weg ge~eigt.;M.tten, auf
welchen wir eine wahx·e Nationalsohaubfihne erhalten
kennan, so wArees sehon Verdienst genug. M&nner von
Genie, aber M!Umer nicht rohe ungeblndigte, von
Natur-, Kunst,- und Welterkenntnis gleich stark
entbleBte Junglings, die, ohne es zu maohen, alle
Augenblicke von einer halb wahn~innigen Phantasie
ft.ber die Grenzen der Natur und <res Schicklichen
hinausgerissen werden - Hi!u'mervon w&hren Genie und
Talent, sage ieh, warden (wie uns das Beispiele des
Verte.ssers von GOtz Ul'!d lphigenia acho<• gezeigt hat)
auf diesem Wege zuletzt unfehlbar selbat mit ei~~m
alsdann fir!-den, das !rormen der Grieehen nicht alle
anderen Wormen ausschlieBen. 21
He became enveloped by the spirit of Greelt culture and could,

as Sengle says, criticize Goethe's Gbtz von Berlichingen,
despite the fact that its structure was "regelmi!Biger als
1rgendeine frAnz&sisches TrauerspielK, in the full breadth of

~ h k1~es. • 22
th e "Ge i s t d es ~op_o

Friedrich H6lderlin (1770-1843)
· F'erruips Soptwcles• greatest influence on German literature
after the death of Lessing and WinQkel.'ll!U:Ill. manifested itself in

the 111ork of Friedrich l:Wlderlin.

Ait;hough Htflderlin had a tine

education in the Classics, the seeds of a deep interest in Sophocles

f;irst appeared :l.n the 1790's.

He attempted a translation of the

Chorale Ode in praise of Athens {1. 668-694).from the oedipus
.

. C(olonoa, which was published in 1796.

I•

In this Workt as in his

translations o1' Pindar, I:llfldel'lin, a lllaster af the 1oyr1c technique t

. employs an interpretation of tonal quality and imaginative sense
·. ··toather than a strict translation to aehieve a harmony of language,
2.
mood and thought.
Harmony is crucial. for a PliOPel' understanding of Hl.!lderlin' s

works.

Harmony consists of the coordination o! all parts

literaey piece to create a gfU1el'ic whole•

or

a

As we shall see through()ut

tbh paper, HClderl1n considered SOphocles a 111astu of harmony.

which arises paradoXically out of a sense or natural conflict and
contrast.

The value of Sophocles as an artht was enhanced for

Hf!l(lerlin by SOphocles• ability to remain a man of his times.
Aae or Pericles 111as an era of turmoil and ha:mony.

The

With ths tool

of lyric beauty and dramatic effect, Sophocles recreated the social
conflicts of his day with the keen awuees• of a political scientist.

Bttlderlin •trove to retain this dual aspect of life-turmoil and
harmQJiy - 1n his trandation of SOphocles• works.

'l'his endeaVor

waa conditioned, however, by Hlllderlin's own need to
with German lite.

be contemporary

79.

. . •·

The contemporary theat$r or H6lderlin 1 s time was the theater

of Weimar which, under the direction of Goethe and Schiller, strove

to be a

11&~\'l,

put of the Qerman educational pro.cess.

H8lderlln,

too, was intl.uenced by the need. for a reflective type of theater ..
For this re.a110n, he chose to interpret certain parts of Sophoele$ 1
playa tor the sake of relevance.

Willi Flemming in his book

!lottlJ! unf dill Thealiet seipet fieit stl'essea the Value of such an
interpretation.
Es wu das groBe \U'I4 ein&i&e Mal in der Geschichte des
deutachen Drallla.s, wo dieaer organisclle, und wesensgemiBe
Lebens~usammenhana von Dichter una Scbauspieler, von
Drama und Theater waltete, der fUr Shakespeare ·una fUr
SOphocles ·aas F-undament ihrer Kun1t ganz fraalos, und
selbstverstlndlich bildete. .).
.
~laerlin's

interest in

fhe primary concern of

Sopho~les

~lderlin

aa a PQet ana dramatist.

developed 1n two

was ·the treatment of Sophocles

This IUil*ot is the !!lain area of

investigation in thh paper.

An ancillary eoncern toll llt!lderlin

waa a philosophic evaluation of Sophocles, tbe man.

Such

avall.lations callle earlJ in Hol<lerlin's feebnical works.
:l.n the euay

11

Qrifsb• (1797)

'01!9: PiO QtsgQiel,!te
H~lderl:l.n

direction~.

For exuple,

dfif' Sgh6nen KUnst• ynter den

praises Sophocles' seneitivity to his era,

the Periclean A.gea
Er babe im Geist aeinet," 1tult1Virten Epoobe. geschrieben.
Gans die Misehun& von stol.zer Mlnlicbkdt, unci wei'be
Weichheit. Der reine Uberdachte, und doch so warm

binreillende Auadr1.1k, der Den Per1kleischen ze1ten a:tgen
lfberall Leidenschaft; von Geselmalt geleitet. •

· warJ

Contrast and Harmony are the halmark ot: Sophoclean dram for
lilJlderlin.

Sophoeies• ability to blend male assertiveness and

!'tlil'1n1ne passivity aa consistent attributes of his characters

ntrib"tea to tlle ·clepth and reality of the •ntire drama. Even the

ao.
diction possessed this ••bivalent quality.

It could be subtly

contrived to be as simple or naive as colloquial speech or
complex as.rhetoricalharangne. In addition to contrast and harmony,

f

the third major area of Sophoclean expertiSe which Hlllderlin lauds
is Sophocles' depiction of passion controlled by good taste.

.~·

is an essential trait of the Periclean age as well.

This

A genuine

.~

effort was made to attain harmony in all aspects of life despite

B·

the turmoil caused by war, i'amine and human foible.
Hlllderlin al'jjqs recognized strife and misfortune as part of
the human condition.

Eis view on this side of life was best ·

expressed in Rvperion (1797), his most successful prose work.

A

r-·

; · . of a capt;h0tf. for the second volume of the Hyperion. .-'.
~~ ~uva~

Tov &~avTa v~>.6yov• TO o'. E11E~ ~avii,
eiivaL l!E(a' b116~ev 11£P
IlE~ XOAU OE~TEPOV W~ TQX~UTa.

xa

n-

5.
The traditional Greek sentiment as expressed in these lines
underlies the seeming;;,, futility of life for Hlllderlin• Hyperion;
as well as Hlllderlin, strives for a harmony which is idealistic
at best•

All genuine efforts to reconcile their beliefs with their

sociai milieu and personal self-image are thwarted.

H6lderlinis

interest in the plays of Sophocles may have been a last desparate
attempt on his part- to reconcile himself to the world to make some
sense out of his life•

For;

sho~tly

after his translations of the

•ntigone and the oedipus TYrannuse Hi:llclerlin suffered a newvous
breakdown.

From that point on until his death in 1843, he was

~

plagued by increasing fits of insanity.

6.

At the end of the fragment lfuer den 'IJnterschied ger Dichtung§arten (1797), }l81derlin presents Antigone ancl Oedipus as
representatives of two clifferently directed intellectual views - the
former genuinely naive, the latter rational to a fault.
choice of these two

pl~ys

7.

Htflderlin's

and characters while expounding on such

philosophical matters indicates a true insight into the broad
scope of drama.· The main c;:haracters are both punished for crimes
that should not bave happened.

Oedipus is caught in a web of

oracular games in which his honest effort to avoid defilement leads
him to his own destruction (if OnlY symbolically in his selfinflicted blindness).

Antigone is forced to disobey civil law for

the sake of her "eternal unwrit;.ten laws".

Both act according to

their ow.n consciences as best they can, but they must still suffer
the consequences.
H6lderlin, who was a remote

studE;~nt

and former cla.ssmate of

Hegel, apparently felt t.bat these two plays most adequately encompassed
the entire web of human existence and its series of continuous
conflicts.

God, or divinity, ana the state or civil law, constantly

vie with man in a subtle struggle to ca~·chchimr:.off.-:gu>!rd _@d~ PJWi.§h
him accordingly.

F'or H61derlin; Sophocles was a parad.igm because

of his ability to treat dialect.ic conflict in a context of a harmonic
dramatic plot.
WhY does H6lderlin treat SoPhocles from a philo,rophic point
of view?

Philcsopby was a major compm;1ent in the intellectual and

'literary life of. Germany.

'

l'

Philosophers, such as Hegel, Schelling

and Nietzsche dealt with Sophocles from an aesthetic, moral
and apalytic approach.

Since Schelling and Hagel were

, classmates of Hl:llderlin 1 s, their views on Sophocles had some
effect on Hl:llderlin's outlook as expressed in his early
fl'agments.

I wish to treat Schelling's work at some length

hare for ht- ideas on freedom ariel necassity in drama are
important to our study of Hl:llderlin.
E'riea:!.'ich Schelling

(17~5-185'+)

presented his theory of

tragedy in a series of lactu~es on the Fhilosophy of Art in
180'+.

He considered the struggle between freedom and necessity

as "das sinzig wahrh&ft Tragische in der Tra.godie 11 •

s.
·

Freedom

of the will, he declares, is a mere peculiarity, an aspect of
necessity.

Schelling discusses this point further1

Die Freiheit als blBBe Besondarheit kann·nicht
bestahen; dies ist m6glich nut, inwiefern sie sich
s.elbst t~ur Allgtmeinheit erbet, und also tiber die
.Folge der Schul! mit der Notwendigkeit in Bund tritt •••
eine grosse Handlung koncentrisch gleichsam um einem
und denselben Punkt geschehen zu lassen. ~·
Schelling felt ·that genuine tragedy rabed itself to the level
of the. "gene:rai",
i.e.. . an. abstract ideal which c;:n
.
" be concept.

ualized in the isolation of a dramatic form.

Schellingls term

Allgemeinheit 11 is quite silliilar to Holderlin's IIQanze"' terms

11

for the "whole" which may be considered as a divine element
in the world.

Human freedom can only be considered as an aspect

of this generality or whole, as man t s share in the divine.
Once this abstract concept of the "whole•i is grasped, the
apparent paradox of necessity and freedom can be explained as
seemingly conflicting parts united 1.ri. the harmonious "whole"•

l

~his

is the concentricity of tragic action which Schelling speaks

of in the last line cited.

l,

Schelling was a disciple of Fichte, a fellow student of

__

H~lderlin

age.

and the chief romantic idealistic philosopher of the

Fichte believed in the absolute freedom of the

11

Ich".

Schelling attempted to relate this freedom to the dramatic
necessity found in the greatest of all tragedies, QedipU§
Txrannos;

Man hat oft gefragt, wie die griechische Vernunft die
Widerspruche ihrer Trag~die£e-i'.Jn;:e,ge.nir.k~t!% ._:Ein_
Sterblicher-vom Verh§ngnis zum Verbrecher bes'timmt,
selbst gegen .das Verh!ngnis kampfend, und doch
furchterlich bestraft fUr das Verbreehen, das ein
Werk des Schicksals war! De.r Grund dieses Widerspruchs,
das, was ihn ertr!glich machte, lag tiefer, als man
ihn suchte, lag im Streite menschlicher Freiheit mit
der Macht der obJectiven Welt.lO.
While Fichte felt that

th•~•·

was

~o

objective world, Schelling

conceives of it as a necessary invention by man's reason for the
purpose of.tragic art.

Greek tragedy is still practical in the

modern world in the battle aga:J.nst "fate through which freedom
is honored 11 , according to Schelling.

The invented structure

of the drama sets the objective limits within which the hero must
submit to an opposing power.

But how is freedom asserted in

submission? For Schelling, it is not possible in the real order
of things.

He.

posits a solution on the intellectual level:

Es war ein GroBer Gedanke, willing auch die Strafe #Ur
ein unvermeidliches Verbrechen zu tragen, um so durch den
Verlust seiner Freiheit selbst eben diese Freiheit zu
beweisen und noch mit einer Erkl!rung des frein Willens
unterzugehen.1!i.
.
·A willingness to bear the punishment for an unavoidable crime
bears witness to an individual's freedom by the very acceptance of

L

and desire :for that punishment.

Thus, for Schelling, the

reconciliation of Oedipus with the objective order of the play,
i.e. the laws of the city and the curse of Laius 1

mur~erer,

by

means of his self-inflicted blindness will achieve the restoration
of his freedom. 12 • ·Schelling chooses a responsible freedom as
a compromise between Fichte's absolute freedom and fhe Fatalism
of Spinoza.
This responsible freedom, however, is further questioned by
Schelling himself.

In his Philo sophie der Kunst. he wonders

about the fate of Oedipus:
Wie ~ann man den (Oedipus) unglttcklichen nennen, der
so weit vollendet 1st, der Glttck und Unglttck gleicherweise ablegt und in demjenigen ~ustand der aeele ist,
woes ft1r ibn keines von beiden.mehr 1st? 13·
Schelling believes that Oedipus has transcended all types of
fate by his punishment and can now only act in one way.

OnceXlhe

is fre.e from the. paradox of freedom and necessitY", he has gained
genuine harmony with nature and is prepared for the action in
Oedipus Colonos.

Tragedy is an attempt to conceptualize the

paradox of freedom and necessity (Gluck und Ungltlck) in the real
world.

H6lderlin saw a great variety of solutions to this problem

in the Sophoclean corpus.
What does all this mean to H6lderlin 1 s interpretation of
Sophocles? Holderlin also sought a resolution of this apparent
paradox of freedom and necessity.

His answer was far more succinct

than Schelling - harmony, W6hrmann states that Schelling, and even
Lessing, based their ideas of tragedy on the Philosophy of
in which tragedy is the total expression and the highest experience
that is good and unique.

L

Schelling relates this to Fichte 1 s

concept of the

11

Ich"a

Im lch hat die Philo sophie ihr " ~ v It<~ 1 r,·&vge!'unden, nach
dem die bisher als dam hochsten Braise des Sieges gerungen
hat.llt.
This philosophy involves the total harmonious reconciliation of
man with his milieu, and tragedy effectively
harmony.

This'

,

dramati~es

this

this total harmony, is actually a relative

concept, an ideal to be interpreted personally.

H~lderlin

admitted that the weakness of such an abstr.act concept must be
ilivastigated.
in the

.. '

:11-~1

.

The search for the resolution o:t such a concept

world forms the essence of.tl'agedy.

.

.

.

To prove his

point, H81derlin began to write a play about Socrates in 1794.

15.

After several diversions, however, he abandoned this original
plan.
B6lderlin the,n began work on Der Tod des Empedocles.

ln

l'/97 Htilderlin wrote to his brother of his interest in the new
subject:
"der freiwillige Sturze des sizilianischen Dichters und
Philosophen Empedocles in den lodernden At~. Dieser
Tod soll einzig • • aem innersten We sen des Helde:n
fo1gen, der folgendermaBen charakterisiert wird •••
• •• Durch sein Gemtlt und seine Philo sophie schon Ulngst
zu KulturhaB gestimmt, zu Verachtung alles sehr bestimmtem
Gesch«fts alles nach verschiedenen Gegenstlnden
girichteten lnteresses, ein Todfein<t aller ~~itigen
Existenz; und deswegen auch in wirkl1chs-,._fllil'•••
Verhllltnisse sind und nur 1m graBen ,JI.kkord mit allem
Le bendigen empfunden ;&anziMmei!l'i:flillill~ ,l.lbill"&B'-'11$1leifr
.
nicht mit allgegenwl.!rtlgemllerzen innig, wi!'l ein Qott,
in ihnen leben und lieben kann, bloB weil er so bald
sein Harz und sein Grdanke das Vorhani~ne um:raBt, ans
Gesetz der Sukzession gebunden ist.•~.
•
Empedocles leads a

one~man

crusade against the narrow limitations

·~~::~-':.(~-,~-~- )~

placed upon Dian by the· structure of organized religion.

He

exhorts his people to return to the true spirit of religion; a

L

86.
•enuine adoration of god, not an idolatry of the rituals which
.are only a means to that end.

The frustrations encountered

along the way to this goal, including Empedocles • own selftdeification, present the concrete difficulties involved in
'
[realizing total harmony. This sense of frustration and inability
'

to break through to the harmonious

f
~.

'

.

'

11

..

Ganze" was a problem which

.

~)i~lderlin felt Sophocles had masterfully handled in the resolutions

tor his various plays.

We 111111 see this in greater detail in the .

I'

f;jnmerkungen.

Hc!llderlin grappled with this problem in terms of

;. the very plot development of his Emuedocles. He tried three

'

'ways
to express the progression to1~ard harmony in this drama •
.
~
i·Jone of them •11as fully completed, another sign of milder lin's

1

17

personal failure to integrate his life an(! milieu.
H6lderlin took.this problem of harmony very seriously and

~

,,personally.

In the ·same letter to his brother, H6lderlin laments:

Den meisten ist das leben Zl.l schl!(frig. Mir ist es
oft zu lebenig, so kJ,.ein_ a ncb .der Kreis__ i.s.t,_ wo1•in
ich mich bewege. • , .E.aB:'"fJein ':-Leben Jimme'fliim:so
unbedeutend bleiben, wie es ist! Es wiranoch
Bedeutung genug bekommen. 1 8
'Life for H6lderlin was very oppressive.

Nevertheless, he felt

that a meaningless life in a wide enough context could have
.cenuine meaning in itself.

The sentiment expressed .here is similar

to that developed in Schelling's affirmation of freedom by the
.desire for it.

Both men felt that harmony could be achieved even

in a very limited context, dramatic or real.
In the second version of Empedocles, HBlderlin sets the
life•goal for his hero and: imlll!lelfr
"U!ls mit der Na tur zu vereinigen, zu einem unendlichen
Ganzen, das ist das Ziel all' unseres Str!bens, wir
m'6gen uns darfiber verstehen oder nicht". 9

l

Hlll~erlin and Empodocles both l,ong to be9ome like the go~s, to

live in urifettered harmony with the rest of naturl'as does

·.

.·..

~

.

..

.

Oedipus at CoJ.onos. · . H8lc1erlin labelf! this ability to reconcile
oneself to nature and llivinity as

die 'gew6b:nliche Tendenz zur

11

Allgemeinheit 11 , ,as d'id Schelling.
Empedocles gradually becomes a tragic hero as he experiences
the development qf such ~ tendencY in his dealings with the
people •. 1In. the process of exhorting. the people, to draw closer .
.

.

-

'

to god in a more,
.

.

'

.
._
'
'
naturali~d·d.n,tip!Qte
.
. i
.
..
'

'

manner, he
.

~

dt~velops
'

a

per,\lonal .sense. of divinity. through the conviction of his messa.ge.
The Trag111dy of su.ch a process lies in the .gradual. separation
of Empedocl.es ·from the people and nature •. Through the help of
the high ,priest, Hemocrates, Empedocles is ·rescued from. the
.·
·.
.
..
·....
worst blasphemy of .all, rejection of all
divinity for the self.
.

·~

'

H~lderlin

.coins a word to

process in man-Aorgisch.

d~scribe

\

-,

'

this self-destroying

It encompasses the elemental drives

in life which often force men to exceed ratiqnal bounds. in an
effort .to make himself one with. the whole of nature.· These
drives111ere
vital mysteries to . the naive
Greeks.· They were
.
.
concolllllli,tant cwith the Apollonian: urge for. 11edle Einfalt lmd
stille GJ;'oBe", as Winckelmanri expressed it, although they
'

•

t

'

represented the antithesis of l'atio~lity •.
OOlderlin.interprets .these two. trends othuman nature in a
slightly differe11t· manner thim· doll:s Nietzsche.
the term Apollonian

H6lderlin employs

to signi'fy the drivlt in man cwhich Nietzsche

calls Diony~ia,c,.while H~lderlin's concept of Junonian sobriety,

clarity and imaginative power is similar to Nietzsche's concept

ot Apollonian rationality.

Sophocles serves. as a norm tor

H6lderlin's interpretation of the Dionysiac.

H6lderlin felt

that Sophocles was a high point in Greek Humanittft, not because
he experiences a return to a wild VorZeit, as Nietzsche said,
but because he retraces in his dramas the progress of Greek
culture from ari orgiastic-passionate past to a stage of order,
measure and form.

The ability of the Greeks to remain flexible

in their life style even as they progressed toward a more complex
civilization influenced H6ldiulin 1 s duire to interpret the
meaning rather. than translate the form of the original. Greek
plays.\
i

In order to clarify the distinctions of H(;llderlin and

Nietzsche with.respect to the Apollonian and Dionysiac trends
in Greek life; I cite an important passage from Nietzsche 1 s
"Willen zur Ma.cht 11 &
tiDiese Gegensltzlichkeit des Dionysisch'en und Apollinischen
innerhalb dar griechischen Seele 1st eines der groBen
R!tse; von dem ich mich angesichts des griechischen
Wesens angezogen ftl.hlte. Ieh bemfihte mich im Grunde
um nichts als um zu erraten, warum gerade der griechische
Apollonismus aus einem dionysischen Untergrund.· .
herauswachsen muBte: dar dionysische Grieche ittltig
hatte; iiPolloni:;ch zu warden: das he1Bt, seinen Willen
, . Ungeheueren, Vielfachen; Ung-ewisse)l, Entsetzlichen
zu brechen IPS einel!!. Willen zum 1:-iaB, zur Eifachheit;
zur Einordnung in Regel und &~griff: !)as MaBlose,
Wtl.steAsiatische liegt auf seinem Grrinde: die Tapferkeit
de$ Gl'iechen besteht in seinem K4mpfe mit seinel!!.
. Asitismus: die 13cMnhei1; 1st ihln nicht geschenkt, so
wenig als die Logik, als die Nattl.rlichkeit der Sittesie 1st erobert' gewollt, erklmpft-dieist sein S1eg,22
The sentiment of this passage is amazingly similar to that··
expressed in Rolderlin 1 s letter to Boehlendorff on 4 Dec. 1801:

11

W1r lernen nichts Sch'tlerer al.s das Nationelle frei
gebra.uchen. Und wie ich gla.ube, 1st gerade die Klarhei:ll
der Darstellung uns ·ursprungllch so iiatfirlich, wie
den Griechen das Eeuer vom Himmel. Eben DeBwegen werden
diese eher in schM~~idenschaft, die Du Dir a.uch
erhalten hast, als in. jener homerischen Geistes
Gegenwart und Darstellungsgabe z.u U~rtraffen sein. - Es
klingt paradox. Aber ich behaupt es noch einmal, und
stelle es Deiner Pr8fung und Deinem Gebra.uche frei, das
eigentlich Natio:ilelle w:i,.rd im Fortschritt der Bildung
immer der geringere Vorz.ug warden. DeBwegen sind die
Griechen des heiligen Pathos weniger 'Meister, :weil 41!$
ihnen angeboren war, ·hingegen sind sie vorzttglich in
Darstellungsgabe, von Homer an, weil dieser AuBerordentliche Mensch seelevoll genug war, um die
abendlandische .Tunonische Nttchternkeit f!tlr sein
Apollenreich zu erbeuten, und·so wahr.a.uch so gefahrlich,
sich d1e_Kunstregeln'e1nzig und allein von griechische
Vortrefflichkeit zu abstrahireno' Ich. habe lange daran
laborirt und ..;·weiss.nun DaB auBser dem, was bei den
Griechen und uns das h6chste sein nuB, nemlich dem
lebenigen VerhUtniB und Gescl;lik, wir ·nicht wohl etwas
gleich mit ihnen haben dtlrfen. Aber das Eigene nuB so
gut gelernt Nur werden wir ihnen.gerade in unserm
Eigenen, Nationellen nicht nachkommen k~nnen, .weilt
wie gesagt, der freie Gebra.uch des Eigenen das Schwerste
ist• 23

::.Both of these authors were steeped in the classical tradition
and comprehend a basic dichotomy, a basic dialectic element in
the ancient. Greek nature.
natural human drives.

This dichotomy took the form of two

The first, which B6lderl1n_calls Junonian,

and Nietzsche Apollonian, is the d.esire for order, balance and
creative regulation.

In Greek literature there is a constant

striving for such order, whether it be in the form of Homeric
aret~,

Aeschylean divine control, or Sophoclean reconciliation.

!he second drive innate in man is the Dionysiac.

The wide scope

of this drives• influence in life causes a justifiable ambiMalence
in interpretation.

In its broadest sense, Dionysiac means
.

t

pre-rational, i.e. a drive which dominated man's life at a time
when his relation with all of nature was totally free from the

'

90.

[

restraints of Society.

~·

this force, the irrational and the natural.

!;.

'

There are two concomitant aspects of
Nietzsche. opted

to emphasize the irrational aspect of' man's Dionysiac drive .•
Fo:r: Nietzsche, the wild forces in nature, the orgiastic passions
in man, and the supernatural laws of the 'cosmos .e-mbo:died· powe.rs
intent upon the total release of man from his rational self .•

2lt

H6lderlin chose to emphasize the natural aspect of the
Dionysian drive.
all

artif'icl~l

This natural state of man is also stripped of

and social hindrances to man's total communion

with the forces of nature.

Unlike Nietsche, who sees man's

reason as an obstacle to his natural development,

H~lderlin

views reason as a useful but subordinate tool in man's search
for harmony with nature.

This drive toward natural harmony is

far more inciusive than Nietzsche's drive for irrational power.
Holderlin's term- "aorgisch"- gives the Dionysiac drive a far
more significant scope.
aspect~

I t connotes an orgiastic and irrational

as emphasized by Niet.zsche, but the prefix "a" however,

adds a ·new dimension to its interpretation.

H6lderlin considers

it as the free expression of' the divine wrath or caprice in
2
man which must be satisfied. 5
The resolution of this drive is best expressed in drama;" as
we have seen in H8lderlin 1 s per Tod des Empedocles.

I find it

difficult to understand why he failed to use Euripides' Bacchae
as his classical mod¥,:.

Perhaps H6lderlin wished to elevate the

struggle and resolution to a more rational level rather than the
primitive violence of the Maenads. 26
Sophocles dramas provided

91.
the best examples of this struggle for reconciliation with all
aspects of Natur.e.

This recon9iliation or harmony is achieved

in three different ways

wi~hin

the Sophoclean corpus: a

reconf')iliation of man with a syst;em of ideals in theAnti'gone,
a reconciliation of

~ wi~h

divinity in pedipps Colonus or a

reconciliation of man wit;h himself in Opdipus Tyrannos •

.;
'

II jplderlin's Theory of Drama
Ht!lderlin's .theory of.drama,. and tragedy in particular, is
expounded in his essay lfuer gen Unterschied der Dichta.rten (1797) •
.His approach to the problem of tragedy is very idealistic and·
'

showsthe inflwmce of German philosophy prevalent at the time.
His.dei'inition of tragedy is laced with the term llidealistic 11
and abstract philosophipal phrases.
Das tragische, dem Schein nach heroische Gedicht ist
in sein~:~r Bedeutung idttallsch. Es ist die ¥..et.apher
einer intellectuellen Anschauung • • • Das tragische,
in seinem MuBeren Schein heroische Gedicht ist,
seinem Grundton nach, idealisch, und allen Werken
dieser Art muB eine intellecituale Anschauung zu ·
Grunde liegen, welche keine andere sein kann, als
jene Einigkeit mit allem, was lebt, die zwar von dem
beschrankUfren, Gemttte nicht geftthlt, die in. seinem
ht!chsten Bestrebungen nur geahndet, aber vom Geiste
erkannt werden ·kann und aus der Unm6glichkeit einer
absoluten Trennung und Vereinzelung hervorgeht .27 ·
Htllderlin almost equates the heroic and the tragic types of poetry.
The form, the plot and the characterization of dr:ama ~'is ~·hero.i·c
in its proportions.

.

.

·~

H6lderlin thus follows Aristotle

in his

interpretation of drama as well as in his use of Sophocles a.s a
model.
The key phrase for a proper understanding of Ht!lderlm's
interpretation of tragedy is"the metaphor of an intellectual view".
The complexity of this phrase lies in its interweaving of two
trains of thought - the poetic and the philosophical.

Ht!lderlin,

as a master lyric poet, deals with the beauty of concrete ·images and
events.

As a dramatist, he must reproduce reality but

one step further.

¥a~e·'.it

He must idealize it for the purpose of

philosophic·reflection.

Thus, in a sense, he is mak.lng tragic

drama a metaphor of a particular part of life, which is only one
aspect of a whole philosophy of life, an intellectual view.

A

metaphor is the attributing of' certain characteristics of some
ob;jeet to another.
a real situation.

It is not reality but an idealization of
Thus, tragedy is the idealization of Schelling's

paradox of freedom and necessity.

It is an attempt· to reach the

ideal harmony which transcends real life.
Holderlin says that this Jl¥l1;aphor of a philosophic outlook
on life must portray a unity of the tragic person and/or the
poet to "all that lives''•

Tragedy arises from the ability of the

mind to reach the heights of total unity and harmony and the·
concommi tant failure of reality to achieve the same· level.· The
tragic hero, for H(!lderlin, desires·ha:rmony but .cannot attain
it in this world.

The complicating factor .in this delemma is

the need of the character to remain faithful to his ideals, his
world view.

This interpretation is

am~zingly

similar to Whitman's

29
theory on Sophoclean tragic heroes, ·who possess the seeds of their
ow.n

destructio~

in their very character.

Their wisdom or

"intellectuelle Anschauung" is a complete hal'mony with reality
as they see it.

When a hostile force or new system encroaches

upon the Hero's milieu, there must be some type of resolution.
Only one system can remain.

This new order may take the form

of the antagonistic force, the hero's view; or a reconciled
synthesis of the two.

The hero; however, rarely wins out as he

does in Oedipu§ ColonU§•
IWlderlin also recognizes the futility of the heroicill,eal,
although it can be concretized in the character and action
dramatic person.

~f

the

The llero totally immerses himself in his private

world without any limitations.

Tile intruding sys.tem forces the

nero to isolate himself from his old order( e.g. Ajax from
Nature, Elapedooles .from the people) until he suffers real or

symbolic destruction.
Sophoclean drama.

This isolation is a

fl~or

feature of

1U!lcierlln recognized this, but added to his

theory of tragedy the pessimistic fact that total separation was
not possible.

.O.ath and destruction ue the only aolution•

Whereas, Whitman makes the important observation that the defeated
hero •till haa the last say in determininc the new order.
!Wlderlin 1 a victim of Clel'lllall Romanticisza, dou not go that tar

in any of his explicit criticia.

He does not see that the hero

The :tinal. irony of tragedy is that

can live on in Ilia ideals.

man must auffer total separation to gain his personal reconciliation.
Why" does HIJlderlln fail to see this atter etrect for the
ha.ro?

F~rtl.aps

it is beeau•• of bis strong philosophical distinction

betwen reality and idealism.

Htllderlin does s.e a lasting

effect of the ideals in themselves, as a part of
11

whol.e 11 •

~s

harmonic

As we shall see in Anmf!lkllQ&!!h lWlderlin allow.s

ff()J:cL

concrete effect, but only in the concept ot time, net in action.

A major problem for any

drau.ti'~

ia how to create a plot

-which ettectively rep.roducu the stri'fing for an abstract concept
like harmony of freedom and necessity.

or an

ob~ective

constructs Wdie

Just as Schelling conceives

order as a context for tragedy, so Helderlin

n~twsndige Willktlr

des Zeus 11 •

30 H6lderlin

atte;npts to realize the ideal milieu in terms or cU.v1nity.

The

necessary whim or 41v1nit)' is a restraining torce invented or
abstracted from the divine

l

11

Wbole" to assist in explaining the

95.
tragic paradox of freedom and necessity.

For H6lderlin, the

divine is absolute and necessarily capable of "m8glichst absoluter
Ents.chiedenheit und Vereinzelungn.3l While the. tragic hero in
his humanity or semi-divinity can never be totally divorced from
the world, the divine whole must extricate itself from the bonds
of mortal reality.

It must achieve an overview and maintain

ultimate control of reality.
H6lderlin was confronted with the problem of reconciling
the ideal of absolute freedom and· the reality of limited freedom
I

in a dramatic form.
11

.

.

.

He reflects upon this problem in the essay

Verfahrungswe1.se 11 (1798):
Der Dichter wird nur zu leicht durch seinen Stoff irre
gefilllrt, indem dieser, aus dem Zusammenhang der
·
lebendigen W~lt genollllllen, .d'e-r: poetischen Beschr!fnkung
widerstrebt.j2
.
The poet's task is· to conceive of .his drama from seYeral

points of view, to create a conflict, and to resolve it into a
harmonious whole.

In a

~tter

to :tfeuffer on 3 July 1799, he

maintains that his guiding principle in attaining this triple
33
goal. is i•das Ideal eines lebendigen. Ganzen."
Holderlin is
still trying to reconcile both sides· of this complex question.
II

of freedom.

We shall see how Rolderlin .feels Sophocles handles

this

in the Anmerkungen.

prob~em

One final point concerning H6lderlin 1 s theory of general
drama is its purpose.

HBlderlin, in the same letter to Neuffer,

attempts to show that drama should·support the prevailing-attitudes.
Hlllderl1n recognizes that the emphasis in Greek tragedy on personal
fate is not suited to the more socially oriented conscience of
his

-

da~.

In the world of the Greeks,

11

wo jeder mit Sinn und

die ihn umgab,

~eit

mehr lpnigkeit
34
in einzelnen Karakten und Verh<liltnissen zu finden 1st."
Seele der Welt

~geh8rte,

Their way of life was such that all aspects of society could be
in a more harmonious relation
'

'

~ith

nature.

is to recreate this state for mankind.

The role of the poet

Once again, in the letter

to Neuffer, H8lderlin states this purpose of dramatic poetry:
"Sie nMhert die Menschen und bringt sie zusammen.,. Sie
vereinigt sie, wenn sie echt 1st und rcht wirkt, mit
alldem mannigfachen Leid und Gl~ck und Streben und Hoffen
und Furchten, mit all ihren Ueinungen und Fehlern, all
ihren Tugenden und Ideen, mit allem GroBen und Kleinen,
das unter ihnen ist, immer mehr zu einem lebendigen
tausendfach gegliederten inn1gen Ganzen, denneben dies
soll die Poesie selber sein, und wie die Ursache, so
die Wirkung. 11 35
.
·
The poet must unify all disparate elements of life in his drama
with his personal harmonic world view,

H8lderlin fails to find

this harmony in modern drama and must turn to Sophocles for "die
,
.
.
36
Bedeu ting und aen Emdruck des Ganzen.

97.

f
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III

f'

H~llderlin Is

Anmekungen

Htllderlin' s early interest in Sophocles was only tangential
to his theoretical treatment of drama.

By the turn of' the

century, he had attempted to put his reflections to practical
use in _Per Tod Des . Empedocles.

As we have seen, Htllderlin

tried three versions of' his play but failed to complete any of'
them.

His next step in his search for "das Ganze" led him to

Sophocles.

Htllderlin apparently de.cided that the only way to

achieve the unity which the Oreeks enjoyed with nature was to
translate their work into German with the necessary interpretative
changes.

This ability to interpret the Greek imagery and to

render it in a meaningful German equivalent is perhaps the
single most important contribution of

~lderlin

to Sophoclean

studies.3 7 H6lderlin was in a unique position to accomplish
this.

He was one of' the best lyric poets of his era and was

acquainted with the theory, if not the successful implementation,
of drama.

He was well prepared to approach sophocles' plays

with his all-important "intellectual view."
H~Uderlin

used his interpretative powers in drama for a

definite purpose.

He wanted to educate the German people to the

values of the classics. H6lderlin was not alone in this desire.
Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767 - 1835) had gone so far as to revamp
the entire secondary sQhool system in Prussia to insure the
pre&minence of classical studies in his Gymnasium.

38 Humboldt

and members of the Weimar circle wanted to give the cultured
l

populace educational and dramatic ~n,p~T<.<fS <~.,f-V Hllldertin
also felt this urge to influence prominent people.
to Princess Augusta he wrote1

In a letter

Durchlauchtige Priru:essen. Ich schike Ihnen den ersten
Band der Ubersetzung der Sophokleischen Traglldie • .Er
spricht darin von der GrllBe der Alten, aber auch von
dem unbegreiflich ~ttlicheren unserer heiligen Religion
in seiner Originalit§t und dem Werth des Vergleichens
dar Antiken und unserer ZustMnde. 39
Sophocles was a paradigm for Hlllderlin because of his
ii;bii:;iity to relate to his own times as well as future ages.

In

a letter to Neuffer dated 4 June 1799, Hlllderlin mentions that
Sophocles is to be included in an article in the monthly magazine
Iduna.

The essay was to include

I. karakterische ZHge aus dem Leben alter und neuer Dic~ter,
die Umst!nde, unter denen sie erwuchsen, vorzttglich den
eigentumliohen Kunstkarakter eines jeden. So ttber Homer,
Sappho, Aschylus, Sophocles, Horaz, Rousseau and Shakespeare.
2. Darstellungen des Eigentttmlichs$::bllnen ihrer Werke oder
einzelner Parthian aus diesem. '+0
These authors comprised the

nucleu~

studied in Europe at the time.

or the cla:;Jsical literature

Their works were valued not only

for their artistic beauty but also for the important insights they
passed on about th• contemporary world.
Hlllderlin singled out Sophocles for special treatment.
Kohlhammer; in his critical edition of Hlllderlinis complete works,
says that t,his treabment can be classified into four stages:
I. einf.reies Gestalten vom vorher erfaBten U!ld 1iberschauten

Sinn her, wobei das einzelne Wort verhllltnism!tBig leicht
wiegt und noch nicht eigentliches Element dar Rede ist.

2• eine genauere Aufmerksamkeit auf die griechischen SilbenmaBe.

3. Die , "hinhorent'le Verfahrungsartu die nach dem Experiment
mit 'Findar, die Wortfolge der Vorlage

4_. _eine spate Uberarbeitung bespnders der
.~~-fiiedipus, im Herbst 1803•'+1

m~glichst

wahrt•

AntogoniL,;;~·ach,:;~h

Except for the last date, however, the editor gives no

chronological support for the arrangement of these stages.
Michel,

Even

biographer, mentions such stages of develop-

H~lderlin 1 s

tl-2

ment but does not elaborate.

The first three stages are actually

different areas of emphasis in the pot;}tic art.· l''irst, the .
sense and the form of the work must be properly formulated.
Next, the meter must be considered, and i'inal.ly the. actual
linguistic construction must be shaped
as we ·shall see shortly.
~.

'

to poetic

Evidence of all these can be found in the Arimer1rungen,

syn\)~;~x.

in

acos~ding

H~lderlin 1 s

:r turn now to the problems involved

attempt to translate the two plays, the Antigone

and the OediJ2us Tyrannus, for an investigation in this area will
shed some revealing light upon Hl.ilderlin 1 s interest in Sophocles.
An attempt to date the actual-writing of the two Sophoclean
plays

llillderlin is impossible.

by

Hl.ilderlin probably began

work on them while in Hamburg in 1799 and finished them by
1802-3 in Stuttgart.

A manuscript was prepared for publication

in the fall of 1802 as HIJlderlin began to look for a fiajoi'

Publisher.~3
one of

He was assisted in his search by Isaak von

H~lderlin's

~5

von Kalb

Sinclair,~

closest friends from Jena, Frau Charlotte

and Bohlendorff.

~6

Through their efforts,· Htllde.z'lin

was able .to secure Friedrich Wilman as publisher in Frankfurt
am Main.
In the Intelligenzblatt dar {ffirllische). Allgemeinen Literatur(leitung of

1~

July

180~,

an.announcement appeared:

Bei. Friedrich Wilman in Frankfurt am r--iain ist erschienen

un in allen Buchhandlungen Deutschlands zu haben:
Die TrauersPiele des Sophocles,
aus de.m Griechischen Ubersetzt
von
Fr. Ht!lderliXi

l

Der Verfasser dieser klassischen Ubersetzung, -welcher

lOO.
das Publikum schon aus seinem Byperion zu seinem
Il.uhllle kennt, hat 10 Jahre an denselben gefeilt, so
daB sie als etwas .Vollendetes in ihrer art angesehen
und empfohlen werden kann. Der. Phiiolog, welcher. sie
mit delll Originle vergleicht, wird ttberall Treue,
Pr~cision und den Geist· dar deutschen Sprache beobachtet
finden. ·Der Gebildete wird, auch obne die KenntniB
der Ursprache., ooim Lesen dieses \'Jerks den :reinsten
:Genu:B i'1ir Geist un.d Herz empfunden. Man kann m1 t
Recht hoffen, daB diese Ubersetzung in der Classe der
Gebildeten sehr viele Leser finden wird. Der erste
Band enth!flte den Oedipus Ty;rapnos, und der zweite 91&
Antigon!h Der Verfasser hat einen jeden Stucke sehr
lehrreiche Anmerkungen beigefUgt, welcheizur ErkHirung
des Char~)~~:~l:!rs d~;~r Tragodie interessante'.'Yorstellung-en
enthalter.. 'I
Despite the obviliius elements of propaganda. in such an announcement ( e.g. the ten years of preparation), the writer of the
article was fully aware of HtJlderlinis intent in the translations.
He wanted to create an accurate translation which
to the educated people of Germany.

wo~ld

appeal

To achieve that end, H61derlin

had to remain faitb:f'ul to the original while he interpreted.
certain parts to fit the level o:f awareness of his own era.
H6lderlin used two basic texts of the orig5.l1al for his
work ··the Juntina text of 1555, and to a lesser degree, the
·

Aldina text of 1502.

lr8

For some unknown reason, H(llderlin fails

to use Brunk's significant recension of the text in Strassburg
in 1786.

An

in each play.

indication of this is the position of the choruses
H6lderlin places each chorus at the end of each

act in the Oedipus and at the beginning of each act in the
Antigone.
H61derlin, however; as a lyric poet was not as concerned
about the textual problems as he was about the image:cy in the
plays.

He had to convert the images of the Greek into German

101.

with a feel for the essential form of an image and especially
the idea behind it.

H6ld1;1rlin 1 s lyric sensi'tivity 1o1as very

important in this area.

His cardinal rule was to interpret

the sense and the meaning rather than to reproduce the actual
word form. Jr1ichel, in his Biography of !Wlderlin, feels that
Helderlin 1 s lyric ability allo1o1ed him to outstrip Sophocles at
.
.
.
49
times in his efforts to get at the basic flavor of certain images.
This may be.true in rare cases but H6lderlin also falls short
on some imagery.

I cite here an example of both Helderlin 1 s

superior:!.ty and inferiority to Sophocles.

In the "Ode to !-'..an"

of the Antigone, Sophocles is describing the turbulence of the
sea upon which a man is tossed:

xepLapuxLoLoLv

Ant. 336-7

50

H6lderlin apparently misreads the word for waves,
•

oCxpao~v

word,

oto11aoLv

, as the

, meaning house, and proceeds to interpret it as

.
51
a metaphor for a ship "In gefltlgelten sausenden HtluBern (Ant 355),"
an interpretation that is :fully justified from the context of the
Greek.

The word

11

gefltlgelten'' connotes the winged effect of

oars on a ship, an intensification of image which may support
·Michel's claim.

Thus Helderlin transfers a land image - "house"-

to the metaphor of a sea image - "ship".

A brilliant bit of

circular reasoning for effect!
Flat imagery, ho1o1ever, is all toe frequent in H6lderlin 1 s
German Translation. · He consistently fails to treat the image of
tlhe "ship of State":

102.

Wltlitl aut dell\ Grunc hier •ill Vel'd%'1!!lkllll1' bt
Den lllir &Uiti l'1'4Ullde lllachen, uenn. 1~h weil'i,
Dtr hiaU z.usam:r.en, una ao wir auf di•ue•
ll:ttcht f,l)b.ren, ~~en ll'reunda w;tr !Gv.inM~n.
.

52
;\\n).l9~-197

ote(xou~av &~tots; &vt~ Tfts ~-y~p(us,
o4~' OV f (Aov 'JOt' &v6pa 4UOJICVfi t*oVO$
&t ()I !IV ~JICUY!iic, 'l't.liho YI.YV.fl1lUilV 3'1' I.

6

Aat~v
a•;ouaa aa\ tadT~' la~
a~lovTe' OPUfiS 'I'OU$ ~(~OU£ •ot.od.cta,

{I'

.

iU'tt•

1\eoht tahr.n" is a mo:re i4ln$l':1c term wltlch

11

lOil!lll.a

th•

53

.:1.86..190

fl~vor

of T.h!ovu' Otl'ltfis: ''••il.tna ~1J.tight"• Gtanted t~t tile S.lli,p-of
atate.il'll&s;e ia • ti~~to wo.rn atapnor, it.b ve~y bp()rtant to tM
IliU4,g:rlln apparent:lr felt that tile imagO' wuld

plar as a 'fibol••

have no ll!(taDinl .for his
a.s a man of r..b

til'l:ea.

f'ft'hapli> the

audie~• •

conterapora:ry undel'$lianll.tn& <iu

interpr.•tn ovu
11

choluil'

'c follow SG>pboelu

than as a post.

r~ tll'iil'

~oat ~bviouil

(tled. J."'yr. 1. 896

and

Cballt• ot imagery tor tbe s&n of

the

falillOue line

' ' ht

p.24 "why t~hould l dencl) wllith 1Wlde:rl1n
~mn·

icil lin,&el\?tt

l§;m~:lhd

in tbe$e two

tn• whol• Pl'l:iOUs of nllcious '-1'atl$!ormatien in

Th1~

line b

xoptduv

tl£

Un~s

tw."l aillenit:.~.

spoken 'b7 tl1$ e,llortt• 1n tbo olle on Eubr.b.

The

whol,e rel1dolUl deuation, 1n Athen3.an CiVilbaUon :h being ·

que•Uoned.
oract.
'file

Eo:re Jocasta nu Ju•t

rep~di.a.ted

-

faHb in the

ot Apollo• a SJmbol of divine. infl®nce.
. . in htll;l&n

oracle, U

the pl&J•

·

Mll
u the
·
.

wre r.•rtorMii

lll'Oa.tel" .PlOil7$iaC' .fcu;U,val

1n

and

wni.cn

intUtutic:llli 1,n· the .ettttiS 1'8lii1¢Zh

·

t~

life.

in whicb

· .
.
cnor\Ui k¢lt part, were

l:r the Chorus WUe sudaenl.y

tc •top d&tlOin&t 1\ would be a. l!<iifl that th• a:Jijktit :r•Uaicm ·IJI.Zld
the •tate itsd! had ebllt!l.Pt:4ld.

in• eittl&Uon $n

Gertt~any

wu tar

different.

The separation of Church and State was fairly well

established and Protestantism had become dominant in most of
Germany.

An

essential element in the religious experience

of the 18th century was the communal singing of pious hyBns.
H61derlin, the son of a Methodist minister and a man of his
times, thus chose to interpret the Greek in terms of his own
milieu.
Just as imagery was an important aspect of Halderlin's
translations, so the language which

CD

nveyed that imagery

had to be handled wi.th delicate precision.

H61derliri. expressed

his dissatisfaction with his "'ork in this area in a letter to
the publisher Wilman;
Die Sprache in der Antigone schien ruir nicht lebendig genung.
Die Anmerkungen drtikten meine Uberzeugung von griechischer ·
Kunst und den Sinn der StUcke nicht hinl!nglch aus. 54
The second sentence concerning the '.'sense" of the· play expresses
H6lderlin 1 s main purpose of translating.

The language must be

lively enough to properly convey the message of the play.
have· seen in the

11

As we

ship of statt'l image, Sophocles incorporates

the shaky political situation into an image of the sea, the
first love of the

At~nians.

Ht'lderlin, however, had to readjust

this image to suit his own time.

Despite these differences,

both poets had something very important in common - a peculiar
world view whieh could span two thousand years.

They were both

concerned with the problem of how man can best live in the face
of adversity.

This is the essence of tragedy, whatever form

it may take, civil law vs. personal ideal, personality vs.
personality or man vs. fate.

r
t
Fate is an extremely difficult concept to comprehend in reality,
as our discussion of Schelling's philosophy .indicated.

lWlderlin

accepts Schelling's premise that an objective order, contrived
or natural, must exist in a tragic drama for the tragedy to be
meaningful.

H6lderlin acknowledges the need for a natural

progression toward the resolution of fate in this objective order
in his essay, Per Grund Zum E.mpedocles:
Die Problema des Schicksals, in dem er erwuchs, sollten
in ihm sich scheinbare tempor!re ze;~en, wie mehr oder
weniger allen tragischen Personenl.'

11

The emphasis of this
and

11

temporare".

a~Qtlysis

rests in two words "" "scheibare"

F'irst the solution of any dramatic problem

of fate must be visible, i.e., the dramatic plot should have
a natural progression

leadj~g

to a peripeteia, a point in time,

an action or a word which breaks the tension of a· dilemma •.
Second the solution should be temporary, i.e., the conditions
of a given tragedy do not present the final dictum on a particular
problem for all time.

They should be consistent with the

attitudes and socio-political trends of the era.

This temporal

prerequisite of H6lderlin for effective drama may be an indirect
result of H81derlinis familiarity with Hegel's dialectic
philosophy.

Both men considered. sophocles as a master of

technique in this. area
of. dramatic contemporaniety.
.
r
To support this theory of tragedy, H8lderlin in his
Anmerkungen cites the Antigone as a prime example of visibility
and temporality.

The two major Characters, Creon and Antigone,

represent two opposing forces, civil authority and divine or
cosmic law:

10$.

Beida, insofern sie entgegengesetzt sind.,. nur der.
Zeit nach verschieden, so daB das eine vorztiglich
darum verlieret, weil es anf!lngt, das anoere gewinnet, weil
es nachfolget.5o
The superiority of one force or point of view is dependent upon
time.

Although the claims of both parties may be equally

justifiable, as Hegel feels is the case in the Antigone, one is
more

compat~Ple

with the total situation of the times(i.e. the

political control, the temperament of the people, the legal
structure) than the other.

Thus Antigone may suffer for her

untimeliness, but her "unwritten laws" will ultimately win out
over the more mundane force of Creon.
is the triumph or an ideal.

This post mortem victory

Antigone has suffered her tragic

end and does not reap the benefits of her ideal's victory.
Despite Creon 1 s belated attempt to rectify the situation caused
by hils own obstinancy, Antigone dies and thus achieves a
reconciliation of her tragic relation with society •.
H6lderlin, in his Anmerkgngen to this pla$, lacks WHitman's
and Schelling's optimistic insight that a personal victory is
also possible in tragedy.

According to H6lderlin, even if it is

possible in a dramatic context, a tangible and visible victory
is beyond the grasp of the defeated hero.
H6lderlin stresses the concept of time from the very
beginning in the

~rkungen.

After citing the two lines which

sum up the opposition:
Creon

"Was wagst du, ein solch Gesetz zu brechen?"

l!!!i·

"Darum, mein Zeus berichtet mirs nicht,
57
Noch hier im Haus das Rechtder Todesg6tter •••

·lo6.
H6ldertin develops his theory of the essense of Greek tragedy:
.
.
58
·.
"sich fassen zu k8nnen".
The Greek hero must be able to

I

grasp himself, i.e., he must comprehend, accept and defend his
set of moral standards in the face of all obstacles.

H6lderlin

continues:
Der kttnste MOment eines Taglaufs oder Kunstwerks
ist, wo der Geist der Zeit und Natu'1', das Himmlische,
was den Menschen ergreift, und der 'G~genstand, fUr
welchen er sich interessiert, am w~ldesten gegeneinander
stehen, weil der Sinnliehe Gegenstand nur eine hllfte
weit reicht, der Geist aber am mltchtigsten erwacht, da,·
we die zweite Hllfte angehet. In diesem Moments mUB
der Mensch sich am meisten festhalten, deswegen steht
er auch da am offensten in seinem Charakter. 58
He believes that there is an outside forc_h<whether in dramatic
fiction or reality, which controls man and blocks his attempt
to attain the goal of an ideal.

This force is thus on a level

even higher than personal ideals: i t is divine.

Man searches for

an ideal which is, at best, imperfect due to the limitations
of reality.

This ideal is a personal interpretation of the

higher "Geist der Zeit und Natur 11 •

The tragic hero must adhere

to this limited ideal because of its intrinsic worth to his
total character.

H6lderlin considers this ideal as an irreconcilable

"Geist der ewig lebenden urigeschriebenen Wildnis und der
Totenwelt."

This is the "aorgisch" drive in man whic.h drives

him to his destruction.

It must be satisfied as fully as possible

even though it is for H6lderlin
•• nur Ein lebendiges Ganze ••• , das zwar durch und
darch individualisiert 1st und aus lauter selbstst!ndigen,
aber eben innig und ewig verbundenen Teilen besteht •••
Freilich muBaus jedem endlichen Gesichtspunkt
irgendeine der selbstst!ndigen Krlfte des Ganzen die
herrschende sein, aber sie kann auch nur als tempor!r
od•r gradweise herrschend betrachtet werden. 59

107~

Thus, Antigone's belief that the gods ·of the underworld must be
honored is, in the time. of Creon's dominance, a minority .view,
A:Lt.P.ough it is a genuine interJ,lretation of the

11

Ganze" which ·

must be maintained, Antigone's view must suffer the· consequences
of its untimeliness.
As can be seen from this discussion, Hlllderlin elevates the
tragic conflict from the level of. two characters to the level of
abstraction.

Time and Nature oppose an object (presumably

law, i.e. civil for Creon and Unwritten for Antigone).

This

opposition forms a symbolic or philosophic dialectic in which
both characters are caught.

They must maintain their self

control as best they can for the nobility of tragic heroes
lies in their ability to face insuperable odds resolutely.

The

inabilityi;,f Antigone to reconcile her ideal withthe existing
order set up in the play recalls Hlllderlin's claim that·
tragic separation of the hero from the real objective ord.er
is absolutely necessary for proper reconciliation to his ideal
but impossible in the real world, except by death.
accomplished only on a metaphysical level.

It·can be

In a sense, Sophocles'

Oedipus Colonus ( in which Oedipus becomes deified through his
reconciliation with and assumption into nature) is the final
achievement of H8lderlin 1 s. futile search for harmony.

H8lderlin 1 s

failure to choose this play for translation can be explained
in two ways.

First, Hlllderlin may have felt that this solution

to his problem was too .transcendent and, therefore, . unrealisti·c.
Secondly, his personal life, which was constantly beset by fits
of insanity, may have

prevent~d

him from translating a play which

.: .
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could have no meaningful consolation for him.
At this point in the Anmerkungen H8lderlin shifts his
point of view from a philosophic to a poetic one.

He makes a

comparison between the three Athenian tragedians in terms of
emphasis:
Das Liebenswtirdiget Ve1·st<!!ndige im Ungltick. Das ·
Tr§umerisch "' Naive. Eigentliche Sprache des Sophokles,
da Jtschylus und Euripides mehr das Leiden und den Zorn,
weniger aber des Menschen Verstand,~s unter Undenkbarem
.
wandeln(i, zu objektivieren wissen.
Sophocles possesses three destinctive qualities in his poetry:
the ability to evoke love, compassion in misfortune, and a naiveimaginative quality, while Aeschylus and Euripides emphasize the
suffering and the wrath of man to the discredit of human reason's
abil1.ty'to cope with these problems.

Sophocles, in H8lderlin 1 s

view, is able to harness the Dionysiac urges in his characters
by asserting reason.

He raises them above Aeschylus' fated

puppets and the degenerate masses of Euripides.

H8lderlin found

the profound sensitivity of· Sophocles suited to his own lyric
inclinations •. He attempts in his translations to preserve the
trulyhuman aspects of the characters.

They must be consistent

and yet have the capacity for growth.
Perhaps the most human relationship in Antigone is that
between Creon and his son Haemon.

H8lderlin cites the following

excerpt from their dialogue to illustrate how natural and yet
difficult human growth is:
Kreon Wenn meinen Uranfang' ich treu beistehe, lUg' ich?
Hamon D.as bist dl.l nicht, hl!ltst
Namen ( )73-7lt'-l )61

cau

nicht heilig Gottes
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Tragic characters must remain faithful to their ideals.

Although

Sophocles has presented Creon in a generally unfavorable light,
Creon heroically maintains his stance until it is too late.
loses Antigone, Haemon and even his

~life,

He

Eurydice - in short,

his whole life - because of his own stubborn persistence.

His

tragic death or isolation is a symbolic one, and yet his suffering
is very real.
In the underlined part of Haemon 1 s speech, Holderlin finds
one of the many images that call for interpretation.

Haemon

says, "you do not reverence Cl!Pd!S:"name 11 , according to

H~lderlin's

translation, while the ol'iginal Greek reads:
Kreon

,_
..
\
\
•'
!.
'•
apapTavw yap Tas epa' apxas

Haemon

ou

H~lderlin

.I

a~awv;

yap alBe~,, T~p&, ye T~S ~£~V WaTwV.

realizes that the last phrase of Haemon should have

been translated

11

trittst du der Gtltter Ehre", or "you trample

the honor or the gods''•

He then explains the reason for his

interpretation:·
Es war ntltig, hier den he.iligen Ausdruck zu !ndern, da
er in der Mitte bedeutend ist, als Ernst und selbstiJndiges
Wort, an dem sich alles. Ubrige objektivieret und verkllfrt.63
As we have seen in the line

11

why should I dance", Htllderlin had

to change the image to suit the conscience of his own time.

The

Greeks believed in chthonic deities, and as in this play, in
gods of the underworld.
the hQnors or alloted

Thus, the image of Creon trampling upon

po~tions

of deity would bring grasps of

horror to the lips of Sophocles' Greek audience.

Creon should

expect to pay the dire consequences of his transgression.

H6lderlin 1 s

audience,however, was raised in the Judeo-Christian tradition, in
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which, .from the time of Moses, it was taboo to call upon the name
of the Lord in vain.

God is not a locative deity; he is a personal

deity whose name is an essential part of his 9haracter.
God 1 s name is to defile Him;

To defile

Thus H8lderlin sacrifices the

vividness of the trampling imagery for the clarity of the sense
behind it.

Ht!lderlin 1 s.interpretation is a result or his personal

intellectual view of the ideal of divinity.
conceives of the force which objectivizes and

This is how he
~xhaltsc-

everything.

Different relat'ive ·interpretations of certain characteristics,
howeYer, will not change the essential power of the divine force.
H6lderlin·relates this problem of relativism in interpretation
to the peculiar curse or the prophet Teiresias upon Creon:
aAA' e~ yl TO~ x&T~a~L Pn xoAAou, ~TL
TPdxou, apLAAnTnPa' nA(ou TEAwv
ANT. (1064-65) . 6lt

which literally means:
Know well that the sun will not have rolled its course
Many more days.... 6 '
Ht!lderlin,however, personalizes the construction by shifting the
emphasis from the action of the sun to Creon•s boastful brooding
of self-destructive ideas:
•••••.• Nicht lang mehr brtttest
In eifersttchtiger Sonne. 66 (1106-7)
Ht!lderlin has Teiresias say

11

you will not much longer brookl in

(or under) the vain-glorious sun"t
competition connoted in

Hl1lderlin retains the image of

apLU!iTTIPCI' "strivings" by the sun's

epithet "eiferstichtig", but expands the scope of the image to include
Creon by use of the verb "brtltest".

HBlderlin observes tha.t the

sun has a relative sym}lolic value, just as the sun in the real
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order has relative or polar aspects as a source of growth or
as a source of parched destruction.

The sun thus becomes the

symbol of the eternal divine power in the cosmic order which
exacts vengeance for all transgressions of its system of order.
Creon may have his day of glory in the sun, but that same sun will
see the death of his entire family.

H6lderlin's significant change

from passive knowledge to active braggadocio on the part of
Creon may be an indication of his personal attitude toward Creon.
For H6lderlin, Creon's ideal of civil authority is inferior to
Antigone's claim because her "eternal unwritten laws 11 are more
closely related to the abstract ideal of Holderlin's "Ganze".
Hljlderlin's treatment cf the Niobe story, which·Antigona
recalls in her Kommos with the Chorus, is of interest for its
relationship to Creon's boastful brooding:

An1· Ich habe gehort, der WUste gleich sei worden
Die Liebensreich~, Phrygische,
Von Tantalos 1m JchoBe ge.zogen, an Sipylos
Gipfel ( 852-5 · ) 67

HC!lderlin, relying on his knowledge of classical myths, connects
the boast of Creon with that of Niobe.

She was the wifeof

Amphion, king of Thebes, and had boasted that she had borne
children.

~

Leto, who bore only Artemis and Apollo, sent her children

to slay those of Niobe.

As an added punishment for her boast,: '
·Niobe was transformed into a stone pillar. 68 ,While the connect.ion
.

of Niobe's and Creon 1 s fate, destructive brooding may ha.ve

'

be~h

in the back of Sophocles' mind, his immediate purpose in alluding

to Niobe was to connect the fates of Antigone and Niobe.
:El81derlin's comment here supports the theory of a double tragedy
in this play.

Niobe, \vith her double punishment, serves as a

link between Creon and Antigone •. All three suffer a real or
potential loss of children; each is symbollically stained with the
blood of his or her family.
Commenting on the value of this allusion to the whole of the
play, R8lderlin says:
"Wohl der h6chste Zug an d$r Antigone. Dar erhabene
Spott, sofern heiliger Wahnsinn h8chste rnenschliche
Erscheinung, und hier. mehr Seele als Spi•ache ist 1
tlbertrifft alle ihre tlbrigen JluBerungen: es ist aueh
nlltig, so im Superlative von der Schllnheit zu sp_redhe:o,.
weil die. Haltung unter anderel!! a.uch auf dem·:supe:rlative
von menschlichem Geist und heroischer Vb."tttosit'lit
beruht.o9
Antigone's ability to re:flect upon the misfortune of a woman who
suffered the same fe.te and to take solace in the fact presents,
according to H81derlin, the highest stroke of literary genius
in the play.

The "sublime ridicj\lle" shown by Antigone for the

Chorus' attempt to justify her pu."lishment is the highest human
equivalent of divine "madness".

This madness can not be explained

in the limited context of physical reality.

Its divine element

elevates the purpose o:f Antigone's punishment to the level of the
cosmic order of fate.
victim of her

The chorus has claimed Antigone is the

&uTovo1aa •

The c.llorus does not understand that

Antigone must act in a way consistent with her character, with her
personal interpretation of the cosmic order.

This insight on the

part of Antigone comes not merely from her lips but from her
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soul.

Her heroic qualities allow Antigone to rise above the shallow-

ness of the chorus' ;;erception of the cosmic order.
in her soul. is Antigone's link to the cosmic "Gan:z;e".

The divine madness
Ti1e chorus lacks

this madness and i:lhus fails to see her death as a natural means to
attain harmony with the (!osmos •.
Holderlin establishes a relative heirarchy of suprahuman powers
in his analysis of the jmtigone. The highest order is the

11

Ganze",

the cosmic order which serves as the ultimate judge and control of
.
.
70
.
man and the universe. The second order consists of the gods who are
ethically colored historical personifications based upon a particular Greek interprets tion of the "Ganze" 3 1 The third order is the
divine spark in man himself.

This third order is important for a

proper understanding of the tragic hero.
The conscious ability of the tragic hero, e.g• Antigone, to
comprehend his or her role in the cosmic order is a manifestation
of the divine in man.

H1haerlin introduces the term "aorgisch" to

explain the drive in man to reconcile himself with Nature, the con•
cretization of the cosmic "Ganze"

He compares the fate of Niobe and

Antigone to the fate of Nature and Mankind:
II

.

••• Wie uberall Schicksal ~er unschuldigen Natur, die
Uberall in ~er Virtuositat in eben dem Grade ins Allzuor&anische gehet, wie der ¥ensch sich dem Aorgischen n~hert,
in heroischeren VerhMltnissen und GemUtsbewegen. 72
Just as Nature is scorched by too much sunlight, so Mankind is
singed by the harmful burn of intense adherence to an ideal on the
godly or cosmic level while living in the real or dramatic-fictional
world.

The shear intensity of the

11

aorgisch" drive in lolan forces

him to exceed the bounds of the real world.

This excess appears to

be madness to all who remain within· the limits of the objective
order of reality.

It is this divine madness '<fi>ich &Hews Q;reelt herces to

Uae goes with apparently bl.aspiieuwus anogance. 73

con1'r~>nt

liBlderlin incor-

p0rates this diVine Ul"ge into nis maJor dramatic cllaracter, l!:mpedoCl$s,
who, in his attempt to bring the people closer to Gcd, bet:l.r1s to

conceive or n1maelt as a god.

l'.t8lderl!n thus raises man tc tbe level

ot tl;e gods. lie can not elevate

hit~

to tne cosmic level because

aodern man does not t;ave the salliEI intimate relations with nature as

tUca the cueK1h

rhe :Romantic Tragedy rash 1n man's inability to

attain thi.s lost intimacy.

Sopb.oeles can take that extra step in

iitfiiiPY& Q?lorma, fer Oedi.pue hu attained nia reconciliation with
Jat~re

lt ie more than a consc19us elevation;

and the cosmic ordet.

.__)''

a natural one, suited to llh character.

with Oedipus, i t h

'l.'he cosmic order b

relate<! to the conee,pt of time by Hglderlin
Hlll<lerlin e~ns1dera Zeus u

through the ellllract.u of Zetul.

or time, an interpretation

~hich

the father

iu the exact cppo•1te to the trad-

itional Greek 1liea that !le wu the son of Chroncqr., lime/It E8lderlin's
lllalysis of the play breau down at this point.

Ue discusi!UUI the

thunderbolts o! Zeus as bein& symbols or human auttering and reeling

dependent on th• concept o.f: time.

however,

!;b explana:ti<Jn of this

too vattue and tenuous tor cur purpcs••·

1•

aymboli~un,

Let it suffice to

aay that iilllderlin sees Ti!H as a lleistio forQe wh:icb help$ direct
the uniVlU'se although 1t b

IUtP•rate

from all material upech of

the world.7')
tl'ime 1 s influence in tbe ol"der of man •a d1 vine spark is mo:re
readily CClll}tl'ehenaible IU'l<i! important fo't'

ot Sophocles' tragie
for hwnan actiCin.
ive order.

hlll'C4UJ.

aiha•rlin Is

interpretation

iilllaerlin conceive• of t1tM u a cont-ext

lt is, therefore, an integral part of tlut object-

'J!he •uttering and

ero~ot:l.onal

atref.ls of the various tr&gic

eharactel'& in Scphocles• plays ebb and tlow with the

J:P~saage

of

" . 11$~
foramatic time, which can;be considered a slight variation of objective

r

!time.

The dramatic problem arises when the tragic characterjs ideal

j or moral system comes into conflict with the broader historical
.. progression of time •

The total absorption of the person in the

. frozen reality of fl..is ideal \is suited only to a dramatic present
which is fleeting at best.

The tragic figure is neither attuned to

the future nor equipped to handle all the pressing uncertainties
of the

situ~.~ion.
.

Thus, Antigone, in that much disputed passage

76

~~-~'(

in which she-laments the loss of her brother {904-20 in the original),
feels the natural pain and emotional strain involved.

She can not,

however, achieve the actual reconciliation of her ideal to the exist~ng
objective order (i.e., Creon's authority) by performing the burial
rites for her b:f'other Polyneices •.Antigone, like most Greek tragic
heroes, is caught in a time lapse.

She may be correct in adhering

to her ideals but she is consequently out of tUXJ.tt with the prevailing
philosophy.

1'his inconsistency adds to natural suffering the tragic

pain resulting from the person's inability to achieve reconciliation
with the objective order.
Htllderlin feels that the only solution or reconciliation
possible in the real and/or dramatic world comes on a lower level,
that of the chorus;
Weil aber diese fastest~ Bleiben vor der war1delnden Zeit,
dies heroische Eremitenleben, das h6chste BewuBtsein
wirklich ist, motiviert ~ich dadurch der folgend Chor,
als reinste Allgemeinheit und als eigentlichster Gesichtspunkt, wo das Ganze angafaBt warden muB. 77
'

The chorus has a dual role in the

~.rama;

it acts as a buffer or

sounding board for the two or more opposing forces and it is the
representative of the "Ganze".

The members of the chorus live

totally within the limits of the objective order of the play.

Con-

sequently, they possess the ability to make sweeping general observa-

tions on the conduct of the-characters,

Only the poet with his

intellectual view and "das Ganze 11 , if ;.·ersonified, could manifest
such power.

When the chorus makes these rnoral observations, they

are directed usually to one of the antagonists.

The degree to which

the character reacts with self-control and deep conviction often
indicates the relative value of his ideal to the cosmic order.

Thus,

a highly favorable evaluation of the hero's ideals in the objective
order can be attained by a Person's winning the chorus over to his
ideal.

The effect of the Chorus upon reality may be insignificant,

but for HClderlin the chorus stands as a symbol of possible harmony.
In the third section of the &nmer&unRen, H61derlin_ returns to
the more philosophical ramifications of drama:
Die tragische Darstellungberuhet, wie in den Anmerkungen
&Ulll Oedipus angedeutet ist, daraud, ,P.a der mittelbare Gott,
ganze eines mit dem Me~schen (denn ~er Gott eines Apostels
ist mittelbarer; ist hochster Geist) daB die unendliche
Begeisterung unendlich, . das heiBt in Gegenslitzen, im BewuB.tsein, welches das Bewuijtsein aufhebt, heilig sich scheidend,
sich faBt, und dar Gott in der Gestalt des Todes, gegenwqrtig
ist •. 78
The divine spark in a tragic hero is an immanent god who is one
with the particular person, according to H8lderlin. T!us interpretation of innate enthusiasm79is amazingly similar to the Greek concept of Daimon.

A person's daimon could best be described as his

conscience, the force in man which elevates him above animals and to
a level almost equal to the gods.

The tragic hero comprehends his

role on this higher level and thus accepts death as the fulfillment
of his idea.l in the objective order.
The concept of immanence develops differently according to
culture.

H8lderlin observes that the Greek dialogue and chorus

express immanence in the language emr.loyed.

Sophocles and the other

Attic playwrights used diction and imagery which employed sensual
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objeots.as concrete similes, while the modern Garman language and
thought processes utilize more abstract devices, especially

metaphors~

1:!8lderlin is drawing. the same c.onclusions here about ancient .and
8
modern poetry as doe.s Schiller.
F'or B.8lderl:l.n, Greek naivete

°

manifests a close relation to the physical world of nature; modern
romantieism reveals an intimate feel for the spiritual or intellectual
world.
B.olderlin 1 s last :point in t:tii:s qucte about the immanent force in
i

man deals with the problem of death.

Greek tragedy usually ends in

the physical death of the hero because of the immanent relationship
of the mortal and divine and nature in that culture.

German tragedy,

however, often ends in a type of spiritual or philosophical death.
Mc.dern tragic figures do not have ideals whi.ch are intimately related
to all Nature •

'Xhey must search for an ideal relationship to the

Divine on the level of abstraction.

'.l.'he modern concer;t of the
81
d:Lvine is not Nature itself or a force within Nature. rt is an abst.raction, a force which controls natux•e from without while relating
to the tragic character.

Despite the personal aspect of modern

divinity, ·it is far less immediately comprehended by man because of
the element of abstraction.

Thus the modern tragic figure may suffer

a s:pj.ri tual death in despair lacking that ardently sought close
relatlonship to nature, as did so many Romantics.
The particular way that a culture views the divine has a definite
bearing on how that culture will treat the problem of fate.

B.t51derlin

makes this following observation:
••• verRnaern sich die griechischen Vorstellungen insofern,
als ihre Haupttendenz ist, sich fassen zu k8pnen, weil
darin ihre Schwi!lche lag, da hingegen die Hauptenden
in
den Vorstellungsarten unserer Zeit ist, etwas trefl'en zu
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kennen, Geschick zu haben, da des Schicksallose, das
, unsere Schw~che ist. 82
While the Greek tragic weakness arises out of their inl!.bility to
comprehend themselves i.e., to define and defend their place in
the cosmos; the German tragic weakness stems from an inability to
define and fully comprehend the meaning of that very cosmic force,
abstracted from nature.

Helderlin feels that the Greek hero

suffers from excessively

i~nent

pressure from Fate (i.e., Nature

and the cosmos} 83 to conform to its guidelines or suffer the penalty
for misinterpretation.

The modern tragic figure suffers from his

inability to clarify his relationship with a nebulous Fate weakened
by its abstraction in the conscience.

H~lderlin's

is not a denial of fate in modern tragedy.

distinction

It is a clarification

of the role of Fate in man's life which is consistent with the
development and sophisticated complication of

hum~

In keeptng with this development, modern poetical

comprehension.

im~gery

tends to

be far more abstract.
H~lderlin

thus ends his Anmerkungen zur

interpretative note.

Antigon~

on an

The value of analyzing the plays of ancient

Greece and especially of Sophocles lies in the resultant light cast
upon modern society when contrasted
Greece.

nth,\l;heomo;~res

,.an«LxaJ,JJ;es:oo:t' -:<meient

H@lderlin 1 s ability to interpret the plays of Sophocles

and relate them to his own milieu gave them a new degree of esteem
as classics for all times.

The thought behind the form came alive

again when applied to a new situation, as we shall see in the
·Anmerkungen to the Oedipus.

ll9.

rne

problem of equality of ideals, which HUderlin considers
~entral to his interpretation ofthe Antigone, represents a modern
The cry of the French revolution

Lnfluenee in H6lderlin 1 s thought.

1ad been fLiberte, Fraternite, et Equaliten,

Equality was a major

of the Enlightenment.era, although usually interpreted as
84
~olera.nce.
H6lderlin 1 s intimate relationship with the forment
~enet

1urrounding conflict:i,ng liberal ideas certainly must have bad

,rrect

on his work with Sophocles.

S(lme

Another, more literary, ia-

'luenoe on Hf!lderlin' s thinking in this al'ea may have ste!ll!lled from
:he cor.t'licts prevalent in historical dramas performed on the
feimar stage during this

~riod;

e.g., Schiller's Maria Stuart.

rallenstein and Wilhelm .Tell.
Hl!llderlin feels that the equality of Antigone's and Creon's
.deals was consistent with the national situation of Athens in the

'ourth Century

B.c. Sophoclesfl ability to recreate this contemporary

:ituation in &r.l'lexeiting dramatic plot was most cherished by
Olderlin.

Holderlin saw a great value in the nationalistic eon-

erns of Attie drama as exempla for the oontemporary. German stage.
he rise of the Bti!'ger class in Germany created a more oompiex a11d
ense balance of powf;)r and claims in the contemporary world. Schiller
84
.ad masterfully idealized these problems in his dramas;
H~lderlin
ought to analyze situations in the plays of Sophocles.
l'lOlderlin begins Ms Anmerlru!3e;en to Oedipus Tfra.nnus in much

he same reflective tone as that in which he ended his Anmerknngen
o the Antigone:
~s wird gut sein, um den Dlehtern, aueh bei uns, eine
bllrgerliche Existenz zu sichern, wenn man die Poesie,
auch bei uns, den Untersehied der Zeiten fJ!f Verf'assungen
abgerechnet, zu~nxdv~ der Alten erhebt.
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As we nave repeatedly seen, H!!>lderlin considers one of a poet's
major roles to be a man of his times.

He must be a genuine repre-

sentative of the prevailing world view (bargerlich) with the foresight to comprehend the possibility of change and conflict.
must have. the

pnx~vn,

for expressing

a

He

the skill tofform a viable plot as§ vehicle

universal problem.

Such problems are most often

concretized in political forms, dependent upon the temporal circumstances..

It is this change in time which affects the external mQ-lli-

festations of a general problem.
lvhile the Greeks conceived of their political, physical and
moral conduct as a unity under the dual aegis of reLigious and'
secular mores, the modern Germans had become s, departmentalized
in their conceptualization of the role of Church and State in their
lives..

Wallenstein acted in accord with his perssnal evaluation

of a political situation.

He was not compelled to act by a religious

taboo as was Antigone, .or by ethical considerations as was Oedipus.
His ·lack of political power caused his destruction, but, like the
Greek hero,, Wallenstein accepts the inevitable eonsequences of his
action.

His attempted coup was unworkable in the given objective

order and had to be avenged.

Helderlin

:~;~raised

a drama such as

Wallenstein for its ability to realistically recreate such problems
in a modern context; he valued the ancient drama more, however,
for its ability to present such complex problems as the relative
value of claims in the context of a cohesive whole

(~®S

Ganze M),

not merely on a level of human willfulness.
H!!llderlin prefaces his analysis of the Oedipus Ty;rannos

l2l.

with an explanation of the Greek rules for constructing a plot to
convey this totalccohesion of life. The major feature of these
86
rules is "Zuverlassigkeit", \dependability. Greek tragedy '.'tas
developed around a set of guidelines which enhanced the dramatic
effect without becoming fosselized.

These guidelines were not

formalized until Aristotle, a century later,

his major
..
87
treatise The Poetics using Sophocles as his Paradigmatic model.
wrot~

~-·

The rules of good dramatic form, however, were handed down from
generation to generation in much the samw way as the epic
formulae were transmitted orally until written down after the time
of Homer. Such traditions did not exclude the possibility of
88
creativity as the treatment of the Electra theme verifies.
H5lderlin laments the lack of this traditionfl.1 dependability
in modern drama"
Auch andern Kunstwerken fehlt, mit den griechischen
verglichen, die ZuverlAssigkeit; wenigatens sind sie
bis ist mehr nach EindrO.cken beurteilt worden, die sie
machen, als nach ihrem gesetzlichen Kalkul und $Onstiger
Verfaheungaart, wodurch das Sch5ne hervorgebracht wird.
Der modernen Roesie fehlt es aber besonders an der
Syhule und ~ Handwerk~!Bigen, daB nAmlich ihre Verfahrungsart berechnet und gelehrt, und wenn sie gelernt 1st,
in der Auattbung innner zuverl!lssig wiederholt werden
kann. M&i hat, unter Menschen, bei jedem Dinge, vor
allem darauf zu sehen, .daB es. etwas ist, daB die Art;
wie es bedingt ist, bes:timmt lind gelernet werden kann,
. Deswegen und aus h~herllln Grtmden b.edArf die Poesie
besonders gicherer und charakterischer Prinzipien und
Schranken. 9
,
. ·
.
H5lderlin employs a peculiar phrase

~gesetzlichen

Kalkul" to

describe the viable guidelines which give structure and impetus
to the development of plot.
tant in their place.

These rules or guidelines are impor-

They are only tools or means by which the
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overall meaning or. the action should be enhanced.

Thus, H6lderlin

supports the theory of clas·sical form but agrees ld th Lessing in
the subord,ination of form to meaning.

He understands that leeway

must be granted for the inherent.changes in SQ?ial attitudes.
Within such a flexible structure, E6lderlin maintains that the
con~ents must form a cohesive entity in such a ~a~ that "der

lebendige Sinn, der nicht berechnet warden k'illi
mit dem kalku~
j
laben Gesetze in Beziehung gebracht wird•. 90
H6lderlin apparently felt that the art of poetry could be.
learned.

'

A poet must have some lyric inclinations, but

pl'~o'tide

can perfect his craft.

All H6lderlin wants in the finished·
,/
'
dramatic package is a real sense of "Gleichgew:I.cht•, i.e.; an•I
inner

l?.&~iili5cy

which gives true form to the action.

H6lderlin

expresses in this term his concepti.:~n of Wirle~eltflfum 1 S classical
ideal of "edle Einfalt und stille.GroBe".

Drama as a depiction

of nature possesses great diver13.ity within a ,subtle order.
H!Hderlin esteemed Sophocles for his ability to recreate
the subt1ities of reality

faithfully~

H6lderlin himself employs

just such·a subtle order in his treatment of the two plays.
Both Anmerkungen rorm triads.

'rhe first section deals with

general poetic structure. The second part treats the specific
problem of the plays, and the third returns to more general observations abcmt drama.

I have passed overt'!:he metrical analysis of

both plays here for I do not consider it my area within my competency att phis time,

Let it suffice at this point to say that

H6lderlin considered metrics an invaluable tool for expressing the
meaning of the play.

HI.'Jlderlin, I believe, interprets Oedipus Tyrannus as a
play about understanding and self-comprehension.

He begins his

analysis of the play by stating that comprehension of the plAy
as a whole rests in the audience's ability to understand the
scene in which Oedipus continually aludes to the oracle in his
attempt to rid the city of its curse.

Creon explains the order

of the oracle:
Geboten hat uns Ph~bus klar, der K6nig,
Man soll des Landes Schmach, auf diesem Grund ~nAhrt;
Verfolgen, nicht Unheilbares ern!hren (95•97) 91
HI.'Jlderlin realizes the ambiguity of the oracular pronouncements
and feels this oracle could be interpreted as an order, to maintain
a strong and pure court of law and good social stability.

Oedipus,

however, in his role as priest-king, interprets it ritualistically"Durch welche Reinigung?

welche Unglftck ists?"(98)

After Creon

explains that the measure to be taken must be banishment or
death, Oedipus becomes even more particular in his queries, asking
if the oracle identified the man.

Creon replies evasively:

.

Uns war, o Kenig, Lajos vormals Herr
92
In diesm Land, eh du die Stadt gelenket. (103-102}
He relates the story of Laius' death to the curse of the city,
a relationship which H61derlin notes is not an expected or
necessary one.
~rouse

The relationship made in the response seems to

a natural curiosity in Oedipus.

Sophocles, in this scene,

gives Oedipus the first clue for solving the murder mystery.
the following scene with Teiresias,
Oedipus as

-~·alles

the murderer.

93

H~lderlin

In

peculiarly describes

wissend" in his pronouncement of the curse on
Perhaps H61derlin means that Oedipus has full

cognizance of the details oft the oracle, not the total significance
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its message for himself.

I think this interpretation

is supported by Htllderlin's observation on the dialogue
w1th Teireoias:
die wunderbare zornige Ireugier, weil das
Wissen, wenn es seine Schranlce durchrissen
hat, wie trunken in se:L1er herrlichen
harmoniache wissen, al;;; e:a trs.gEcm odex'
fessen kann. 94
·
The characteristic need of the tragic hero to exceed
his hunan limitations entices him to discover the full
ramifications of his superficially complete knowledge.
Such is the case with Oedipus and the oracle.
possesses a

a• ]lap;~• a

Oedipus

.
i ~oency b e ~;,ween h"J.S natmre
an J.nconlLs

and the conditions of his milieu.

Teiresis, the symbol of

div:l.ne reconeiliation, is the spark which really ignites
Oedipus• tragic wrr.,th,

This wrath is merely the total

immersion of the tragic figure into his dominating harmonious ide<tl of seJ,f-dulfillment and ht?J.rangue with the oosmos
which always rem['.:i.ns steadfas-t,
is impersonal.

l

0

G

The real flow in the drllllla

lj_es in the stubborn failure of the

dra;ns.tic context to adllliit even the partial validity of ideal:E
based not in the dramatic objective but in the order of the
divine Sp2-rk.

Rtllderlin unfortunately loses much of the ironic tine
of the sight imagery :i.n this scene,

96

a. device which gives

lll!lazing depth to Sophocles• portrayal of the search for
self-knowledge.

H5luerlin

merely uses the ver) "wissen"
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for M.s translation of sight verbs,

Although the :i.J:nage

of sight is almost universally iruplicit·in verbs of
knowing, HBlderlin consciously se;:rms to be spelling
out the concretization of Sophocles' imagery.
Htlldorlin consicl ers the next scene with Jocasta
in Oedipus as subtle pause in Oedipus' search for
self~knowledge.

Jocaste.t s attempt to assuage Oedipus •

fee.r of murdering his father is subtly el-tploi ted by
Sophocles to serve as an impetus to Dedi pur::' curiosity.
She achieves the opposite of the effect intended for she
awakens his awareness of a "mi tleidsvrerte naive
Irrtum".

This tragict:pauS"e is short lived for Oedipus

is confronted with another interogation with the
Messenger.

,/
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The dialogue.between Oedipus and the messenger comes at
the beginning of,the second half of the play as H6lderlin sees
it.

This verbal banter serves as an impetus· to evoke the ·

true nobility of Oedipus' motives.

From now on in the play,

Oedipus is acting, not as the king of Thebes, but as a man
determined to clarify his own identity.

He throws off the

mantle of royal concerns and accepts the burden of self-knowledge.
Oedipus fretfully boasts to Jocasta:
Wohlan! wer sollte nun, o Weib, noch einmal
Den prophezeienden Herd befragen, oder
Von eben schreiend die V6gel? deren Sinn nach
Ich t8ten sollte meinen Vater, der
Gestorben schlummert unter dar Erde; hier aber
Bin ich und rein 1st maine Lanza, wenn er anders.
Im Trauma nicht umkam, von mir; zugleich nahm er auch
·
Die heutigen Sehersprfiche mit, und liegt nun
Im Hades, Polybos, nicht waiter gUltig. (964-72) 97
Oedipus' attempt to deny his invoavement in the death of his
supposed father, Polybos, is tainted by a significant phrase
"wenn er and ers Im Trauma nicht umkam, von mir 11 •
not yet "sich fassen zu k8nnen 11 •
in the loophole of the dream.

Oedipus has

His self doubts are reflected

Such behavior is quite natural

for anyone who is experiencing what H6lderlin calls Oedipus'
"desparate struggle, degrading, almost shameless striving, and
foolishly wild longing"98for a genuine self-concept. The "naive
mistake" of Oedipus had to be rectified in both the objective
and cosmic orders•

He has sought answers from divine oracles

and human witnesses to no avail.

Oedipus, armed with much

knowledge, is still beset by doubts.

Sophocles has portrayed a

character of genuine human depth and complexity in Oedipus.
The mere thought of an intential defilement of his shreaded

I
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: self-image by patricide is almost too much for Oedipus.

il61derlin shows his sensitivity to Oedipus' plight in his
description qf the mood in this section of the. play a

11

geisteskrank".

This term of spiritual illness or mental aberration is a peculiar
epithet to attribute to a. figure in a classical play.

H6lderlin

obviously was influenced in his choice of words by the prevalence
of this term in Romantic literature of the late 18th and early
19th century Germany.99

H61derlin's personal battle with insanity

adds even more depth to his understanding of Oedipus' anguish.
H81derlin passes over the problem of the>6racles 1 validity.
He apparently felt that the doubts

o~.Jocasta

the natural manifestations of human fear in

a

and Oedipus were
perilous situation.

It is strange that H8lder11n, who praises Sophocles for being a man
of his times, fails to observe the connection

between the question-

ing of the oracles in 5th Century Athens and the challenge posed·
to organizedreligion in Greece by the Enlightenment in 18th century
Germany.

There are

a~~ing

parallels in both situations: both

cultures were beset by the problems of martial turmoil- the Peloponnesian
war and the rash of wars for national independence, - by the new
awareness in the power of the individual, and by a radical change
in life style, caused by war or economic conditions.

Perhaps

H81derlin did not feel the situations were similar enough to warrant
comparison along these lines.
H8lderlin 1 s final observation in this section of the Anmerkungen
concerns Oedipus' famous claim that Fortune was his mother;
Was soll, das breche. Main Geschlechte will ich,
Seis auch gering, doch will ich es erfahren.
Mit liecqt ist sie, denn Weiber denken groB,
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· Ob meiner niedrigen Geburt beschMmt.
Ich :will aber, als Sohn des Glt1cks mich haltend,
•••
Des wohlbegabten, nicht verunehrt warden.
Denn dies ist maine Mutter. Und klein und groB
100
Umfingen mich die mitgebornan Monde.
Und so erzeugt, will ich nicht ausgehn, so,
So daB ich nicht ganz, ~as ich bin, erforschte. (1095-1104)
Oedipus casts his fate to the winds and will accept
truth is concerning his origin.

~hatever
·,1;.

the

H8lderlin comments that the

emotional outburst by this ''allessuchende,

allesdeutend~"
J:

character manifests the complexity of his

spirit~

~~

Oedipus

rises to the heights of abstraction in claiming Tuche -'lgluck"
or "Luck" - as his mother in the very same breath that he plummets
to the depths of the aphoristic speech of common servants "Was soll, das breche".

H6lderlin masterfully translates this

passage into German without losing the spirit of Sophocles'
brilliant intermingling of mundane diction with sublime imagery.
Both poets successfully capture the divine and human nature of
the total person, Oedipus.

The tragic hero, for H6lderlin,

embodies the idealization of man in the fullness of his paradoc•
ical nature as a being of and above the world of every day
reality.
As he did in the Anmerkungen to the Antigone,

Htlld~rlin

devotes the third section to a discussion of the portrayal of
a tragedy;
Die ~rstellung des Tragischen beruht vorz1iglich
darauf, daB das Ungeheure, wie der Gott und Mensch sich·
paart, und geenzenlos die Naturmacht und des Menschen
Innerstes 1m Zorn eins wird, dadruch sich begreift, 101
daB das grenzenloser Einesweraen durch Grenzenloses
scheiden sich reiniget.
Tragedy is best d1ipicted in the marvelous unifying of god
·~l,

!
I
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and man in the unrestricted fusion of the power of nature and
man's innermost being in wrath,

This wrath is a manifestation

of this unlimited.unifio\ltion's purification by means of total
separation.

Once again Halderlin's comments have become very

elliptical.

I think what he is trying to say is that the

''

process of reconciliation for a tragic hero with the cosmic order
can only be achieved in death.

The process must be a total

severing of ties with every aspect of life as i t was really
experienced.

The role of wrath as the catalyst in this pro-

cedure can be understood more clearly if ·we recall H6lderlin 1 s
term 11 aorgisch".

The tragic hero has this supranatural drive or

instinct to transcend the limits of the objective order in the
world by mysteriously uniting with the incomprehensible forces
of Nature.

Man possesses the paradoxical need and ability to

break out of his self-imposed limitations.

The pain and suffering

,resulting from this breakthrough is clearly depicted in the plot
of a trf4gedy.
The Greek quote which ends this observation by
is also very strange.
'L'heophrastus

•

H~lderlin

It seems to be a paraphrase of the quote by

LiterallY}- it means "the scribe of nature was

the one to break off the well-intensioned

reed~

Perhaps H6lderlin

means that God .or the Cosllos is the ultimate judge of a tragic
character's action just as He is

th~

original source of his life.

The tragic hero must overcome several obstacles to attain
his final harmony with the cosmic order.

The chorus and the

dialogue .with the other characters present the greatest obstacles

--

to the hero.

--~~-

..

----- -------·-

H81derlin feels that the chorus and other

characters are too pure or simplistic.

Xhe one•sideness of a

given character is usually cancelled by an opposite effect in
another character.

The chorus, as we have seen, is capable of

attaining a limited version of all-encompassing harmony.

It

expresses emotions of complaint, joy, religiosity, and
pius perjury and most important of all, compassion.

Thus the

chorus serves as an exponent of the prevailing mood in a given
scene of the play.

HBlderlin compares this predetermining role

of the chorus to that of a judge in a trial of a heretic.
There is no leeway for the tragic character to unite with the
cosmic order as long as he is under the jurisdiction of the
objective order.
H8lderlin maintains that the tragic figure forgets himself
and the

11

Gott", his divine spark.

He must, in a sense, betray

his humanity for the sake of his role in the comic order.
must go against his

11

He

Gott", only in so far as it is conditioned

by its .relation to the objective order.

As Htllderlin says,

"In dar YuBersten Grenze des Leidens bestehet rutmlich nichts
mehr, als die Bedingungen der Zeit oder des Raums."
space are transitory aspects of reality.

Time and

The tragic hero forgets

his share in these effemeral conditions because he is suspended
in an animated moment, in his ideal.

The essence of genuine

tragedy is manis attempt and failure to reconcile his isolated
ideal or philosophy of life to the transient conditions of life.
Haemon in the Antigone and Oedipus in the middle of Oedipus
Tyrann.os

represent two examples of men trapped in the incon-

gruency .of life and ideal.

Haemon says that he will be faithful

to his f_ather Creon.
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When Haemon realizes that his father

will not heed his pleas for reason, his love for Antigone and
her ideal force him to betray his father's confidence.

Haemon

must suffer because of his failure to convert Creon to his way

I
I
l'
j

I

of thinking.

Creon is too caught up at this point with-the

prevailing mood, his own authority.

Oedipus suffers a similar

betrayal at the hands of the shepherd.
that Oedipus 1 birth was untimely.

The oracle had shown

Contrary to orders, to leave

him in the mountains to die, the servant yields to his simple
ideal of the value of life and saves the child.

Thus, from the

very beginning Oedipus' whole existence has been at odds with
the objective order.
In summary,

H~lderlin 1 s

in his Anmerkungen
two levels.

interpretation of Sophocles expounded

to Oedipus Tyrannos and Antigone assumes

First, he treats the plays as part of the dramatic

genre in which the conflict of time and character is developed
and resolved in an artistic, harmonious unit.

The Dialogue,

chorus and major characters all contribute to the portrayal
of universeal themes on the concrete level as they attempt
to resolve the dialectic conflict.
concept of the tragic hero.

Secondly, he analyzes the

H~lderlin

considers the basic

problems of the Greek tragic character to be "sieh fassen zu
kllnnen 11 •

Just as the drama of the Greeks was an organic whole

in which the religious, political and social problems of the
day were integrally related, so the character of the Greek hero
was totally incorporated into an ideal ( e.g. Truth of Self for
Oedipus and Unwritten laws for Antigone).

The development of
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the Greek figure depended upon his reconciliation of this ideal
with the total milieu of his time in reality.
out of the impossibility of this task.

Tragedy arises

Sophocles' unique ability

to blend these two aspects of tragic drama moved H6lderlin to
make a final judgement of Sophocles as a Man of his times:
Sophokles hat Recht. Es ist dies Schicksal seiner
Zeit und Form seine Vaterland.es. Mann kann wohl
idealisieren, z.B.o'den besten Moment wtihlen, aber die
vaterl§ndischen Vorstellungsarten dttrfen, wenigstens
der Unterordnung nach, vom Dichter, der die Welt im
verringerten MaBstab .darstellt, nicht ver§ndert
warden. Fllr un ist eine solche Form gerade tauglich,
wail das Unendliche, wie der Geist dar Staaten und
der Welt, ohnehin nicht anders, als aus linkerischem
Gesichtspunkt kann gefaBt warden. Die vaterlHndischen
Forman wijserer Dichter, wo solche sind, sind aber
nennoch vorzuzi hen, wail solche nicht bloB da sind,
um den Geist der Zeit verstehen zu lernen, sondern
ihn festzuhalten, wenn er einmal begriffen und gelernt
ist. 102
Sophocles was right for his time but his greater value lies in
his ability to be right for the future generations of mankind
who are plagued by basically the same problems.

Each succeeding

age seems to be gifted

with men who gain deep irisights into

the plays of Sophocles.

Freidrich H61derlin was just such a

man in the Germany of the Klassik-Romantik period.

H61derlin

was able to interpret the valuable meaning as well as the form
of Sophocles for the benefit of his era.
Sophocles on

H~lderlin

The influence of

is best summarized in the

dedicated to Sophocles:
Viele versuchten umsonst, das Fraudigste freudig
zu sagen. Hier spricht endlich es mir, hier in
dar Trauer sich aus. 103
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CONCLUSION
The influence of Sophocles upon the literature and dramatic theory in the Klassik-Romantik era was indirect but quite
significant.

Sophocles' plays were used as models for various

types of modern drama.

Each German cl'itic or dramatist t-1as

able to extract a particular principle of dramatic technique
from the art of Sophocles and apply it to his own work. Lessing
considered SophOcles a master of aesthetic portrayal of pain
for the dual purpose of arousing emotions and eliciting moral
awareness in the audience Sophocles achieved this dual goal

by

synthesizing the most sublime ideals with a most naturally constructed plot.

His characters were able to become symbols of

a theme or ideal; but only after they had expel'ienced a tragic
situation with all the intensity of true human emotion.

Wieland

considered Sophocles the embodiment of the Golden Age of Pericles,
and H8lderlin viewed him as a man of his time.

Holderlint s interpretation o£ Sophocles as a poet of reconciliation is significant on two levels.

First, Sophocles

was held up to the Romantics as an ideal for which they could
strive (but never attain).

H81derlin experienced the frustra-

tion of the Romantics in his own lii:e as he grappled with in•
sanity.

I am inclined to believe that H8lderlin was using his

translations and analysis of Sophocles as the last straw in his
futile grasp for reconciliation with the reality of life.

H81der-

lin's own lyric and dramatic abilities were given a new impetus
to achieve the heights o£ Sophocles by this urge for survival.

fl81derlin' s intensity and creative spit>!t allowed him to rise

above the abyss oT empty

~ormalism

and to crystalize the

ambivalent and complex spi.r.it o:f' the emerging Romantic el"a ..
Goethe end Schille:r,as well as the Schlegel brcthevs,
Friedrich end August Wilhelm looked upon Sophocles as a !l!Odel
of Hru>mony.

While Hl31derlin considered Sophoclean Ha:rmony

as the goal of an evolving dramatic and creative process•
Goethe and Schillel" viewed it as a
dramatic whole.

completed~

synthesised

These two al"tists WE!l"e l!lble to achieve a

synthesis o:f' .fol"m and meaning unparalleled in Gevman litet>ary
or dramatic history.

Al.thougb they viewed Sopb.oclea• worl!:

as a coraposite whole• Goetb.e and Schiller tollowed b:il!l as a
creative and

.nol~

a static model.

Schiller, for example dealt

with histovical themes and plots but developed the subtle
intricacies of his ebaracterizationa to a degree equal· to that
of Sophocles or Shakespeare.
fell short in tbeil•

tttte~ts

Schillerts l5,te Braut von

Both Goethe ttnd Schiller, howevel'•
to l'eereate "classical drQillB.".

~es~~;ina

(180.3) was an lilttempt to in•

traduce Stl'iet classical .form with a chorus and an oraele toepresenting the elelll$nt of Fate 9

The play is .far too cont:rived

to appeal to the consciences of' modern aud1.enees, though it
was well accepted by German Uni'lfflrsity students.

Goethe and

Sehillo:r learned fl'o:m expt»'ience that the only way to apptoech.te
Sophocles and make

h~

a part of

tnema~lves

was to analyze his

wo:rk for the spirit of. truth which Lessing t'ouhd in Sophocles,

a man or his time.

1.35.
Four main points have emerged from m:y study of' the Gel'I!lan
criticism of Sophocles:
1. Sophocles was a model of excellence for the G·ermans
because of his ability to synthesize ideals and. reality
in the genre of' drama.•
2. Sophocles was a man of his time who could reflect upon
the conflicts of his age and raise them to a universal
level of applicability and.reflection.

3· Sophocles a personal model of total harmony in all
aspects of life: political, social, religious and
ethical.

~•

Sophocl.es v1as a poet and a dramatist with whom the
Germany of the Klassik-Roma.ntik era could identify
because of Dionysiao naturalness and Apollonian
formalism in his plays_.
,.

Sophocles was a poet cif'' great eminence in an age o:f profound achievement.

He was able to reflect on the dying values

of heroic ideals, face the conflicts of the present and look
forward in liope.:.to :the.3promise of the future despite the obvious
signs of decay.

Soplioclest ability to coalesce these three as-

pects of the human condition in himself and his work made him a
natural favorite of the entire period of Klassik•Romantik literature.

The Enlightenment era looked back to previous ages for

origins and sources of inspiration.

its

Lessing chose to examine

the root.s of' drama in Aristotle and Sophocles.

The Stul'Ill und

Drapg era and its grooring counterpart, the Classical Age 1
atten~ted

in their peculiar and opposite ways to find a solution

to the conflicts of the human spirit.

Goethe and Schiller both

expressed the spirit of these movements in their literature.
Romantic

Move~mnt·

The

looked .forward to the dis:ma.J. future with a

feeling of frustration but also with a ray o:f transcendent hope.

H8lderlin embodies the spirit of this particular era.
The most significant conclusion which can be justifiably
drawn from my investigation of Sophoclean influence in the German
literature of the 18th and 19th century is that there exists a
definite de<7'ee of parallelism between the time and works of
Sophocles and the various trends, Apollonian and D1onysiac, which
prevailed during this period in Germany.

The Germans• ability

to translate the form, meaning and spirit of Sophocles· into
their own milieu without destroying or distorting his essentially
unique qualities bears witness to the genius of their age and
the general claim that Sophocles is a "possession for all ages';

APPENDIX I - DATES :B'OR THE ANTIGONE

442

B.C.

1502

lst production of the Antigone of Sophocles in Athens
lst printing of Antigone 1502 in Venice; 1522 in
Florence; 1533 in Paris, 151.V.~ in Frankfurt am
Main, 1547 in Bern, 1579 in .ll.ntwerp
1st German edition under the title: Des Griechischen
Tragodienschrle'bers Sophoclis Antigone, deutsch
gegeben durch Martinium Opitium, Dantzig, gedruckt
bei Andreum Huenefeld Bucbhandler in 1636 Opitz
sai.d that one could learn 11 ein gutes Schicksal
sich zu srhalten und ein ungunstiges mit ruhigem
und aufrechtem Geiste zu ertragen."

1760 '"- 1920 90 different translations of the Antigone in German
.,,,li:.all of 1803 Holderlin' s translation ready for print
180L~

Holderlin 1 s translations of Oedipus Tyrannus and
Antigone appear, published by Friedrich ivilman

1808

1st German production of Anti~one as translated by
Friearieh Rochlitz and directed by Goethe

1841

lst significant stage production of Antigone,directed
by Ludwig Tieck, on 28 Oct. in New Palace, Potsdam
1839 (translation by Jacob Christian Donner. 11us1c
by Felix Mendelssohn)

1917

Antigone, tragedy in five acts by Walter Hasenclever
In Berlin

26 June
1918

lst production of Holderlin's translation in Zurich

1942

Antigone by Jean Anouilh

15 Feb.
19h8

Production of Antigone translated by Bertolt Brecht
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Appendix II: Comparison of Chorus in Oedipus Colonus(668-94)
GERHAN
In des pferdereichen Landes
Trefflichen H6fen,
Auf Koilionos weiBem Boden
_Bist du angekommen,
o Fremdling dieser Gegend,
Wo durchdringend klagt
-Die wiederkehrende Nachtigall
Unter grttnem Buschwald,
'Uberw6lbt von dunklem Efeu·,
Und von des Gottes unzug§nglichem
Geblfitter,
Dem frtlchtevollen; sonnenlosen,
Keinem Sturme bewegten.
Wo immerhin der baccantische
Dionys einhergeht, ·
WohnenC! unter den. g6t tlichen
Ntlhrerinnen 9 . · ·.
Wo immerhin vom himmlischen Duft
Die sch6ntraub:!)gte Narzisse
Aufw!chst, von'Tag zu T&g,
Der groBen G6ttinnen"' '
Uralter Kranz, •·
Und der go!ldglfinzende Krokus.
Noch mind ern sich die . schlummerlosen.
Quellen,
. Die in Wasser d.es (iephissus sich teilent
Sondern immer und t!lglich
Kommt der schnellerzeugende fiber die Felder,
Mit reinen Regengfissen
fiber die Brust dar Erde.
Auch hassen _die Ch6re der Musen es nicht,
Und nicht die goldene Aphrodite.
.,-.

;

•

'

ENGLISH

The land BeloVed of horsemen, fair
Colonus takes a guest;
· He shall not seek another home,
For this; in. all the earth and air
is most secure and lovliest.
In the godisuntrodden·vale
where leaves and berries throng,
and wine-dark ivy climbs the bough,
the sweet, sojourning nightingale
Murmurs all day long.
No sun nor wind may enter .there
Nor the winter's rain;
But ever through the shadow goes
Dionysus reveler,
Immortal maenads in his train.
Here with drops of heaven's dews
at daybreak all the year,
The clusters of narcissus bloom, ·

Ti.l!l.e-hallowed garlands for
the brows
Of those great ladies whom
we fear.
The crocus like a little sun
Blooms with its yellow ray;
The river's fountains are
awake,
And his nomadic streams
that run
-Unthinned forever, and never
stay;
But like perpetual lovers move
on the maternal land.
And here the choiring Muses
come,
And the divinity of love
with the gold reins in her hand.

Appendix II (cont.)
It is earlier than the

This Chorus stems from the year 1796.

ode "Per Tod fUrs Vaterlands which immediately follows in the
Manuscript.

H8lderlin only translates the first Strophe and

Antistrophe of the ode,

He is far more faitnful to the lyric

beauty of Sophocles' Greek than is Robert Fitzgerald in his .
English version for two possible reasons.

First, H6lderlin was

a lyric poet of the first rank who always attempted to capture
the fl!lvor as well as the meaning of the original Greek.

Secondly,

the vitality of the German language with its frequent use of present
participles, enhances the possibility of grasping both the form·
and the meaning of the Greek.

H6lderlin, however, as a man of

his own time, had to alter the form somewhat.

Kohlhammer observes

that H6lderlin does not adhere to the original word order too
lt
strictly.
For example, the address is switched from the first
to the fifth verse.

Other changes include a change of syntax which

becomes a bit more syntactical rather than imitating paratactical
combination of the Greek.

H6lderlin also utilizes anaphora more

frequently than does Sophocles (
divices are more common in the German.

) •.

such external metrical

Sophocles, on the other hand,

relies more heavily on internal rhyme as a cohesive element. in
his poetry.

All these differences may simply be a sign of the

unintentional and underlying difference between naive and sentimental
poets.
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